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ABSTRACT

The thesis describes two searches conducted at the Large Hadron Collider with a

center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, using proton-proton collison data collected by the

CMS experiment. The supersymmetry (SUSY) search focus on the production of

at least one Higgs boson that decays into two photons in the decay chains of pair-

produced SUSY particles. The data used has an integrated luminosity of 77.5 fb�1.

The events are classified into di�erent search regions based on charged leptons,

Higgs boson candidates, and kinematic variables to make them sensitive to di�erent

SUSY scenarios. The results reveal no statistically significant excess of events

compared to the standard model predictions. The searches exclude bottom squark

pair production for bottom squark masses below 510 GeV and a lightest SUSY

particle mass of 1 GeV. The wino-like chargino-neutralino production in gauge-

mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) is excluded for chargino and neutralino masses

below 235 GeV, with a gravitino mass of 1 GeV. Furthermore, the higgsino-like

chargino-neutralino production in GMSB, where the neutralino decays exclusively

to a Higgs boson and a gravitino, is excluded for neutralino masses below 290

GeV. The thesis also reports a search for long-lived particles that decay in the

outer regions of the CMS silicon tracker or in the calorimeters. The search uses

data with an integrated luminosity of 138 fb�1. The identification of long-lived

particle decays utilizes a novel technique that combines nearly trackless and out-

of-time jet information into a deep neural network discriminator. The results are

interpreted using a simplified GMSB model of chargino-neutralino production,

where the neutralino is the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle that decays to a

gravitino and either a Higgs or Z boson. The search achieves the highest sensitivity

for neutralino proper decay lengths of approximately 0.5 meters and excludes masses

up to 1.18 TeV at a 95% confidence level. This search represents the most stringent

constraint to date in the mass range from the kinematic limit imposed by the Higgs

boson mass up to 1.8 TeV.
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C h a p t e r 1

THE STANDARD MODEL OF PARTICLE PHYSICS

In 2012, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN announced the discovery of

the Higgs boson, a crucial element of the Standard Model (SM) that describes the

behavior of fundamental particles and their interactions. The Higgs boson gives

particles mass, and its measured properties are consistent with those predicted by

the SM. However, there is still a possibility of deviations in its couplings and the

existence of additional scalar particles. Given the significance of the Higgs boson

discovery, Higgs physics has become an essential component of high-energy physics.

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics is currently the most widely accepted

theory for describing the fundamental building blocks of the universe. In this

model, all known matter is made up of particles called quarks (which combine to

form protons and neutrons) and leptons (which include electrons). The SM also

describes the role of bosons, a group of force-carrying particles, in influencing the

behavior of quarks and leptons.

Figure 1.1: The Standard Model includes the matter particles (quarks and leptons), the
force carrying particles (bosons), and the Higgs boson [1].

The Standard Model of particle physics describes fundamental interactions in nature,

excluding gravity. It includes three interactions: the electromagnetic interaction

(quantum electrodynamics or QED), which influences particles with an electric
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charge; the weak interaction (quantum flavor dynamics or QFD), which influences

particles with a weak charge; and the strong interaction (quantum chromodynamics

or QCD), which influences particles with a color charge. The Brout-Englert-Higgs

(BEH) field is a scalar field that induces spontaneous symmetry-breaking and gives

mass to all particles it interacts with, known as the Higgs mechanism. Additionally,

the Higgs particle (H) couples with any other particle that has mass, including itself.

Figure 1.2: Matter particles can be divided into three groups: quarks (@) and antiquarks
(@̄); electrically charged leptons (;) and antileptons (;̄); neutrinos (a) and antineutrinos (ā).
Gluons (6) couple to colour charge, which only quarks, antiquarks, and gluons themselves,
have. Photons (W) couple to electric charge, which is found in (anti)quarks and electrically
charged (anti)leptons. The weak bosons (, , ,+ , /0) couple to the weak charge, which
all matter particles have. Weak bosons can also interact with the photon (but this is a pure
weak interaction, not an electromagnetic one). And finally, the Brout–Englert–Higgs field
interacts with particles that have mass (all particles except the gluon and the photon) [2].

An ultra-short, four-line, co�ee mug version of the SM Lagrangian is commonly

known (as shown in Fig. 1.3):

L = �1
4
�`a�

`a

+ 8k̄ /⇡k + ⌘.2.

+ k8H8 9k 9 q + ⌘.2.

+ |⇡`

q |2 �+ (q)
(1.1)
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where

1. �1
4�`a�

`a: This term is the scalar product of the field strength tensor �`a,

representing all interaction particles, excluding the Higgs boson.
2. 8k̄ /⇡k: This term describes how interaction particles interact with matter

particles, where the fields k and k̄ represent quarks and leptons, respectively.

The covariant derivative, denoted as /⇡, features all the interaction particles,

except for the Higgs boson. Notably, the covariant derivative does not include

self-interaction.
3. ⌘.2.: Hermitian conjugate of term 2.
4. k8H8 9k 9 q: This term describes how matter particles couple to the BEH field

q and thereby obtain mass, where the H8 9 is the Yukawa coupling.
5. ⌘.2.: Hermitian conjugate of term 4;
6. |⇡`

q |2: This term describes how the weak interaction particles couple to the

BEH field, which results in the particles obtaining mass through the Higgs

mechanism.
7. �+ (q): This term describes the potential of the BEH field, and how Higgs

bosons couple to each other.

Figure 1.3: Lagrangian on a co�ee mug [2].
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1.1 The SM Higgs mechanism
The Higgs mechanism is a fundamental concept in the Standard Model of particle

physics that explains how fundamental particles acquire mass. It involves the

Higgs field q, which is a scalar field that exists throughout space. The Higgs field

interacts with particles in a way that gives them mass through spontaneous symmetry

breaking.

The potential of the Higgs field q is

+ (q) = �`2
q
†
q + _(q†q)2

. (1.2)

The Higgs field has a non-zero vacuum expectation value a =
p
`

2/_, which means

that it has a value even in empty space. When particles interact with the Higgs

field, they experience a resistance similar to moving through a viscous fluid. This

resistance is what gives particles their mass.

The Higgs mechanism also predicts the existence of a new particle, the Higgs boson,

which was discovered in 2012 at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The

discovery of the Higgs boson confirmed the mechanism by which particles acquire

mass in the Standard Model.
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C h a p t e r 2

SEARCHES FOR PHYSICS BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL
AT THE LHC

Cosmological observations indicate that the standard model can only account for

approximately 5% of the total mass-energy present in the universe, with the remain-

ing 95% being made up of dark matter (26%) and dark energy (69%). In particle

physics, BSM stands for Beyond the Standard Model, which refers to theories that

attempt to explain phenomena that are not accounted for by the Standard Model

(SM) of particle physics.

The SM of particle physics does not account for several phenomena, such as the

existence of dark matter, the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe, and the

hierarchy problem. The hierarchy problem refers to the large discrepancy between

the mass of the Higgs boson and the Planck scale, which is the scale at which gravity

becomes as strong as the other fundamental forces.

2.1 Hierarchy problem and supersymmetry (SUSY)
The hierarchy problem in particle physics is a long-standing issue that arises from

the observed mass of the Higgs boson, which is much lighter than the natural scale

of particle physics known as the Planck scale. The mass of Higgs boson has been

measured to be approximately 125 GeV. The Planck scale, on the other hand, is the

energy scale at which gravity becomes as strong as the other fundamental forces and

is given by the Planck energy, which is approximately 1019 GeV.

The hierarchy problem arises because the quantum fluctuations in the Higgs boson

mass are proportional to the energy scale of the virtual particles. As the energy

scale of the virtual particles increases, the quantum fluctuations become larger, and

the Higgs boson mass becomes heavier. If the energy scale of the virtual particles

is much larger than the Higgs boson mass, the quantum fluctuations can become so

large that the Higgs boson mass becomes inconsistent with the observed value.

The mass of the Higgs boson, <� , can be written as a sum of its bare mass, <
�

0 ,

and the radiative corrections, �<�:
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<
2
�
= <

2
�

0 + �<2
�
. (2.1)

The radiative corrections are proportional to the energy scale of the virtual particles,

which can be written as ⇤. In the absence of new physics, the radiative corrections

are expected to be of order:

�<2
�
⇠ ⇤2

16c2
. (2.2)

The natural scale of particle physics is the Planck scale, "Pl ⇡ 1019 GeV, which

is the energy scale at which the gravitational force becomes as strong as the other

fundamental forces. If we take ⇤ to be the Planck scale, the radiative corrections

would be of order:

�<2
�
⇠

"
2
Pl

16c2
⇡ (1018 GeV)2

. (2.3)

This is many orders of magnitude larger than the observed value of the Higgs boson

mass, which is approximately 125 GeV.

Supersymmetry (SUSY) provides a solution to the hierarchy problem by introducing

a new symmetry between fermions and bosons. SUSY proposes the existence of

a new set of particles, known as supersymmetric particles (as shown on the right

of Fig. 2.1). Each particle in the Standard Model would have a corresponding su-

persymmetric partner, with the same mass and spin but di�erent quantum numbers.

For example, the supersymmetric partner of the electron (a fermion) would be a

particle called a selectron (a scalar boson).

The contribution of the superpartners to the Higgs boson mass is proportional to

the masses of the superpartners. Because the superpartners are not observed, they

can have large masses without a�ecting the observed Higgs boson mass. The

cancellation of the quantum corrections to the Higgs boson mass is maintained up

to energies of order "SUSY, which is the energy scale at which SUSY is broken.

If we take "SUSY to be of order 1 TeV, the radiative corrections to the Higgs boson

mass are reduced to:
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Figure 2.1: Supersymmetry proposes that every particle in the Standard Model, shown at
left, has a superpartner particle still awaiting discovery.

�<2
�
⇠

"
2
SUSY

16c2
⇡ (100 GeV)2

. (2.4)

This is much closer to the observed value of the Higgs boson mass, and the param-

eters of the Standard Model do not need to be finely tuned to achieve this value.

Therefore, SUSY provides a natural solution to the hierarchy problem.

In essence, SUSY provides a possible solution to the hierarchy problem by intro-

ducing new particles that can cancel out the large quantum corrections to the Higgs

boson mass. These new particles are known as supersymmetric partners of the

Standard Model particles, and the cancellation occurs due to a delicate interplay

between their masses. However, despite extensive searches at the LHC and other

experiments, no evidence supporting the existence of SUSY has been found yet.

2.2 The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM)
The MSSM, or minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model, extends

the Standard Model by including the fields of a two-Higgs-doublet model, along with

their corresponding superpartners. Each particle in the MSSM has a corresponding

superpartner forming a supermultiplet [3]. Table 2.1 shows the field content and

gauge quantum numbers of the supermultiplets in the MSSM. The electric charge

of a particle can be determined by its third component of weak isospin ()3) and the

* (1) weak hypercharge (. ) as & = )3 + 1
2. .
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Table 2.1: The fields of the MSSM and their (* (3) ⇥ (* (2) ⇥ * (1) quantum numbers
are listed. For simplicity, only one generation of quarks and leptons is exhibited. For each
lepton, quark, and Higgs super-multiplet, there is a corresponding anti-particle multiplet of
charge-conjugated fermions and their associated scalar partners [3].

Field content of the MSSM

Supermultiplets Superfields Bosonic fields Fermionic partners (* (3) (* (2) * (1)
gluon/gluino +̂8 6 6̃ 8 1 0

gauge/ +̂ ,
±
,,

0
,̃

±
, ,̃

0 1 3 0

gaugino +̂
0

⌫ ⌫̃ 1 1 0

slepton/ !̂ (ã! , 4̃�
!
) (a, 4�)! 1 2 -1

lepton ⇢̂
2

4̃
+
'
) 4

2

!
1 1 2

squark/ &̂ (D̃! , 3̃!) (D, 3)! 3 2 1/3

quark *̂
2

D̃
⇤
'
) D

2

!
3̄ 1 -4/3

⇡̂
2

3̃
⇤
'
) 3

2

!
3̄ 1 2/3

Higgs/ �̂3 (�0
3
,�

�
3
) (�̃0

3
, �̃

�
3
) 1 2 -1

Higgsino �̂D (�+
D
,�

0
D
) (�̃+

D
, �̃

0
D
) 1 2 1

In the MSSM, the Higgsino is a neutral, spin-1/2 particle that is a supersymmetric

partner of the Higgs boson. It mixes with the electroweak gauge bosons (the Z and

W bosons) to form the neutralino and chargino particles, which are also predicted

by the MSSM. The Higgsino’s interactions with the neutralinos and charginos a�ect

their masses and properties, and the neutralino is a leading candidate for dark matter.

Thus, the Higgsino plays a crucial role in both the phenomenology and cosmology

of the MSSM.

2.2.1 Higgsino and neutralinos
The Higgsinos are of great interest in particle physics because they are considered

as potential dark matter candidates and are predicted to be the lightest supersym-

metric particles (LSPs) in certain regions of the MSSM parameter space. Their

experimental discovery would provide important evidence for supersymmetry and

could potentially help us understand the nature of dark matter.

The MSSM predicts the existence of four neutralinos, which are fermionic superpart-

ners of the neutral gauge bosons (the photon, Z boson, and the neutral components

of the Higgs doublets) and are denoted as j̃
0
8

(where 8 = 1, 2, 3, 4). The neutralinos

are mixtures of the superpartners of the neutral gauge bosons, the Bino (⌫̃), the

Wino (,̃0), and the Higgsinos (�̃0
D

and �̃
0
3
), and their exact composition depends

on the MSSM parameters.
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The Higgsino is a linear combination of the superpartners of the neutral Higgs fields

and is defined as:

�̃
0 = �̃

0
D

cos \ + �̃
0
3

sin \, (2.5)

where \ is the mixing angle between the two Higgs doublets.

The other neutralinos are similarly defined as mixtures of the Bino, Wino, and

Higgsino:

j̃
0
1 = #11⌫̃ + #12,̃

0 + #13�̃
0
D
+ #14�̃

0
3
, (2.6)

j̃
0
1 = #21⌫̃ + #22,̃

0 + #23�̃
0
D
+ #24�̃

0
3
, (2.7)

j̃
0
3 = #31⌫̃ + #32,̃

0 + #33�̃
0
D
+ #34�̃

0
3
, (2.8)

j̃
0
4 = #41⌫̃ + #42,̃

0 + #43�̃
0
D
+ #44�̃

0
3
, (2.9)

where #8 9 are the elements of the neutralino mixing matrix.

The masses and couplings of the neutralinos are determined by the mixing angles and

the parameters of the MSSM, such as the Higgsino mass parameter (`), the gaugino

masses ("1, "2), and the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs

doublets (tan V). The properties of the neutralinos are of great importance in the

context of supersymmetric particle searches at colliders, as well as in astrophysical

and cosmological studies.

2.2.2 Charginos
In the context of the MSSM, the chargino is a mass eigenstate of the electroweak

gauge bosons, formed by the mixing of the charged Wino and Higgsino states. The

charged Wino and Higgsino fields can be expressed as two-component spinors:

,̃
± =

 
,

±
!

,
±
'

!
, �̃

± =

 
�

±
!

�
±
'

!
, (2.10)

where the superscripts ± denote the electric charge, and the subscripts ! and '

indicate the left- and right-handed components, respectively.

The chargino mass matrix can be written as:

M
,̃

±
�̃

± =

 
"2

p
2<, sin Vp

2<, cos V `

!
(2.11)
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where "2 is the mass of the Wino, <, is the mass of the , boson, V is the mixing

angle in the Higgs sector, and ` is the Higgsino mass parameter.

The chargino mass eigenstates j̃
±
1,2 can be obtained by diagonalizing the mass

matrix:

 
j̃
±
1

j̃
±
2

!
=

 
cos \, sin \,
� sin \, cos \,

!  
,̃

±

�̃
±

!
, (2.12)

where \, is the chargino mixing angle. The chargino masses are given by:

<
j̃
±
1,2

=
1
2


"2 + ` ⌥

q
("2 � `)2 + 4<2

,
sin2

V

�
, (2.13)

thus the charginos are formed by the mixing of the charged Wino and Higgsino

states, and their masses depend on the masses of the Wino, Higgsino, and , boson,

as well as the mixing angle in the Higgs sector.

2.2.3 Gravitinos
The gravitino is a hypothetical particle that arises in certain models of supersym-

metry, including the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). In the

MSSM, the gravitino is the superpartner of the graviton, which mediates the force

of gravity.

The gravitino is a spin-3/2 fermion that is electrically neutral and interacts very

weakly with matter. It is often considered a candidate for dark matter since it does

not interact with electromagnetic radiation and other forms of matter in the same

way as normal matter.

In the MSSM, the gravitino is typically associated with the Higgsino, neutralino,

and chargino particles. This is because these particles are the superpartners of the

Higgs boson and the electroweak gauge bosons, which are responsible for the weak

nuclear force. The Higgsino, neutralino, and chargino particles can all decay into a

gravitino and a corresponding standard model particle.

The coupling of the gravitino to the Higgsino, neutralino, and chargino particles

is described by a coupling constant known as the gravitino-gauge coupling. This

coupling constant determines the strength of the interaction between the gravitino

and the electroweak gauge bosons.
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2.3 The gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB) models
In Gauge Mediated Supersymmetry Breaking (GMSB) models, the SUSY break-

ing is communicated to the MSSM particles through gauge interactions. In this

framework, the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable and provides a good

candidate for dark matter.

In GMSB models, the gravitino (⌧̃) is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP), and the

next-to-lightest SUSY particle (NLSP) is a neutralino (j̃0) or a chargino j̃
±. The

neutralino and chargino masses and mixing angles depend on the SUSY-breaking

scale and the messenger sector. The messenger sector consists of particles that

mediate the communication between the SUSY-breaking sector and the MSSM

particles.

The neutralinos and charginos in GMSB models are mixtures of the superpartners

of the neutral gauge bosons (the Bino and the Wino) and the neutral Higgs bosons

(the Higgsinos) and charged gauge bosons (W bosons). The neutralino mass matrix

is determined by the mixing between these superpartners and can be written as:

⇣
⌫̃ ,̃3 �̃

0
3

�̃
0
D

⌘ ©≠≠≠≠≠
´

"1 0 �</ sin \, cos V </ sin \, sin V

0 "2 </ cos \, cos V �</ cos \, sin V

�</ sin \, cos V </ cos \, cos V 0 �`
</ sin \, sin V �</ cos \, sin V �` 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆ
¨

©≠≠≠≠≠
´

⌫̃

,̃3

�̃
0
3

�̃
0
D

™ÆÆÆÆÆ
¨
, (2.14)

where ⌫̃ and ,̃3 are the Bino and Wino fields, respectively, �̃0
3

and �̃
0
D

are the

Higgsino fields, "1 and "2 are the Bino and Wino masses, ` is the Higgsino mass

parameter, </ is the Z boson mass, \, is the weak mixing angle, and V is the ratio

of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs fields.

The chargino mass matrix is similarly given by:

 
,̃

+
1 ,̃

+
2

�̃
+
D

�̃
+
3

!  
"2

p
2<, sin \,p

2<, cos \, `

!  
,̃

�
1

,̃
�
2

!
, (2.15)

where ,̃+
1 and ,̃

+
2 are the two Wino fields, �̃+

D
and �̃

+
3

are the Higgsino fields, "2

is the Wino mass, ` is the Higgsino mass parameter, <, is the W boson mass, and

V is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs fields.

The neutralino and chargino masses and mixing angles can be obtained by diago-

nalizing the mass matrices, which depend on the parameters described earlier. The
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lightest neutralino, which is typically the LSP in GMSB models, has a mass in the

range of a few GeV to a few hundred GeV, depending on the SUSY-breaking scale

and the messenger sector. The NLSP, which can be either a neutralino or a chargino,

has a mass slightly larger than the LSP and typically decays into the LSP and a

photon or a Z boson, leading to a final state with missing energy and a photon or a

Z boson in collider experiments.

In summary, GMSB models provide a natural framework for generating the correct

amount of dark matter through the stable LSP, while also satisfying experimental

constraints from collider searches and precision measurements.

Fig. 2.2 shows signal models considered in Chap. 5. The upper left Feynman

diagram shows the bottom squark pair production, the upper right shows the Wino-

like chargino-neutralino production. The lower diagrams are the two relevant decay

modes for higgsino-like neutralino pair production in the GMSB scenario.

p

p b̃1

b̃1

χ̃
0
2

χ̃
0
2

b

H

χ̃
0
1

χ̃
0
1

H

b

p

p χ̃
0
2

χ̃
±
1

W±

χ̃
0
1

χ̃
0
1

H

p

p χ̃
0
1

χ̃
0
1

H

G̃

G̃

H

p

p χ̃
0
1

χ̃
0
1

Z

G̃

G̃

H

Figure 2.2: Diagrams displaying the simplified models that are being considered in Chap. 5.
Upper left: bottom squark pair production; upper right: wino-like chargino-neutralino
production; lower: the two relevant decay modes for higgsino-like neutralino pair production
in the GMSB scenaro.

2.3.1 Di�erence between MSSM and GMSB
GMSB and MSSM di�er in the way they generate masses for the charginos and

neutralinos.

In GMSB, the charginos and neutralinos obtain their masses from the gauge-

mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB) sector, which communicates the break-
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ing of supersymmetry to the observable sector through gauge interactions. There-

fore, the masses of the charginos and neutralinos in GMSB depend on the details of

the GMSB sector, such as the number and masses of the messenger fields.

In contrast, in the MSSM, the masses of the charginos and neutralinos are generated

by the Higgs mechanism, in which the Higgs bosons acquire vacuum expectation

values that break the electroweak symmetry. Therefore, the masses of the charginos

and neutralinos in the MSSM depend on the parameters of the Higgs sector, such as

the masses of the Higgs bosons and the mixing angles.

As a result, the charginos and neutralinos in GMSB and MSSM can have di�erent

masses and compositions depending on the specific model and the values of the

parameters. Furthermore, GMSB predicts the existence of light gravitinos, which

can have important implications for cosmology and astrophysics.

2.4 The mass-degenerated GMSB models
In the case of mass-degenerate GMSB models, the neutralino and chargino mass

matrices simplify considerably. The neutralino mass matrix (Eq. 2.14) becomes:

©≠≠≠≠≠
´

"1 0 �</ sin \, cos V </ sin \, sin V

0 "2 </ cos \, cos V �</ cos \, sin V

�</ sin \, cos V </ cos \, cos V 0 �`
</ sin \, sin V �</ cos \, sin V �` 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆ
¨
,

(2.16)

where "1 and "2 are the soft supersymmetry-breaking masses for the Bino and

Wino, respectively, and "1 = "2 = " , </ is the / boson mass, \, is the weak

mixing angle, tan V is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs

doublets, and ` is the Higgsino mass parameter.

The neutralino masses are given by the eigenvalues of the above matrix, and can be

written in terms of the Bino, Wino, and Higgsino content of the mass eigenstates. For

example, the lightest neutralino mass (which is typically the lightest supersymmetric

particle, or LSP) can be written as:

<
j̃

0
1
=

1
2

q
�"2 � 2`2 + 4<2

/
sin2

\, cos2
V, (2.17)
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where \, is the weak mixing angle.

Similarly, the chargino mass matrix (Eq. 2.15) becomes:

 
"2

p
2<, sin \,p

2<, cos \, `

!
. (2.18)

It is worth noting that in the limit of large tan V, the mass of the lightest neutralino

is predominantly Higgsino-like, while the masses of the charginos and heavier

neutralinos are dominated by the gaugino-like states. In the opposite limit of small

tan V, the lightest neutralino is predominantly Bino-like.

2.4.1 Free parameter: lifetime
In the mass-degenerate case of GMSB, the lightest neutralino (NLSP) is typically a

mixture of the Bino (⌫̃) and the Wino (,̃), with only a small amount of Higgsino

(�̃) admixture. The lifetime of the NLSP depends on various factors, including the

GMSB mediation scale (represented by the parameter⇤), the mass of the NLSP itself

(<NLSP), and the mass of the charged slepton (<
;̃
). The relation can be expressed

mathematically as:

2gNLSP ⇠ ⇤2

<
5
NLSP

. (2.19)

This relation can be derived from the decay rate of the NLSP, which is proportional

to the interaction strength between the NLSP and the messenger particles, which is

characterized by the coupling constant 6 and the mediation scale ⇤. The decay rate

can be written as:

�NLSP / 6
2<

5
NLSP

⇤4
, (2.20)

where <NLSP is the mass of the NLSP. This expression shows that the decay rate is

proportional to the inverse square of the mediation scale ⇤.

The lifetime of the NLSP is related to its decay rate through the formula

2gNLSP =
\2

�NLSP
, (2.21)
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where \ is the reduced Planck constant. Thus, we have:

2gNLSP / \2

6
2
<

5
NLSP/⇤4

=
\2
6

2

⇤4

<
5
NLSP

. (2.22)

This equation shows that the lifetime is a free parameter that depends on the NLSP

mass <NLSP, the coupling constant 6, and the mediation scale ⇤. In the mass-

degenerate case, where the mass of the messenger particles "mess = " and the

number of messenger particles #mess = 1, the NLSP mass is determined by the

scale of supersymmetry breaking, which is directly related to the mediation scale ⇤.

Therefore, the NLSP mass and the mediation scale are not independent parameters,

and the dependence of the NLSP lifetime on ⇤ becomes weak.

In long-lived particle searches in the context of mass-degenerate GMSB, the lifetime

of the NLSP is typically treated as a free parameter. The NLSP can have a wide

range of lifetimes depending on the choice of the mediation scale ⇤ and the NLSP

mass. Treating the NLSP lifetime as a free parameter allows experimental searches

to explore a wider range of possible GMSB scenarios. The NLSP lifetime can also

a�ect the experimental signature of GMSB since it determines the distance that the

NLSP travels before it decays, which can lead to distinctive signals in the detector

such as displaced vertices or delayed energy deposits. This enables researchers to

gain a better understanding of the underlying physics.

Fig. 2.3 shows signal models considered in Chap. 7, where the ej0
1 is the long-lived

particle with 2g as a free parameter.
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Figure 2.3: Feynman diagrams of the e�ective neutralino pair production in the GMSB
simplified model in which the two neutralinos decay into two gravitinos and two Z bosons
(left), a Z and a Higgs boson (H) (center), or two Higgs bosons (right).
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C h a p t e r 3

THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [4] is the world’s largest and highest-energy

particle collider. It is situated at the border of Switzerland and France and consists

two rings with counter-rotating beams. These beams are located underground in a

27 km tunnel. There are four major experiments on the LHC ring, namely ALICE,

ATLAS, CMS and LHCb as shown in Fig. 3.1. In 2012, CERN announced evidence

of the Higgs boson, which was observed independently by ATLAS and CMS.

Figure 3.1: The CERN accelerator complex. Complexe des accélérateurs du CERN [5].

The LHC relies on a superconducting magnet system that cools the magnets to a

temperature below 2 K and operates at fields above 8 T. The cryodipoles are essential

to the design of the LHC, both in terms of machine performance and cost. The cross

section of the cryodipole is shown in Fig. 3.2.

LHC reused CERN Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) tunnel with internal

diameter of 3.7 m for cost-saving purpose and this spacial limit led to the twin-bore
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magnet design that was proposed by John Blewett [6] at the Brookhaven laboratory

(BNL) in 1971.

Figure 3.2: Cross-section of cryodipole (lengths in mm) [4].

The LHC is designed to reveal the nature of new physics up to center-of-mass of 14

TeV [7]. The expected number of events #4G? for a certain process is:

#exp = fexp

π
L(C)3C, (3.1)

wheref4G? is the expected cross-section of the process, andL(C) is the instantaneous

luminosity, defined as:

L =
#

2
1
=1 5A4EWA

4cn=V⇤
�, (3.2)

where #1 is the number of protons per bunch #1 = 1.15⇥ 1011, =1 is the number of

bunches per beam =1 = 2808, 5rev is the revolution frequency 5A4E = 11.252:�I, WA
is the relativistic factor, n= is the normalized transverse beam emittance (measuring

the average spread of the beam) n= = 3.75`<, V⇤ is the beta function at the collision

point (measuring the transverse size of the beam) V⇤ = 0.55<, and F is the geometric
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luminosity reduction factor due to non-zero crossing angle at the interaction point

(IP) � t 1. F is defined as:

� =

1 + \2fI

2f⇤

2�� 1
2

(3.3)

where \2 is the full crossing angle at the IP \2 = 295`A03, fI is the RMS bunch

length fI = 7.552< and f
⇤ is the transverse RMS beam size at the IP f

⇤ = 16.7`<.

The LHC is designed to have an instantaneous luminosity of L = 1034
2<

�2
B
�1,

which means that in the LHC detectors might produce 1034 collisions per second

and per 2<2.

In Run II of the LHC, the integrated luminosity delivered for proton-proton (pp)

collisions at
p
B = 13 TeV (Fig. 3.3) was about 41.0 fb�1, 49.8 fb�1, and 67.9 fb�1

during 2016, 2017 and 2018, respectively. The integrated luminosity recorded by

the CMS detector which is good for physics was 35.9 fb�1, 41.5 fb�1, and 59.7 fb�1

during 2016, 2017, and 2018, respectively. In 2015, LHC delivered around 4 fb�1

data which is such a small amount of data and not considered in most physics analysis

comparing the benefit to the e�ort of data processing, simulation and calibration.
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At LHC, one bunch crossing occurs when two bunches of protons pass through each

other. Pileup (PU, denoted by `) is the number of simultaneous pp interactions

occurring in the same bunch crossing:

` =
f8=L(C)
5A4E=1

(3.4)

where the inelastic pp collision cross section measured by CMS is

f8= = 68.6 ± 0.5(syst) ± 1.6(lumi)mb [9], (3.5)

that gives pileup ` t 21 at instantaneous luminosity L(C) = 1034
2<

�2
B
�1.

Fig. 3.4 shows pileup distribution at CMS for Run II (2015-2018), which uses

f8= = 80.0mb [10]. In 2018, at peak luminosity of L(C) = 2.1 ⇥ 1034
2<

�2
B
�1 with

number of bunches per beam =1 = 2556, the largest pileup is ` = 58.
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Figure 3.4: Interactions per crossing (pileup) for Run II (2015-2018). The overall mean
values and the minimum bias cross sections are also shown [8].
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C h a p t e r 4

THE COMPACT MUON SOLENOID

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is a multi-purpose detector at the LHC. The

overall layout of CMS is shown in Fig. 4.1. The central feature of the CMS detector

is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field

of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead

tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator

hadron calorimeter, each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward

calorimeters extend the angular coverage provided by the barrel and endcap de-

tectors. Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel

flux-return yoke outside the solenoid.

SUPERCONDUCTING SOLENOID
Niobium titanium coil carrying ~18,000 A

PRESHOWER
Silicon strips ~16 m2 ~137,000 channels

SILICON T"CKERS

MUON CHAMBERS
Barrel: 250 Dri# Tube, 480 Resistive Plate Chambers
Endcaps: 540 Cathode Strip, 576 Resistive Plate Chambers

FORWARD CALORIMETER
Steel + Quartz $bres ~2,000 Channels

STEEL RETURN YOKE
12,500 tonnes

HADRON CALORIMETER (HCAL)
Brass + Plastic scintillator ~7,000 channels

CRYSTAL 
ELECTROMAGNETIC
CALORIMETER (ECAL)
~76,000 scintillating PbWO4 crystals

Total weight
Overall diameter
Overall length
Magnetic $eld

: 14,000 tonnes
: 15.0 m
: 28.7 m
: 3.8 T

CMS DETECTOR

Pixel (100x150 μm2) ~1.9 m2 ~124M channels
Microstrips (80–180 μm) ~200 m2 ~9.6M channels

Figure 4.1: A cutaway view of CMS detector after Phase I upgrade of pixel detector [11].
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The CMS detector has the ability to do particle identification (PID), as shown in

Fig. 4.2. The silicon tracker measures tracks of charged particles. The ECAL

measures the energy of electrons and photons. The HCAL measures the energy of

charged and neutral hadrons. The muon system measures the momentum of muons.

Figure 4.2: A cross-sectional-slice view of the CMS detector illustrating the inter-actions
of various particle types with di�erent detector components [12].

4.1 The superconducting solenoid
The superconducting solenoid at CMS is the largest and most powerful supercon-

ducting solenoid ever built [13–16]. It operates at a central magnetic flux density of

3.8 T. Values of the magnetic field and magnetic field lines are shown in Fig. 4.3.

Its distinctive features include a 6 m free bore diameter, and a 12.5 m long super-

conducting solenoid enclosed inside a 10,000 tonne return yoke (yoke is shown in

Fig. 4.4).

The yoke is made of common structural steel. It is composed of five three-layered

dodecagonal barrel wheels and three endcap disks at each end. The main role of

the yoke is to increase the field homogeneity in the tracker volume and to return the

magnetic flux of the solenoid to reduce the stray field. The steel plates act as an

absorber for the four muon stations (interleaved layers) of muon chambers, which

measure the muon momentum independent of the inner tracking system.
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Figure 4.3: The values of magnetic field |⌫| (left) and magnetic field lines (right) produced
by the CMS superconducting magnet system [17].

Figure 4.4: A view of the CMS solenoid yoke at an early stage of magnet assembly. The
central barrel supports the vacuum chamber of the superconducting coil. At the rear, one of
the closing endcap disks is visible [15].
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4.2 The inner tracker
The inner tracking system of CMS is designed to provide high granularity and fast

response for measurements of the trajectories of charged particles and reconstruction

of secondary vertices. The tracker must withstand severe radiation damage caused

by the intense particle flux, which was also an important factor considered in the 12

to 15 years to design, develop and build this unique device [18].

The CMS inner tracking system is composed of a pixel detector with four barrel

layers at radii of 3.0, 6.8, 10.9 and 16.0 cm and a silicon strip tracker with 10 barrel

detection layers extending outwards to a radius of 1.1m as shown in Fig. 4.5 after

Phase I upgrade of pixel detector [19]. Each system is completed by endcaps which

consist of 6 disks in the pixel detector at I coordinates of ±29.1, ±39.6 and ±51.6

cm and 3 plus 9 disks in the strip tracker on each side of the barrel, extending the

acceptance of the tracker up to a pseudorapidity of |[ | < 2.5. Fig. 4.6 shows the

material budget of the CMS tracker after Phase I pixel detector upgrade, both in units

of radiation lengths and nuclear interaction lengths, as estimated from simulation.

Figure 4.5: Sketch of one quarter of the Phase I CMS tracking system in r-z view. The pixel
detector is shown in green, while single-sided and double-sided strip modules are depicted
as red and blue segments, respectively [20].

Phase I pixel detector upgrade [22] is characterized by higher e�ciencies, lower fake

rates, lower dead-time/data-loss, and an extended lifetime of the detector. This leads

to better muon ID, b-tagging, photon/electron ID, and tau reconstruction, both o�ine

and in the HLT (High-Level Trigger). This upgrade also allowed the improvement of

the o�ine missing energy reconstruction by a particle flow algorithm at CMS [23].

Furthermore, the addition of the fourth outer layer of the new pixel detector as shown

in Fig. 4.7 largely o�sets data-loss, especially at high pile-up, when the inner layers

of the TIB (Tracker Inner Barrel, 4-layer strip detector) are compromised.
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Figure 4.6: Total thickness G of the tracker material traversed by a particle produced
at the nominal interaction point, as a function of pseudorapidity [, expressed in units of
radiation length -0 (left) and nuclear interaction length _� (right). The contribution of the
support tube (light gray), the beam pipe (dark gray), and sub-detectors: TOB (red, Tracker
Outer Barrel, 6-layer strip detector), Pixel Phase I (blue), TEC (yellow, Tracker Endcap) and
TID+TIB (magenta, Tracker Inner Disks + Tracker Inner Barrel) are stacked [21].

Figure 4.7: Comparison of Phase-I and Phase-0 pixel detector. Left: Geometry of the
Phase-1 barrel and forward pixel detectors. Shown is one quadrant of the detector, the layer
radii and disk positions are given relative to the interaction point (IP). The dashed lines
indicate the layer positions of the Phase-0 pixel detector [19]. Right: Transverse-oblique
view comparing the pixel barrel layers in the current (Phase 0) and Phase I detectors [22].
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The tracking performance quantities, the charged particle track reconstruction e�-

ciency and fake rate, are defined as follows:

Tracking e�ciency =
Number of truth tracks matched to reconstructed tracks

Number of truth tracks
,

(4.1)

Tracking fake rate =
Number of reconstructed tracks not matched to truth tracks

Number of reconstructed tracks
.

(4.2)

Fig. 4.8 shows the expected tracking performance of the Phase 0 and Phase I

upgraded pixel detector in various pile-up scenarios ( PU = 0, 50 and 100) in

simulated CC̄ events. Performance of the Phase 0 pixel detector is only slightly

degraded at 1 ⇥ 1034
2<

�2
B
�1 (25 ns crossing time), but rapidly deteriorates with

higher pileup losing e�ciency as well as su�ering from more fake tracks. While

for the upgraded pixel detector, the situation is significantly improved such that only

very little e�ciency is lost even at 2 ⇥ 1034
2<

�2
B
�1 (25 ns crossing time), though

degradation starts to become significant if running at a crossing time of 50 ns.

4.3 The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL)
The electromagnetic calorimeter of CMS (ECAL) [24] is a homogeneous and her-

metic calorimeter made of 61, 200 lead tungstate (PbWO4) scintillating crystals

mounted in the central barrel part (EB), closed at each endcap (EE) by 7, 324 crys-

tals. A preshower detector (PS) is placed in front of the endcap crystals. Avalanche

photodiodes (APDs) [25, 26] are used as photodetectors for the EB and vacuum

phototriodes (VPTs) [27] for the EE.

The lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals are chosen due to they have high density (8.28

g/cm3), short radiation length (X0 = 0.89 cm), and small Molière radius (R" =

2.19 cm), which has allowed the design of a fast, compact and radiation resistant

calorimeter with fine granularity [24]. In Table 4.1, the properties of PbWO4 are

compared with those of other crystals used in electromagnetic calorimeters.
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Figure 4.8: Tracking e�ciency (a,c) and fake rate (b,d) for the CC̄ sample as a function
of track [, for the current detector (a,b) and the upgrade pixel detector (c,d). Results are
shown for zero pileup (blue squares), an average pileup of 25 (red dots), an average pileup
of 50 (black diamonds), and an average pileup of 100 (brown triangles) with ROC data loss
simulation expected at the given luminosities as detailed in the text [22].
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Figure 4.9: Transverse section through the ECAL, showing geometrical configuration [28].

Table 4.1: Comparison of properties of various crystals [24].

NaI(Tl) BGO CSI BaF2 CeF3 PbWO4

Density [g/cm3] 3.67 7.13 4.51 4.88 6.16 8.28

Radiation length [cm] 2.59 1.12 1.85 2.06 1.68 0.89

Interaction length [cm] 41.4 21.8 37.0 29.9 26.2 22.4

Molière radius [cm] 4.80 2.33 3.50 3.39 2.63 2.19

Light decay time [ns] 230 60 16 0.9 8 5 (39%)

300 630 25 15 (60%)

100 (1%)

Refractive index 1.85 2.15 1.80 1.49 1.62 2.30

Maximum of emission [nm] 410 480 315 210 300 440

310 340

Temperature coe�cient [%/�C] 0 -1.6 -0.6 -2/0 0.14 -2

Relative light output 100 18 20 20/4 8 1.3
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PbWO4 does experience a very slight, dose rate dependent decrease of its trans-

parency under irradiation, and recovers to a large extent in irradiation-free periods.

Its variation of transparency is monitored by a high precision laser system [29]. The

monitoring system is based on the injection of laser light at 447 nm (from 2012

onwards, 440 nm in 2011) into each crystal, which is close to the emission peak of

scintillation light from PbWO4 [30]. Fig. 4.10 shows history of ECAL response in

six di�erent [ bins with laser data during 2011-2018. The response change observed

in the ECAL channels is up to 13% in the barrel (|[ | < 1.4) and it reaches up to

62% at [ ⇠ 2.5, the limit of the tracker acceptance. The response change is up to

96% in the region closest to the beam pipe (|[ | > 2.7).

Figure 4.10: Relative response to laser light (440 nm in 2011 and 447 nm from 2012
onwards) injected in the ECAL crystals, measured by the ECAL laser monitoring system,
averaged over all crystals in bins of pseudorapidity ([), for the 2011, 2012, 2015, 2016, 2017
and 2018 data taking periods, with magnetic field at 3.8 T. The response change observed
in the ECAL channels is up to 13% in the barrel and it reaches up to 62% at [ 2.5, the
limit of the tracker acceptance. The response change is up to 96% in the region closest to
the beam pipe. The recovery of the crystal response during the periods without collisions
is visible. The bottom plot shows the instantaneous LHC luminosity delivered during this
time period [31].
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The energy resolution of ECAL is measured by fitting a Voigtian (Breit-Wigner

convolved with Gaussian) function to the reconstructed energy distributions [24, 28,

30, 32]. It has been parameterized as a function of energy, with the function:

⇣
f⇢

⇢

⌘2
=

✓
(p
⇢

◆2

+
✓
#

⇢

◆2

+ ⇠
2
, (4.3)

where S is the stochastic term, N the noise and C the constant term [28]. There are

three main sources that contribute to the stochastic term (S):

i) fluctuations on the lateral containment that contributes ⇠ 1.5%,
ii) fluctuations on the energy deposited in the preshower absorber that contributes

⇠5%,
iii) a photostatistics contribution of 2.3%.

There are also three contributions to the noise term (N):

i) preamplifier noise (⇠153 MeV, a quadrature sum of 30 MeV per channel in

EB and 150 MeV per channel in EE),
ii) digitization noise (150 MeV at EB and 750 MeV at EE ),
iii) pileup noise (significant at the highest pseudorapidity [ regions at high lumi-

nosity).

The most relevant contributions for the constant term (C) are:

i) non-uniformity of the longitudinal light collection (0.3%),
ii) crystal-to-crystal intercalibration errors (0.4%),
iii) leakage of energy from the back of the crystal (< 0.2%),
iv) uncorrected and imperfectly corrected geometrical e�ects (< 0.2%).

Table 12.1 in Ref. [24] has a more detailed breakdown of those terms for both the

EB ([ = 0) and the EE ([ = 2). Fig. 4.11 shows Run 2 ECAL energy resolution as a

function of pseudorapidity [ measured by Z!ee decays. The relative ECAL energy

resolution (f⇢/⇢) is around 2% at the EB ([ = 0) and 4% at the EE ([ = 2). The

CMS ECAL detector has maintained a stable energy resolution throughout Run 2 at

LHC.
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Figure 4.11: Relative electron (ECAL) energy resolution unfolded in bins of pseudorapidity
[ for the ECAL Barrel and Endcap. Electrons from Z!ee decays are used. The resolution
is shown separately for all electrons (inclusive, left), and for low bremsstrahlung electrons
(right). The plot compares the resolution achieved after a refined calibration of the data
collected at 13 TeV during Run 2 in 2016, 2017, and 2018. The relative resolution f⇢/⇢
is extracted from an unbinned likelihood fit to Z!ee events, using a Voigtian (Breit-
Wigner convolved with Gaussian) as the signal model. A stable ECAL energy resolution is
observed over the course of Run 2 despite the increased LHC luminosity and the ageing of
the detector [32].

The fast signal from the %1,$4 scintillation also enables time measurements in

proton-proton collisions with high-energy electrons and photons [33]. The time

resolution for seed crystals of the clusters of the two electrons from Z!ee decays is

calculated as following:

f(C1 � C2)2 = ( #

⇢e�
)2 + 2⇠2

, (4.4)

where ⇢e� is the e�ective energy. The ombined result of the global timing resolution,

which is on the order of 200 ps for energies above 40 GeV in EB, for the 2016, Legacy

2017 and 2018 data is shown in Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: The resolution of time di�erence between the times of the seed crystals of
the clusters of the two electrons from Z!ee decays, as a function of the e�ective energy in
the ECAL Barrel for 2016, Legacy 2017 and 2018 data combined together. A global timing
resolution of the order of 200 ps for energies above 40 GeV is measured [34].

4.4 The hadron calorimeter (HCAL)
The hadron calorimeter (HCAL) of CMS is essential for the measurements of hadron

jets and neutrinos or exotic particles [35]. The conjuction of the ECAL and HCAL

in CMS forms a complete calorimetry system for the measurements of jets and

missing transverse energy [36]. Fig. 4.13 shows layout of barrel (HB, |[ | < 1.4),

endcap (HE, 1.3 < |[ | < 3) and forward (HF, 2.9 < |[ | < 5) sub-detector of HCAL

at Phase-0 (left) and Phase-1 (right) including the depth segmentation. The HF

is placed at 11.2 m from the interaction point (IP) to measure energetic forward

jets optimized to discriminate the narrow lateral shower profile and to increase the

hermeticity of the missing transverse energy measurement. There is also an outer

barrel hadronic calorimeter (HO) located outside the magnet to improve central

shower contaunment in the region of |[ | < 1.26 [15, 28].
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Figure 4.13: An r-Z schematic view of the CMS hadron calorimeters showing the locations
of the HB, HE, HO, and HF calorimeters for Phase-0 (left) and Phase-1 (right). The
locations of the front-end electronics for the HB and HE calorimeters are indicated by
“FEE.” The depth segmentation of the HB and HE detectors is also shown. Light from
layers that are depicted with the same color are optically added together before reaching the
photosensors [37–39].

The HB consists of 36 identical azimuthal wedges (Fig. 4.14, left) which form the

two half-barrels (HB+ and HB–, based on z direction). Each wedge is segmented

into four azimuthal angle (q) sectors. The HE consists of 36 identical wedges (72

megatiles; every two megatiles make one wedge at HE) which form two endcaps

(HE+ and HE-, based on z direction). The wedges are constructed out of flat brass

absorber plates (70% Cu, 20% Zn, density at 8.53 g/cm3, radiation length -0 = 1.49

cm, interaction length _� = 16.42 cm).

Figure 4.14: Numbering scheme for the HB (left) and HE megatiles (right). Wedge or
megatile 1 is on the inside (+x direction) of the LHC ring [15].
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Given the increased longitudinal granularity of the upgraded detector in Phase-1, it

is essential to ensure that the response of each longitudinal segment is equalized. To

achieve this, inter-depth calibration of the HE energy deposits is performed using

muons that transverse the scintillator tiles. The tracks of muons are reconstructed

and extrapolated to the front and back layers of the HCAL using information from

the tracking system, the muon momentum, and the magnetic field. Only tracks that

remain in the same tower while passing through the HE are selected for calibration.

A Gaussian convoluted with a Landau, with the mean of the Gaussian set to zero,

is used to fit the energy spectra. The location parameter of the Landau function is

used as the most probable value for the muon energy deposit in the HCAL depths.

The dependence on the muon momentum is found to be negligible in the range of

the selected muon sample.

The left plot in Fig. 4.15 shows a comparison between the reconstructed muon signal

from collision events in a HE tower readout via Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs)

(Phase-1 crystal) and the signal from a tower readout via Hybrid Photodiode (HPD)

(Phase-0 crystal). At Phase-1, the same portion of scintillator material that was

previously read out by a single HPD channel is now read out via 4 SiPMs. Thus, the

plot compares 4 depth readouts from SiPMs to one single depth readout from HPD.

It can be seen that the resolution of the reconstructed muon peak is significantly

improved due to the upgraded readout.

The right plot in Fig. 4.15 shows the measured amount of energy per layer as a

function of the depth number. The response is relatively flat through depth 2 to

depth 6, which has a constant sampling fraction. The amount of passive material

in front of depth 1 is larger, resulting in a lower energy response in this depth. The

calibration using muons ensures that the response of each longitudinal segment is

well equalized in the upgraded HCAL detector.

4.5 The muon system
The CMS muon system has three primary functions: muon identification, momen-

tum measurement, and triggering [15, 41–43]. The 3.8 T solenoidal magnet and its

flux-return yoke enable precise muon momentum resolution and trigger capability.

Additionally, the yoke serves as a hadron absorber for the identification of muons.

The thickness of the material crossed by muons as a function of pseudorapidity is

shown in Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4.15: Results of Phase-I HE SiPM performance. Left: the reconstructed muon
signal from collision events in a HE tower readout via SiPM (ieta=24, iphi=63) is compared
with the signal from a tower readout via HPD (ieta=-24, iphi=63). The signal is divided
by the muon track length in the active material. Right: Muon deposits in HE towers for
di�erent eta regions and depths. Muons from collision events are considered when their
track traverses the HCAL while remaining within the same tower. The muon signal peak is
fitted with the convolution of a Gaussian and a Landau. The Landau location parameter is
divided by the number of scintillator layers in the considered depth [40].

Figure 4.16: Material thickness in interaction lengths at various depths, as a function of
pseudorapidity [15].
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The CMS muon system is composed of three types of gas ionization chambers: drift

tube chambers (DTs), cathode strip chambers (CSCs), and resistive plate chambers

(RPCs). These chambers are interspersed within the layers of the steel flux-return

yoke, enabling detection of a muon at multiple points along its path. The DT and

CSC chambers are situated in the barrel region with |[ | < 1.2 and in the endcaps with

0.9 < |[ | < 2.4, respectively. The RPC detectors complement the DT and CSC

chambers in both barrel and endcaps regions, with the maximum pseudorapidity

coverage extending up to |[ | = 1.9, as shown in Fig. 4.17.

Figure 4.17: An R-z cross section of a quadrant of the CMS detector with the axis parallel
to the beam (z) running horizontally and the radius (R) increasing upward. The interaction
point is at the lower left corner. The locations of the various muon stations and the steel
flux-return disks (dark areas) are shown. The drift tube stations (DTs) are labeled MB
(“Muon Barrel”) and the cathode strip chambers (CSCs) are labeled ME (“Muon Endcap”).
Resistive plate chambers (RPCs) are mounted in both the barrel and endcaps of CMS, where
they are labeled RB and RE, respectively. [41].
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The CMS barrel muon detector is composed of 4 stations arranged in concentric

cylinders around the beam line: the 3 inner cylinders each have 60 drift chambers,

while the outer cylinder has 70 chambers (totaling 250 DTs). The detector contains

approximately 172,000 sensitive wires that are around 2.4 m in length. The DTs are

divided into long aluminum drift cells. To determine the position of a transversing

muon, the drift time to the anode wire in the middle of the cell is measured with

an optimally shaped electric field. The high spatial resolution of about 100 `m per

8-layer chamber is achieved thanks to the resolution per cell of 250 `m or better,

making it possible to use drift chambers as the tracking detectors for the barrel muon

system. Figure 4.18 displays the layout of one wheel of muon DT chambers, a single

drift cell, and a photograph of several DT muon chambers inside the CMS magnet

yoke.

The CMS endcap muon detector is composed of 540 cathode strip chambers (CSCs),

which are multiwire proportional chambers comprised of 6 anode wire planes (gas

gaps) interleaved among 7 cathode panels. The overall gas volume is larger than 50

<
3, and the number of wires is about 2 million. The strips run radially outward to

measure the muon position (z), while the anode wires run azimuthally and provide

the radial measurement (R). The precise muon coordinate along the wires (q) can

be reconstructed by interpolating the charges read out on the strips. The CSCs

provide good position resolution (50–140 `m, depending on chamber type) and

time resolution (3 ns per chamber). They can operate at high particle rates and in

strong and non-uniform magnetic fields. Fig. 4.19 illustrates the operation of the

cathode strip chambers and shows some of the trapezoidal CSC chambers during

installation in the CMS detector.
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Figure 4.18: The CMS barrel muon detector (DTs). Left: Layout of the CMS barrel
muon DT chambers in one of the 5 wheels. The chambers in each wheel are identical
with the exception of wheels –1 and +1 where the presence of cryogenic chimneys for the
magnet shortens the chambers in 2 sectors. Note that in sectors 4 (top) and 10 (bottom) the
MB4 chambers are cut in half to simplify the mechanical assembly and the global chamber
layout. Middle: Sketch of a cell showing drift lines and isochrones. The plates at the top and
bottom of the cell are at ground potential. The voltages applied to the electrodes are +3600V
for wires, +1800V for strips, and 1200V for cathodes. Right: DT chambers (aluminum)
sandwiched between steel plates of the yoke (red), during installation. [15, 43]

Figure 4.19: The CMS endcap muon detector (CSCs). Left: Layout of a CSC made of 7
trapezoidal panels. The panels form 6 gas gaps withplanes of sensitive anode wires. The
cut-out in the top panel reveals anode wires and cathode strips. Only a few wires are shown
to indicate their azimuthal direction. Strips of constant q run lengthwise (radially). The
144 largest CSCs at ME2/2 and ME3/2 are 3.4 m long along the strip direction and up to
1.5 m wide along the wire direction. Middle: A schematic view of a single gap illustrating
the principle of CSC operation. By interpolating charges induced on cathode strips by
avalanche positive ions near a wire, one can obtain a precise localisation of an avalanche
along the wire direction. Right: Outer CSC chambers ME4/2 during installation. [15, 43].
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The CMS muon system also has 610 resistive plate chambers (RPCs) that form a

redundant trigger system and make fast decisions on whether to keep the acquired

muon data or not. As such, the CMS muon system is naturally robust and has the

ability to filter out background noise. Each CMS RPC basic double-gap module

consists of two gaps, referred to as upper and lower gaps, that operate in avalanche

mode at high electric field. The RPCs provide accurate timing and fast triggering,

with an excellent intrinsic timing resolution of around 1.5 ns for a double-gap

chamber. This allows the RPC to tag the time of an ionizing event in a much

shorter time than the 25 ns between two consecutive LHC bunch crossings (BX).

An RPC trigger can provide the BX assignment to track candidates and estimate

the transverse momenta with high e�ciency in a high-rate environment at LHC.

Fig. 4.20 illustrates the schematic layout and displays a photo of the endcap RPCs.

Figure 4.20: The CMS RPCs. Left: Layout of a double-gap RPC. Middle: Working
principle of the double gap RPCs in CMS. Right: Outer CSC chambers ME4/2 during
installation. [15, 43].

4.6 The CMS trigger and data acquisition system (TriDAS)
The CMS Trigger and Data Acquisition System (TriDAS) is specifically designed

to collect and analyze detector data at the LHC crossing frequency of 40 MHz

and to select events for archiving and later o�ine analysis, with a maximum rate

of 102 Hz [44, 45]. The TriDAS is comprised of four main components: the

detector electronics, the Level-1 trigger processors (calorimeter, muon, and global),

the readout network, and the online event filter system (which executes the software

for the High-Level Triggers, HLT). The schematic architecture of the CMS Data

Acquisition (DAQ) system is shown in Fig. 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: General architecture of the CMS DAQ System [28].

The CMS Level-1 (L1) trigger system processes fast trigger information from the

calorimeters and muon chambers and selects events with interesting signatures [46–

49]. The allowed latency for the L1 trigger, from a specific bunch crossing to the

distribution of the trigger decision to the detector front-end electronics, is 3.2 s.

The architecture of the CMS Level-1 trigger system is shown in Fig. 4.22, which

includes local, regional, and global components. The first layer is the local triggers,

also known as Trigger Primitive Generators (TPG), which are based on energy

deposits in the calorimeter trigger towers and track segments or hit patterns in the

muon chambers. The regional triggers, the second layer, combine their information

and use pattern logic to determine ranked and sorted trigger objects such as electron

or muon candidates in limited spatial regions. The muon trigger system includes

three muon track finders (MTF) which reconstruct muons in the barrel (BMTF),

overlap (OMTF), and endcap (EMTF) regions of the detector, and the global muon

trigger (`GMT) makes the final muon selection. The global trigger (`GT) at the

third layer collects muons and calorimeter objects and executes all algorithms in the

menu in parallel for the final trigger decision. The BMTF, `GMT, `GT, and Layer-2

calorimeter triggers use the same type of processor card. The OMTF and EMTF

electronic boards similarly share a common design, whereas Layer-1 calorimeter

triggers, TwinMux, and CPPF each use a di�erent design. All processor cards,

however, use a Xilinx Virtex-7 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [50].
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Figure 4.22: Diagram of the CMS Level-1 trigger system during Run 2 [51]. Labels in the
diagram correspond to trigger primitives (TPs), cathode strip chambers (CSC), drift tubes
(DT), resistive plate chambers (RPC), concentration preprocessing and fan-out (CPPF),
hadron calorimeter barrel (HB) and endcap (HE), hadron calorimeter forward (HF), elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), demultiplexing card (DeMux).

The CMS High-Level Trigger (HLT) is an online event reconstruction system

that runs on a commercial computing farm consisting of around 26,000 proces-

sor cores [15, 28]. The HLT menu has a modular structure, as shown in Fig. 4.23,

with around 400 paths at 2018 data taking. Each HLT path comprises a sequence of

reconstruction and filtering modules that perform object selection, such as electrons,

photons, muons, jets, missing transverse momentum, and b-tagged jets, or combi-

nations of them. The modules may also perform sophisticated analysis-relevant

calculations because the HLT has access to the complete readout data.
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The reconstruction or filtering modules within a HLT path are arranged in increasing

complexity. Low complexity blocks run first to proceed with filters. If a filter fails,

the rest of the path is skipped to keep the central processing unit (CPU) time under

control. Regional object reconstruction and simplified tracking are applied to reduce

the CPU time consumption [52]. The processing time distribution of the HLT menu

and the typical average timing per event of the HLT jobs run on the HLT farm as a

function of the instantaneous luminosity, in 2016 data taking, is shown in Fig. 4.24.

The HLT employs simplified tracking reconstruction [53], which reduces the number

of iterations and applies regional tracking in some of the iterations compared to

o�ine tracking [54, 55]. The Particle-Flow (PF) reconstruction algorithm [55] is

widely used in HLT and CMS analyses. It provides a global event description using

the full detector information to identify final-state particles individually and cluster

them into more complex objects, such as jets, missing transverse momentum, and

particle isolation. PF at HLT improves energy resolution used in trigger objects

and makes the online reconstruction much closer to o�ine reconstruction. It also

enables more e�cient methods for pileup mitigation.
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Figure 4.23: Schematic representation of a HLT menu in CMS and of the HLT paths in
it [56]. The final trigger decision is the logical OR of the decisions of the single paths.

Figure 4.24: The timing distribution of the HLT menu. Left: Processing time distribution of
the HLT menu used in the 2016 data taking operations. Right: Processing time distribution
of the HLT menu as function of instantaneous luminosity. The red line represents the HLT
farm limit in 2016 [57].
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4.7 The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG)
The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) consists of four levels, or “Tiers”

(0, 1, 2, and 3), as shown in Fig. 4.25 [58]. Tier-0 is located at the CERN data

center and is responsible for storing all the raw data produced by the experiments.

It also performs the initial data processing and distribution of the processed data

to Tier-1 centers. Tier-1 centers store both raw and processed data and provide

computing resources for the reprocessing of data and the storage of corresponding

output. Tier-2 centers are typically located at universities and research institutes and

have the capability to store a significant amount of data and perform specific analysis

tasks. Tier-3 centers are local clusters or even individual personal computers that

have access to the Grid for distributed data analysis.

Figure 4.25: Diagram showing the tier system of WLCG, with CERN’s Tier-0 site sending
data to the 11 Tier-1 sites and their corresponding Tier-2 sites. More Tier-1 and Tier-2 sites
are foreseen [59].
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The CMS computing model is outlined in Ref. [60]. The CMS DAQ system writes

DAQ-RAW events, each of size 1.5 MB, to the HLT farm input bu�er. The HLT

farm processes the RAW events at a rate of approximately 150 Hz and writes out

RAW events of size 1.5 MB. These RAW events are then categorized into around

50 primary datasets according to their trigger history with a predicted overlap of

less than 10%. The primary datasets are organized into about 10 online streams

for e�cient transfer to the o�ine farm and subsequent reconstruction. The data

transfer from HLT to the Tier-0 farm is required to happen in real-time at a rate of

225 MB/s [61].

The Tier-0 farm performs the first event reconstruction and writes RECO events of

size 0.25 MB. RAW and RECO versions of each primary dataset are archived on

the Tier-0 Mass Storage System (MSS) and transferred to at least one Tier-1 center.

Therefore, RAW and RECO data are available either in the Tier-0 archive or at a

minimum of one Tier-1 center.

The Tier-1 centers produce Analysis Object Data (AOD), which are derived from

RECO events and contain a copy of all high-level physics objects along with a

summary of other RECO information to support analysis operations.

Furthermore, CMS intends to produce a large number of Monte Carlo (MC) events.

The MC events, each of size 2 MB, are generated and reconstructed in a distributed

manner primarily at Tier-2 sites. The archiving and distribution of MC data is a

collective responsibility of the Tier-1 sites. The simulated data are stored in at least

one Tier-1 center.
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C h a p t e r 5

SEARCH FOR SUPERSYMMETRY USING HIGGS BOSON TO
DIPHOTON DECAYS AT

p
B = 13 TEV

5.1 Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson (H) opened a new window to explore physics be-

yond the standard model (SM) of particle physics. Many scenarios of physics beyond

the SM postulate the existence of cascade decays of heavy states involving Higgs

bosons [62, 63]. In the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [64], a

Higgs boson may appear in processes involving the bottom squark (1̃), the super-

symmetric partner of the bottom quark. Bottom squarks are produced via strong

interactions and then may decay to a Higgs boson, quarks, and the lightest super-

symmetric particle (LSP). Similarly, charginos or neutralinos produced through the

electroweak interaction may decay to a Higgs boson and the LSP. Of particular

interest are gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB) scenarios, where the

lightest neutralino may decay to a Higgs boson and the gravitino LSP (⌧̃) [65, 66].

Similar searches for supersymmetric particles decaying to Higgs bosons have been

performed by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations using proton-proton (pp) colli-

sions at the CERN LHC at center-of-mass energies of 8 [67, 68] and 13 TeV [69–

72].

This chapter presents a search for events of supersymmetry (SUSY) with one or

more Higgs bosons decaying to two photons and significant missing transverse

momentum. The search is based on proton-proton (pp) collision data collected by

the CMS experiment at the LHC at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV in 2016

and 2017, with an integrated luminosity of 77.5 fb�1. The events are categorized

based on kinematic variables that distinguish the SUSY signal from standard model

(SM) backgrounds. The diphoton mass resulting from the � ! WW decay is used

to extract the signal from the background, assuming a branching ratio of 0.227%

for � ! WW from the SM. The dominant backgrounds consist of SM production

of diphoton and photon+jets, which are modeled by functional fits to the diphoton

mass distribution. The SM Higgs boson background is a minor contributor to the

background in most of the phase space used in the search and is estimated using

simulation samples.
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This analysis is one of two described in Ref. [73], where one focuses on the elec-

troweak production (EWP analysis) of charginos and neutralinos and the other

focuses on the strong production (SP analysis) of bottom squarks. This chapter

describes the EWP analysis, which extends our sensitivity beyond the previously

published result [69] by introducing additional event categories containing one or

two charged-lepton candidates, enhancing the sensitivity to SUSY signatures involv-

ing W and Z bosons. The search results are interpreted in various simplified models

of bottom squark pair production and chargino-neutralino production, as shown in

Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Diagrams displaying the simplified models that are being considered. Upper
left: bottom squark pair production; upper right: wino-like chargino-neutralino production;
lower: the two relevant decay modes for higgsino-like neutralino pair production in the
GMSB scenario.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Sec. 5.2 provides a summary of the

datasets used in the analysis. The event reconstruction and selection are described

in Sec. 5.3. Sec. 5.4 elaborates the analysis strategy, including razor variables, event

categorization, and signal extraction. The background components and estimation

methods are detailed in Sec. 5.5. The systematic uncertainties are discussed in

Sec. 5.6. We report and interpret the results in Sec. 5.7. Finally, a summary of the

EWP analysis is given in Sec. 5.8.
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5.2 Event samples
5.2.1 Data samples
The DoubleEG primary dataset is utilized in this analysis, and the relevant details

are summarized in Table 5.1. The data from the 03Feb2017 campaign are used for

the 2016 dataset, while the 31Mar2018 campaign is used for the 2017 dataset.

Table 5.1: List of data samples for the 2016 and 2017 data taking.

Sample Integrated Luminosity
/DoubleEG/Run2016B-03Feb2017-ver2-v2/MINIAOD

/DoubleEG/Run2016C-03Feb2017-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleEG/Run2016D-03Feb2017-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleEG/Run2016E-03Feb2017-v1/MINIAOD 35.9 fb�1

/DoubleEG/Run2016F-03Feb2017-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleEG/Run2016G-03Feb2017-v1/MINIAOD

/DoubleEG/Run2016H-03Feb2017-ver2-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleEG/Run2016H-03Feb2017-ver3-v1/MINIAOD

/DoubleEG/Run2016B-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleEG/Run2016C-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleEG/Run2016D-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD 41.5 fb�1

/DoubleEG/Run2016E-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
/DoubleEG/Run2016F-31Mar2018-v1/MINIAOD
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5.2.2 Background simulation
The simulation of Monte Carlo (MC) event samples for SM Higgs boson production

through gluon fusion, vector boson fusion, associated production with a W or a Z

boson, 11̄H, and CC̄H is done using the M��G����5_a��@���v2.2.2 [74] event

generator. The Higgs boson mass is fixed to 125 GeV, which is consistent with the

best measured value of the Higgs boson mass with current experimental uncertain-

ties [75, 76]. The Higgs boson production cross sections are taken from Ref. [77]

and are computed to next-to-next-to-leading order plus next-to-next-to-leading loga-

rithm in the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) coupling constant and to NLO in the

electroweak coupling constant. For the gluon fusion production mode, the sample is

generated with up to two extra partons from initial-state radiation (ISR) at NLO ac-

curacy and uses the FxFx matching scheme described in Ref. [78]. The SUSY signal

MC samples are generated using M��G����5_a��@��� at leading order accuracy

with up to two extra partons in the matrix element calculations, with the MLM

matching scheme described in Ref. [79]. For samples simulating the 2016 data set,

������ v8.212 [80] is used to model the fragmentation and parton showering with

the CUETP8M1 tune [81], while for samples simulating the 2017 data set, ������

v8.226 is used with the CP5 [82] tune. The NNPDF3.0 [83] and NNPDF3.1 [84]

parton distribution function (PDF) sets are used for the 2016 and 2017 simulation

samples, respectively. The production cross section for squark pair production is

computed at NLO plus next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) accuracy in QCD [85–90]

under the assumption that all SUSY particles other than those in the relevant diagram

are too heavy to participate in the interaction. The cross sections for higgsino pair

production are computed at NLO+NLL precision in the limit of mass-degenerate

higgsinos ej0
2 , ej⌥

1 , and ej0
1 , with all the other sparticles assumed to be heavy and

decoupled [91–93]. Following the convention of real mixing matrices and signed

neutralino or chargino masses [94], we set the mass of ej0
1 (ej0

2) to positive (negative)

values. The product of the third and fourth elements of the corresponding rows of

the neutralino mixing matrix # is +0.5 (�0.5). The elements *12 and +12 of the

chargino mixing matrices are set to 1.
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The SM Higgs boson background samples are simulated using a G����4-based

model [95] of the CMS detector. The simulation includes the response of the CMS

detector to the particles produced in the collisions, and takes into account various

e�ects such as energy loss, multiple scattering, and showering. To cover the large

SUSY signal parameter space in reasonable computation time, the signal model

samples are simulated with the CMS fast simulation package [96, 97]. This pack-

age uses parameterizations of the detector response to simulate the propagation of

particles through the detector, and has been validated to produce accurate predic-

tions of object identification e�ciencies and momentum resolution. All simulated

events include the e�ects of additional pp interactions in the same or adjacent beam

bunch crossings (pileup), which are simulated using the ������ event generator.

The simulated events are processed with the same chain of reconstruction programs

used for collision data, which includes particle flow reconstruction and identification

algorithms to reconstruct and identify particles in the event.

The background samples employed in this study are presented in Table 5.2 and

Table 5.3 for the years 2016 and 2017, respectively.

5.2.3 Signal simulation
To improve the M��G���� modeling of initial state radiation (ISR) in the SUSY

signal MC samples generated by M��G����, we apply shape corrections that are

derived from studies of CC̄ and Z+jets events. These corrections take into account

the multiplicity of ISR jets for bottom squark pair production and the transverse mo-

mentum (?ISR
T ) of the chargino-neutralino system for chargino-neutralino produc-

tion [98]. The correction factors range from 0.92 to 0.51 for the ISR jet multiplicity

between one and six, and from 1.18 to 0.78 for ?
ISR
T between 125 and 600 GeV.

These corrections have a small e�ect on the signal yields for all the considered

simplified models, at the level of approximately 1%. For the bottom squark pair

production signal model, we propagate the full e�ect of the correction as a system-

atic uncertainty. For the chargino-neutralino production, one half of the e�ect of

the correction is propagated as a systematic uncertainty. The signal samples used in

the analysis are listed in Table 5.4.
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5.3 Event reconstruction and selection
5.3.1 Triggers
The analysis selects events from data passing diphoton triggers designed for Standard

Model Higgs measurements. The trigger paths used are summarized in Table 5.5.

The e�ciency of the triggers is measured to be above 98% and has a plateau above

40 GeV. The triggers require events to have at least two photons, with the leading

photon required to have transverse energy ⇢) > 30 GeV and the subleading photon

required to have ⇢) > 18 (22) GeV for the 2016 (2017) data-taking period.

Table 5.5: Trigger paths used in the analysis.

Year Trigger paths
2016 HLT_Diphoton30_18_R9Id_OR_IsoCaloId_AND_HE_R9Id_Mass95 OR

HLT_Diphoton30_18_R9Id_OR_IsoCaloId_AND_HE_R9Id_Mass90
2017 HLT_Diphoton30_22_R9Id_OR_IsoCaloId_AND_HE_R9Id_Mass95 OR

HLT_Diphoton30_22_R9Id_OR_IsoCaloId_AND_HE_R9Id_Mass90

5.3.2 Vertices
A reconstructed vertex is considered good if it satisfies the following conditions:

i) It is not fake.
ii) The degree of freedom #dof is greater than 4.
iii) |I | < 24 cm.
iv) d < 2 cm.

If more than one good vertex exists in an event, the vertices are sorted in ascending

order by the sum of the associated track momentum squares
Õ

?
2
)
. The first vertex

with the largest
Õ

?
2
)

is chosen. The anti-:) algorithm [99] is used to cluster the

tracks. Tracks associated with other vertices are neglected when building jets or

isolation variables, which is known as charged hadron subtraction (CHS), and the

four-momenta of neutral candidates originate from the chosen vertex.
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5.3.3 Muons
The RECO muon candidates are required to have ?T > 20 GeV and |[ | < 2.4. We

select muons passing the Loose working point defined by the Physics Object Group

(POG) [100]. The following cuts are applied:

i) isPFMuon.
ii) isGlobalMuon OR isTrackerMuon.

The Particle Flow (PF) algorithm reconstructs final-state particles in each colli-

sion [101]. For muon reconstruction, there are three final collection types: (i)

standalone muon, where hits from each DT or CSC detector are clustered into

track segments to form a standalone-muon track; (ii) global muon, where each

standalone track is matched to an inner track if parameters are compatible, forming

a global-muon track and associated with a global muon; and (iii) tracker muon,

where inner tracks are extrapolated to the muon system and matched to at least one

muon segment in a local (G, H) coordinate system defined in a plane transverse to

the beam axis.

In the PF muon identification algorithm, muon identification is performed using

selections based on global and tracker muon properties, as well as energy deposits

in ECAL, HCAL, and HO associated with the muon track to improve identification

performance. Only muons with ?T > 20 GeV and |[ | < 2.4 that pass the Physics

Object Group (POG) Loose working point [100] with the cuts: (i) isPFMuon and

(ii) isGlobalMuon OR isTrackerMuon are selected.

Additionally, we impose a selection on the impact parameter (IP) [102], which

represents the distance between the track and the collision point at the point of

closest approach:

i) |30 | < 0.2 cm with respect to the primary vertex.
ii) |3I | < 0.5 cm with respect to the primary vertex.

We also require the muons to be isolated by imposing a cut on the relative mini

Particle Flow (PF) isolation: miniIso/?) < 0.2. The mini-isolation variable is

defined by Eq. 5.1, and its definition involves shrinking the isolation cone as the

?) of the muon increases, which improves the e�ciency of muon identification in

events with many jets.
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(5.1)

The mini-isolation variable is corrected for the photon and neutral hadron compo-

nents using an e�ective area that is computed for a cone size of 0.3. The e�ective

areas are presented as a function of [ in Table 5.6. To scale the e�ective area to

the geometric area of the cone corresponding to each muon, we use the following

formula: ⇢� = ⇢�0.3 cone · (�'/0.3)2.

Table 5.6: E�ective areas used for the pileup correction for the muon mini-isolation variable.

Bin Charged E�ective Area Photons + Neutral Hadrons E�ective Area
|[ | < 0.8 0.0106 0.0735

0.8  |[ | < 1.3 0.0096 0.0619
1.3  |[ | < 2.0 0.0079 0.0465
2.0  |[ | < 2.2 0.0058 0.0433

2.2  |[ | 0.0053 0.0577

5.3.4 Electrons
RECO electron candidates must satisfy ?) > 20 GeV and |[ | < 2.4. We select

electrons that pass the Loose working point of the EGAMMA POG-defined cut-

based ID. The selection criteria are summarized in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8, where

electrons with |[SC | > 1.479 are considered to be in the endcap.

We also require electrons to be isolated, with a cut on relative PF mini-isolation

of miniIso/?T < 0.1. The mini-isolation variable is defined in the same way as

for muons, described above in Eq. 5.1. E�ective areas for electrons are computed

using a fixed cone of size 0.3 and are summarized in Table 5.9 and Table 5.10.

The e�ective areas are then scaled according to the geometric area of the cone

corresponding to each particular electron (⇢� = ⇢�0.3 cone · (�'/0.3)2).

Electron candidates within a �' cone of 0.4 to any selected muon are vetoed, as

they may be a�ected by the muon’s energy deposition, known as the footprint of the

muon.
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Table 5.7: Summary of the cuts used for the cut-based electron selection for the 2016
dataset.

Variable Loose Selection Loose Selection
(Barrel) (Endcap)

fi[i[ < 0.011 < 0.0314
�[ < 0.00477 < 0.00868
�q < 0.222 < 0.213
�/⇢ < 0.298 < 0.101

1/⇢ � 1/% < 0.241 < 0.14
|30 | < 0.05 < 0.1
|3I | < 0.1 < 0.2

Missing Hits  1  1
ConversionVeto Yes Yes

Table 5.8: Summary of the cuts used for the cut-based electron selection for the 2017
dataset.

Variable Loose Selection Loose Selection
(Barrel) (Endcap)

fi[i[ < 0.0112 < 0.0425
�[ < 0.00377 < 0.00674
�q < 0.0884 < 0.169
�/⇢ < 0.05 + 1.16/⇢ + 0.0324 ⇤ d/⇢ < 0.0441 + 2.54/⇢ + 0.183 ⇤ d/⇢

1/⇢ � 1/% < 0.193 < 0.111
|30 | < 0.05 < 0.1
|3I | < 0.1 < 0.2

Missing Hits  1  1
ConversionVeto Yes Yes

Table 5.9: E�ective areas used for the pileup correction for the electron mini-isolation
variable for the 2016 dataset.

Bin E�ective Area
|[ | < 1.0 0.1703

1.0  |[ | < 1.479 0.1715
1.479  |[ | < 2.0 0.1212
2.0  |[ | < 2.2 0.1230
2.2  |[ | < 2.3 0.1635
2.3  |[ | < 2.4 0.1937
2.4  |[ | < 2.5 0.2393
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Table 5.10: E�ective areas used for the pileup correction for the electron mini-isolation
variable for the 2017 dataset.

Bin E�ective Area
|[ | < 1.0 0.1440

1.0  |[ | < 1.479 0.1562
1.479  |[ | < 2.0 0.1032
2.0  |[ | < 2.2 0.0859
2.2  |[ | < 2.3 0.1116
2.3  |[ | < 2.4 0.1321
2.4  |[ | < 2.5 0.1654

5.3.5 Photons
Photons are selected in the barrel region only (|[ | < 1.44) according to the

EGAMMA POG defined Loose ID based on electromagnetic shower shape, hadronic

to electromagnetic energy ratio, and isolation around the photon candidate, which

is specified in Table 5.11 with a 90% e�ciency. Additionally they are required to

pass the conversion safe electron veto.

Variable(s) 2016 2017
�/⇢ 0.0597 0.04596

B86<084C084C0 0.01031 0.0106
Rho corrected PF 1.295 1.694

charged hadron isolation
Rho corrected PF 10.910 + 0.0148 ⇤ ?) 24.032 + 0.01512 ⇤ ?)

neutral hadron isolation +0.000017 ⇤ ?
2
)

+2.2594 � 05 ⇤ ?
2
)

Rho corrected PF photon isolation 3.630 + 0.0047 ⇤ ?) 2.876 + 0.004017 ⇤ ?)

photon isolation

Table 5.11: List of cut values for the loose photon ID for 2016 and 2017 for the barrel only.

The particle flow isolation is corrected to account for the e�ect of pileup by subtract-

ing the average energy deposited into the isolation cone, which is estimated through

the d observable. The d observable is multiplied by an e�ective area, which is

designed to give isolation distributions that are flat as a function of pileup in Monte

Carlo simulations. The e�ective area values for photons are given in Table 5.12 and

Table 5.13 for the 2016 and 2017 datasets, respectively.
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|[ | bin Charged Hadron Isolation Neutral Hadron Isolation Photon Isolation
|[ | < 1.0 0.0360 0.0597 0.1210

1.0 < |[ | < 1.479 0.0377 0.0807 0.1107
1.479 < |[ | < 2.0 0.0306 0.0629 0.0699
2.0 < |[ | < 2.2 0.0283 0.0197 0.1056
2.2 < |[ | < 2.3 0.0254 0.0184 0.1457
2.3 < |[ | < 2.4 0.0217 0.0284 0.1719

2.4 < |[ | 0.0167 0.0591 0.1998

Table 5.12: Summary of the e�ective areas used for the pileup correction for photon
isolation for the 2016 dataset.

|[ | bin Charged Hadron Isolation Neutral Hadron Isolation Photon Isolation
|[ | < 1.0 0.0112 0.0668 0.1113

1.0 < |[ | < 1.479 0.0108 0.1054 0.0953
1.479 < |[ | < 2.0 0.0106 0.0786 0.0619
2.0 < |[ | < 2.2 0.01002 0.0233 0.0837
2.2 < |[ | < 2.3 0.0098 0.0078 0.1070
2.3 < |[ | < 2.4 0.0089 0.0028 0.1212

2.4 < |[ | 0.0087 0.0137 0.1466

Table 5.13: Summary of the e�ective areas used for the pileup correction for photon
isolation for the 2017 dataset.

The energy of photons is measured and corrected for clustering and local geometric

e�ects using an energy regression trained on Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, which is

calibrated using a combination of c0 ! WW, [ ! WW, and / ! 44 candidates [103].

The energy regression is also trained to estimate the uncertainty of the energy

measurement, which is used in this analysis to categorize events into high- and

low-resolution categories. The regression correction and uncertainty estimate used

in this analysis are the standard versions produced by the MiniAOD data tier.

To avoid double counting, photons within a cone of �R = 1.0 around selected

electrons and �R = 0.5 around selected muons are discarded. A larger veto cone is

used for electrons to suppress photon conversions.
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5.3.6 Jets and b-tagging
The PF candidates are clustered into jets using the anti-:T algorithm [104, 105]

within a cone of 0.4. Jets are required to satisfy ?) > 30GeV and |[ | < 2.4, and must

pass the PF jet loose ID and tight ID for the 2016 and 2017 eras, respectively [106].

B-tagged jets are identified using the combined secondary vertex (CSVv2) tagger

algorithm [107] with a loose working point, requiring ?T > 20 GeV. The resulting

b-tagging e�ciency is about 80%, while the mistag rate for light-quark and gluon

jets is approximately 10%.

Jets that overlap with the selected electrons, muons, and photons in a cone of size

�R = 0.4 are vetoed.

5.3.7 Missing transverse momentum
The missing transverse momentum Æ?miss

T is defined as the negative vector sum of

the transverse momenta of all particle flow (PF) candidates, and its magnitude is

defined as ?
miss
T (MET). Dedicated filters are applied to reject events with possible

beam halo contamination or anomalous noise in the calorimeter systems, which can

result in large ?
miss
T values. These filters are designed to remove events with large

fake ?
miss
T and are based on various event-level and object-level criteria, such as the

ratio of energy deposited in the calorimeter towers along the beamline to the total

transverse energy in the event, the distribution of the azimuthal angles between the

Æ?miss
T and the jets or the muons, and the compatibility of the Æ?miss

T with the nominal

bunch crossing time. The filters used in this analysis follow those recommended by

the CMS Collaboration [108].
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5.4 Analysis strategy
The EWP analysis is focused on the electroweak production of charginos and neu-

tralinos. Events are categorized based on the ?T of the diphoton Higgs boson

candidate and the presence of additional leptonic candidates. For each category,

search region bins are defined based on kinematic variables that distinguish SUSY

signal events from SM background events. Finally, an unbinned extended maxi-

mum likelihood fit is performed on the diphoton mass distribution for all search bins

simultaneously.

The primary source of background in this analysis is from the SM production of

diphotons or photon+jets, which is referred to as the non-resonant background.

The non-resonant background exhibits a regular exponential-like falling shape as

validated in the MC simulation samples, and is modeled using a fit to a family of

functions, independently in each search region bin, based on the validation of MC

simulation samples. The SM Higgs boson background, on the other hand, exhibits

a resonant shape in the diphoton mass spectrum, which is constrained to the MC

simulation predictions within uncertainties. The SUSY signal model under test also

exhibits a resonant shape. A detailed description of the background fit model and

the systematic uncertainties is presented in Sec. 5.5 and Sec. 5.6, respectively.

In this analysis, we build upon the strategy used in a previous publication [69].

The events are categorized based on the ?T of the diphoton Higgs boson candidate,

the presence of an additional Higgs boson candidate, the estimated diphoton mass

resolution, and the values of the razor kinematic variables [109, 110]. To improve

the analysis, we add event categories with one or two identified leptons and optimize

the binning in the kinematic variables using the enlarged dataset (77 fb�1 vs. 36

fb�1). The bin boundaries are chosen to maximize the expected signal significance,

which is estimated using the simulation predictions of the signal and background

yields. These enhancements improve the sensitivity of the analysis to the electroweak

production of charginos and neutralinos. A more detailed description of the analysis

strategy can be found in the following sections.
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5.4.1 Razor variables
The Higgs boson candidate, as well as any additional identified leptons or jets, are

combined into two hemispheres using the razor megajet algorithm [110]. This algo-

rithm minimizes the sum of the squared-invariant-mass values of the two megajets,

and the resulting hemispheres are illustrated in Fig. 5.2. In order to ensure the

formation of two hemispheres, at least one identified lepton or jet in addition to the

Higgs boson candidate is required.

Figure 5.2: Megajets diagram.

The razor variables "R and '
2 are calculated using the razor megajet algorithm [110]

and are defined as follows:

"R ⌘
q
( Æ? j1 + Æ? j2)2 � (?I j1 + ?I

j2)2
, (5.2)

'
2 ⌘

 
"

R
T

"R

!2

, (5.3)

where Æ? is the momentum of a megajet, ?I is its longitudinal component, and j1 and

j2 are used to label the two megajets. The variable "
R
T is defined as:

"
R
T ⌘

s
?

miss
T (?T

j1 + ?T
j2) � Æ?miss

T · ( Æ?T
j1 + Æ?T

j2)
2

. (5.4)
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The razor variables provide discrimination between SUSY signal models and SM

background processes, with SUSY signals typically having large values of "R and

'
2, while the SM diphoton and photon+jets backgrounds exhibit a falling spectrum

in each variable. The use of these variables has been shown to be e�ective in the

previous publication [110] and has been applied to this analysis to enhance the signal

sensitivity.

5.4.2 Event categorization
The selected events are classified into di�erent categories based on their character-

istics, as shown in Fig. 5.3, with the following details:

i) Events are first categorized based on the number of electrons or muons. Events

with two same-flavor opposite-sign leptons are placed in the “Two-Lepton”

category if the dilepton mass satisfies the constraint |</ � <✓✓ |  20 GeV.
ii) Among the remaining events, those with at least one muon (electron) are

placed in the “Muon” (“Electron”) category, with the Muon category taking

precedence. Events in the Electron and Muon categories are further subdi-

vided into the “High-?T” and “Low-?T” subcategories depending on whether

the ?T of the Higgs boson candidate is larger or smaller than 110 GeV.
iii) For events with no leptons, we search for pairs of b-tagged jets with masses

between 95 and 140 GeV, and place them into the “Hb1̄” category. If no

such jet pairs are found, then we search for pairs of b-tagged jets with masses

between 60 and 95 GeV, and place them into the “Zb1̄” category. Events in

the Hb1̄ and Zb1̄ categories are further divided into High-?T and Low-?T

subcategories using the same criteria stated above.
iv) Among the remaining events, those with the ?T of the Higgs boson candidate

larger than 110 GeV are placed in the “High-?T” category.
v) Finally, the remaining events are categorized as “High-Res” or “Low-Res”

based on the diphoton mass resolution estimate f</<. If f</< is smaller

or larger than 0.85%, the events are placed in the High-Res or Low-Res

categories, respectively. Here, f< is defined as

f< =
1
2

q
(f⇢W1/⇢W1)2 + (f⇢W2/⇢W2)2

, (5.5)

where ⇢W1,2 is the energy of each photon and f⇢W1,2 is the estimated energy

resolution for each photon. The threshold of 0.85% was chosen to be identical

to past results [69] and was previously optimized for signal-to-background

discrimination.
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Figure 5.3: Categorization diagram.

The leptonic categories are used to select SUSY events that contain decays to W or

Z bosons, while the Hb1̄ (Zb1̄) categories are used to select events containing an

additional Higgs (Z) boson that decays to a pair of b-jets. The High-?T category

is used to select SUSY events producing high-?T Higgs bosons. The separation

into the High-Res and Low-Res categories further improves the discrimination

between any signal containing an � ! WW candidate and non-resonant background

in the remaining event sample. To distinguish SUSY signal events from the SM

background, each event category is further divided into bins in the "R and '
2

variables, provided that there are a su�cient number of data events in the diphoton

mass sideband to estimate the background. These bins define the exclusive search

regions. For all categories except the Two-Lepton category, we require "R > 150

GeV to suppress the SM backgrounds. Table 5.14 summarizes the 35 search region

bins for the EWP analysis.
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Table 5.14: A summary of the search region bins used in the EWP analysis. Events
are separated into categories based on the number of leptons, the presence of � ! 11̄

candidates, the ?T of the � ! WW candidate, and the estimated diphoton mass resolution.
The High-Res and Low-Res categories are defined by the estimated diphoton resolution
mass f</< being smaller or larger than 0.85%, respectively. For the Two-Lepton category,
“No req.” means that no requirements are placed on the given observables.

Bin number Category ?
WW

T (GeV) "R (GeV) '
2

EWP 0 Two-Lepton No req. No req. No req.
EWP 1 Muon High-?T �110 �150 �0.0
EWP 2 Muon Low-?T 0–110 �150 �0.0
EWP 3 Electron High-?T �110 �150 �0.0
EWP 4 Electron Low-?T 0–110 �150 0.000–0.055
EWP 5 Electron Low-?T 0–110 �150 0.055–0.125
EWP 6 Electron Low-?T 0–110 �150 �0.125
EWP 7 Hb1̄ High-?T �110 �150 0.000–0.080
EWP 8 Hb1̄ High-?T �110 �150 �0.080
EWP 9 Hb1̄ Low-?T 0–110 �150 0.000–0.080
EWP 10 Hb1̄ Low-?T 0–110 �150 �0.080
EWP 11 Zb1̄ High-?T �110 �150 0.000–0.035
EWP 12 Zb1̄ High-?T �110 �150 0.035–0.090
EWP 13 Zb1̄ High-?T �110 �150 �0.090
EWP 14 Zb1̄ Low-?T 0–110 �150 0.000–0.035
EWP 15 Zb1̄ Low-?T 0–110 �150 0.035–0.090
EWP 16 Zb1̄ Low-?T 0–110 �150 �0.090
EWP 17 High-?T �110 �150 �0.260
EWP 18 High-?T �110 150–250 0.170–0.260
EWP 19 High-?T �110 �250 0.170–0.260
EWP 20 High-?T �110 �150 0.000–0.110
EWP 21 High-?T �110 150–350 0.110–0.170
EWP 22 High-?T �110 �350 0.110–0.170
EWP 23 High-Res 0–110 �150 �0.325
EWP 24 High-Res 0–110 �150 0.285–0.325
EWP 25 High-Res 0–110 �150 0.225–0.285
EWP 26 High-Res 0–110 �150 0.000–0.185
EWP 27 High-Res 0–110 150–200 0.185–0.225
EWP 28 High-Res 0–110 �200 0.185–0.225
EWP 29 Low-Res 0–110 �150 �0.325
EWP 30 Low-Res 0–110 �150 0.285–0.325
EWP 31 Low-Res 0–110 �150 0.225–0.285
EWP 32 Low-Res 0–110 �150 0.000–0.185
EWP 33 Low-Res 0–110 150–200 0.185–0.225
EWP 34 Low-Res 0–110 �200 0.185–0.225
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5.4.3 Signal extraction
The analysis performs a combined simultaneous fit using all the search regions to

test specific SUSY simplified model hypotheses. The diphoton mass distribution

is independently fitted in each search region, while the expected yields for the SM

Higgs background and SUSY signal model are constrained to their predicted values

among the di�erent search regions.

For SUSY signals with larger squark or neutralino masses, search region bins with

large values of ?
WW

T and large values of the kinematic variables "R provide the

best sensitivity, as the backgrounds are heavily suppressed. On the other hand,

event categories with one lepton, two leptons, a / ! 11̄ candidate, or a � ! 11̄

candidate yield increasing sensitivity for more compressed regions as the neutralino

mass approaches the Higgs boson mass.

5.5 Background estimation
There are two types of backgrounds that can be identified in this analysis: a non-

resonant background stemming from the SM production of diphotons or a photon

and a jet, and a resonant background from SM Higgs boson production. The

non-resonant background prediction is estimated by fitting a functional form to the

diphoton mass distribution observed in data for each search region bin. The SM

Higgs background is estimated using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation.

5.5.1 Non-resonant background
To model the non-resonant background, we consider a set of possible function forms,

such as sums of exponential functions, Bernstein polynomials, Laurent series, and

power-law functions. The most appropriate functional form to describe the back-

ground spectrum is determined using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [111].

We follow the same procedure as the previous version of this search [69]. To assess

the potential for bias, we perform bias tests by generating random events using

one functional form and fitting the resulting pseudo-data set to another functional

form. We choose the functional form with the best AIC measure that passes the bias

test to describe the non-resonant background. Table 5.15 summarizes the selected

functional form for each signal region bin.
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Table 5.15: List of functional forms used to model the non-resonant background for di�erent
signal region bins, as determined by the AIC and bias tests.

Bin Category
MR MR '

2
'

2
Function

AIC Max bias
Low High Low High weight / (fstat)

0 Two-Lepton 0 1 0 1 singleExp 0.426 24.2 %
1 Muon High-?T 150 1 0 1 singleExp 0.434 17.3 %
2 Muon Low-?T 150 1 0 1 singleExp 0.317 7.5 %
3 Electron High-?T 150 1 0 1 singleExp 0.376 17.9 %
4 Electron Low-?T 150 1 0.125 1 singleExp 0.438 21.6 %
5 Electron Low-?T 150 1 0 0.055 poly2 0.504 25.4 %
6 Electron Low-?T 150 1 0.055 0.125 singleExp 0.314 20.6 %
7 �11̄ High-?T 150 1 0.080 1 singleExp 0.416 6.9 %
8 �11̄ High-?T 150 1 0 0.080 singleExp 0.292 12.3 %
9 �11̄ Low-?T 150 1 0.080 1 poly2 0.124 31.2 %
10 �11̄ Low-?T 150 1 0 0.080 singlePow 0.648 1.8 %
11 /11̄ High-?T 150 1 0.090 1 poly3 0.120 18.4 %
12 /11̄ High-?T 150 1 0 0.035 singleExp 0.424 12.3 %
13 /11̄ High-?T 150 1 0.035 0.090 singleExp 0.305 8.6 %
14 /11̄ Low-?T 150 1 0.090 1 singlePow 0.611 2.6 %
15 /11̄ Low-?T 150 1 0 0.035 singlePow 0.441 4.9 %
16 /11̄ Low-?T 150 1 0.035 0.090 singlePow 0.621 2.5 %
17 High-?T 150 1 0.260 1 singlePow 0.415 28.6 %
18 High-?T 150 250 0.170 0.260 singleExp 0.388 15.2 %
19 High-?T 250 1 0.170 0.260 singleExp 0.352 20.7 %
20 High-?T 150 1 0 0.110 singlePow 0.243 25.5 %
21 High-?T 150 350 0.110 0.170 singleExp 0.300 7.2 %
22 High-?T 350 1 0.110 0.170 singleExp 0.422 24.4 %
23 High-Res 150 1 0.325 1 singleExp 0.419 19.8 %
24 High-Res 150 1 0.225 0.285 poly2 0.138 23.6 %
25 High-Res 150 1 0.285 0.325 singleExp 0.448 23.1 %
26 High-Res 150 1 0 0.185 singleExp 0.651 2.3 %
27 High-Res 150 200 0.185 0.225 singleExp 0.307 8.3 %
28 High-Res 200 1 0.185 0.225 singleExp 0.429 18.8 %
29 Low-Res 150 1 0.325 1 singleExp 0.400 11.9 %
30 Low-Res 150 1 0.225 0.285 singleExp 0.423 7.1 %
31 Low-Res 150 1 0.285 0.325 singlePow 0.275 25.4 %
32 Low-Res 150 1 0 0.185 singlePow 0.818 1.0 %
33 Low-Res 150 200 0.185 0.225 doubleExp 0.241 24.0 %
34 Low-Res 200 1 0.185 0.225 singleExp 0.441 23.6 %
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5.5.2 Resonant background
The background shape of the SM Higgs boson and SUSY signals is modeled by a

double Crystal Ball function [112, 113]. The diphoton mass distribution from the

MC simulation is fitted separately in each search region bin to obtain the parameters

of each double Crystal Ball function. During the signal extraction fit procedure,

the parameters of each double Crystal Ball function are held constant. The nor-

malization for the SM Higgs background is constrained to the best estimate from

the Monte Carlo simulation prediction to within systematic uncertainties. Nuisance

parameters, modeled as log-normal distributions, that take into account the sys-

tematic uncertainties on the SM Higgs background normalization due to missing

higher order corrections, PDF’s, trigger and selection e�ciencies, jet energy scale

uncertainties, and b-tagging e�ciencies are incorporated into the model for the SM

Higgs background as well as the signal.

5.5.3 Signal extraction
The signal is extracted by performing an unbinned maximum likelihood fit in each

exclusive search region bin. The likelihood function used for the fit is as follows:

L(data|`S + B) = 1
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(5.6)

where G8 is the diphoton invariant mass for event 8, N is the total number of events

in the corresponding search region bin, S is the total expected signal events, ⌫1 is

the exptected SM higgs background, and ⌫2 is the exptected non-resonant back-

ground; ^U and ^V are constant parameters that represent the size of the systematic

uncertainties for the signal and the SM higgs yields (cross-section, pdf, factorization

scale uncertainties among others) respectively; while \U, \V, and \W represent the

floating nuisance parameters for the signal, SM higgs, and non-resonant background

respectively. Finally, \` is the nuisance parameter for the scale uncertainty for the

signal and SM higgs line shape and ^` the size of the scale uncertainty.
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5.6 Systematic uncertainties
In this analysis, the dominant systematic uncertainties result from the normalization

and the fitted functional form of the shape for the non-resonant background. They

are propagated by profiling the associated unconstrained functional form parameters.

The subdominant systematic uncertainties result from the SM Higgs boson back-

ground and SUSY signal, which are propagated through independent log-normal

nuisance parameters that consider both theoretical and instrumental e�ects. These

systematic uncertainties a�ect the event yield predictions of the SM Higgs boson

background and SUSY signal in di�erent search region bins and are propagated as

shape uncertainties. The independent systematic e�ects considered include missing

higher-order QCD corrections, PDFs (probability density functions), trigger and ob-

ject selection e�ciencies, jet energy scale uncertainties, b-tagging e�ciency, lepton

identification e�ciencies, fast simulation ?
miss
T modeling, and the uncertainty in the

integrated luminosity. The typical size of these e�ects on the signal and background

yields is summarized in Table 5.16. The systematic uncertainties due to missing

higher-order corrections are estimated using the procedure outlined in Ref. [114],

where the factorization (`F) and renormalization (`R) scales vary independently by

factors of 0.5 and 2.0. The PDF systematic uncertainties are propagated for the SM

Higgs background as a shape uncertainty using the LHC4PDF procedure [115].

We observed mismodeling in the estimated mass resolution due to imperfect sim-

ulation of the e�ects of pileup and transparency loss from radiation damage in

the ECAL crystals, which can cause events to migrate between the High-Res and

Low-Res event categories for the analysis. A systematic uncertainty of 10-24% is

measured using a / ! 4
+
4
� control sample, and is propagated to the prediction

of the SM Higgs boson background and SUSY signal yields in the High-Res and

Low-Res event categories. The photon energy scale systematic uncertainty is im-

plemented as a Gaussian-distributed nuisance parameter that shifts the Higgs boson

mass peak position, constrained in the fit to lie within approximately 1% of the

nominal Higgs boson mass observed in simulation. Additionally, the systematic

uncertainty for the modeling of ISR for the signal process is also taken into account.
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Table 5.16: Summary of systematic uncertainties on the SM Higgs boson background and
signal yield predictions, and the size of their e�ect on the signal yield.

Uncertainty source Uncertainty size (%)

PDFs and QCD scale variations
10–30 (SM Higgs boson)
5–10 (EWK SUSY signal)

15–30 (Strong SUSY signal)
Signal ISR modeling 5–25
f</< categorization 10–24
Fast simulation ?

miss
T modeling 3–16

Luminosity 2.3–2.5
Trigger and selection e�ciency 3
Lepton e�ciency 4
Jet energy scale 1–5
Photon energy scale 1
b-tagging e�ciency 4
� ! WW branching fraction 2
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5.7 Results
As stated before, the fit results for the search region bins including the data yields,

fitted background, and signal yields are summarized in Table 5.17. Example fit

results are shown in Fig. 5.4 to illustrate the background-only and signal plus

background fits. There is no statistically significant deviation observed from the SM

background expectation.
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Table 5.17: The observed data, fitted nonresonant background yields, and SM Higgs boson
background yields within the mass window between 122 and 129 GeV are shown for each
search region bin of the EWP analysis. The uncertainties quoted are the fit uncertainties,
which include the impact of all systematic uncertainties.

Search
Category

Observed Fitted SM Higgs boson
region bin data nonresonant bkg bkg

EWP 0 Two-Lepton 2 1.5 ± 0.4 1.1 ± 0.6
EWP 1 Muon High-?T 11 6.2 ± 0.9 3.7 ± 0.8
EWP 2 Muon Low-?T 28 15.8 ± 1.4 3.0 ± 0.8
EWP 3 Electron High-?T 17 11.9 ± 1.3 3.4 ± 1.1
EWP 4 Electron Low-?T 8 5.2 ± 0.8 0.6 ± 0.2
EWP 5 Electron Low-?T 18 31.5 ± 1.9 0.9 ± 0.4
EWP 6 Electron Low-?T 9 13.7 ± 1.3 0.7 ± 0.3
EWP 7 �11̄ High-?T 9 7.0 ± 0.9 1.2 ± 0.4
EWP 8 �11̄ High-?T 19 17.8 ± 1.5 3.8 ± 0.7
EWP 9 �11̄ Low-?T 34 25.8 ± 1.8 0.8 ± 0.1
EWP 10 �11̄ Low-?T 60 51.0 ± 2.4 1.9 ± 0.3
EWP 11 /11̄ High-?T 3 7.2 ± 1.1 0.5 ± 0.1
EWP 12 /11̄ High-?T 17 14.0 ± 1.3 2.8 ± 1.1
EWP 13 /11̄ High-?T 10 9.4 ± 1.1 1.3 ± 0.3
EWP 14 /11̄ Low-?T 27 35.2 ± 2.0 0.8 ± 0.2
EWP 15 /11̄ Low-?T 84 75.1 ± 2.9 2.5 ± 1.3
EWP 16 /11̄ Low-?T 45 46.3 ± 2.3 1.2 ± 0.4
EWP 17 High-?T 11 14.4 ± 1.3 1.8 ± 0.2
EWP 18 High-?T 31 21.8 ± 1.6 2.1 ± 0.4
EWP 19 High-?T 11 13.5 ± 1.3 1.2 ± 0.3
EWP 20 High-?T 1834 1648 ± 14 248 ± 38
EWP 21 High-?T 91 100.2 ± 3.7 8.9 ± 1.5
EWP 22 High-?T 12 14.4 ± 1.4 1.2 ± 0.2
EWP 23 High-Res 30 20.6 ± 1.6 0.6 ± 0.2
EWP 24 High-Res 46 49.1 ± 4.0 1.5 ± 0.5
EWP 25 High-Res 9 17.0 ± 1.4 0.4 ± 0.1
EWP 26 High-Res 5186 5057 ± 25 219 ± 42
EWP 27 High-Res 53 63.0 ± 2.6 2.4 ± 1.0
EWP 28 High-Res 19 17.7 ± 1.5 0.5 ± 0.1
EWP 29 Low-Res 26 33.8 ± 2.1 0.3 ± 0.1
EWP 30 Low-Res 61 65.8 ± 3.0 0.9 ± 0.2
EWP 31 Low-Res 24 18.3 ± 1.5 0.2 ± 0.1
EWP 32 Low-Res 5548 5328 ± 22 141 ± 27
EWP 33 Low-Res 78 79.1 ± 2.9 1.4 ± 0.4
EWP 34 Low-Res 25 23.7 ± 1.8 0.4 ± 0.1
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Figure 5.4: The diphoton mass distribution for two example search bin is shown with the
background-only fit (Left) and the signal-plus-background fit (Right) to illustrate the signal
extraction procedure. The search region bins shown corresponds to the Muon Low-?T

category, bin 2, of the EWP analysis.

The results of this analysis are presented as limits on the product of the production

cross section and branching fraction for simplified models of bottom squark pair

production and chargino-neutralino production, as shown in Fig. 5.1.

For bottom squark pair production, we consider the scenario (1̃ ! 1ej0
2 , ej0

2 ! �ej0
1 )

where the bottom squark decays to a bottom quark and the next-to-lightest neutralino

(ej0
2), which subsequently decays to a Higgs boson and the lightest neutralino (ej0

1).

We assume a mass splitting of 130 GeV between the ej0
2 and ej0

1 , which is slightly

above the threshold for producing an on-shell Higgs boson.

For chargino-neutralino production, we consider two scenarios. In the first scenario,

the chargino and the ej0
2 are mass-degenerate (<ej0

2
⇡ <ej⌥1 ) and produced together,

where the chargino decays to a W boson and the LSP (ej⌥
1 ! ,

±ej0
1), and the ej0

2

decays to a Higgs boson and the LSP (ej0
2 ! �ej0

1). The production cross sections

are computed at NLO+NLL accuracy in QCD in the limit of mass-degenerate wino

ej0
2 and ej⌥

1 , light bino ej0
1 , and with all the other sparticles assumed to be heavy and

decoupled [91–93].

In the second scenario, a GMSB simplified model is considered, where higgsino-like

charginos and neutralinos are nearly mass-degenerate (<ej0
2
⇡ <ej⌥1 ⇡ <ej0

1
) and are

produced in pairs through various combinations (ej0
1 ej0

2 , ej0
1 ej⌥

1 , ej0
2 ej⌥

1 , and ej⌥
1 1⌥.).

Both the ej0
2 and ej⌥

1 will decay to ej0
1 and other low-?T (soft) particles because of the

mass degeneracy, leading to a signature with a ej0
1 pair. Each ej0

1 will subsequently

decay to a Higgs boson and the ⌧̃ LSP, or to a Z boson and the LSP (ej0
1 ! �⌧̃

or ej0
1 ! /⌧̃). The case where the branching fraction of the ej0

1 ! �⌧̃ decay is

100%, and the case where the branching fraction of the ej0
1 ! �⌧̃ and ej0

1 ! /⌧̃
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decays are each 50% are both considered in this scenario, as shown in the ej0
1-pair

production simplified model in Fig. 5.1. The limits on the product of the production

cross section and branching fraction are determined for each of these scenarios.

Table 5.18 displays the expected event yields for a representative selection of the

simplified SUSY models considered in various search region bins of the analysis.

The labels used in the table, such as ��, /�,,� (200,1), 1̃(450,1), and 1̃(450,300)

correspond to specific signal models for chargino-neutralino and bottom squark pair

production, respectively. For instance, the �� and /� labels denote the higgsino-

like chargino and neutralino production scenarios where the branching fractions of

the ej0
1 decays are ej0

1 ! �⌧̃ and ej0
1 ! /⌧̃ for 100% : 0% and 50% : 50% cases,

respectively, and the mass of the chargino and next-to-lightest neutralino is 175 GeV.

Similarly, ,� (200,1) refers to the wino-like chargino and neutralino production

scenario, where the chargino and next-to-lightest neutralino masses are 200 GeV

and the LSP mass is 1 GeV. The labels 1̃(450,1) and 1̃(450,300) correspond to the

bottom squark pair production scenarios with the bottom squark mass of 450 GeV

and the LSP mass of 1 GeV and 300 GeV, respectively.
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Table 5.18: The expected signal yields for the SUSY simplified model signals considered
are shown for each search region bin of the EWP analysis. The category that each search
region bin belongs to is also indicated in the table. The search region bins definitions are
summarized in Table 5.14. The labels�� and /� refer to the signal models for higgsino-like
chargino and neutralino production where the branching fractions of the decays ej0

1 ! �⌧̃

and ej0
1 ! /⌧̃ are 100% and 0%, and 50% and 50%, respectively. For the above two

scenarios, the mass of the chargino and next-to-lightest neutralino is 175 GeV. The label
,� (200,1) refers to the signal model for wino-like chargino and neutralino production,
where the mass of the chargino and next-to-lightest neutralino is 200 GeV and the LSP mass
is 1 GeV. The labels 1̃(450,1) and 1̃(450,300) refer to the signal models for bottom squark
pair production where the bottom squark mass is 450 GeV and the LSP mass is 1 and 300
GeV, respectively.

Search
Category �� /� ,� (200,1) 1̃ (450,1) 1̃ (450,300)

region bin
EWP 0 Two-Lepton 0.2 ± 0.01 1.6 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.000 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.03
EWP 1 Muon High-?T 4.5 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.1 3.3 ± 0.2 4.4 ± 1.8 0.9 ± 0.4
EWP 2 Muon Low-?T 1.6 ± 0.04 0.6 ± 0.02 1.7 ± 0.05 0.6 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.7
EWP 3 Electron High-?T 4.0 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 1.3 0.8 ± 0.3
EWP 4 Electron Low-?T 0.5 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.01 0.9 ± 0.04 0.1 ± 0.03 0.7 ± 0.3
EWP 5 Electron Low-?T 0.3 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.02 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1
EWP 6 Electron Low-?T 0.3 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.004 0.3 ± 0.02 0.1 ± 0.04 0.4 ± 0.2
EWP 7 �11̄ High-?T 11.9 ± 0.5 3.4 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.01 4.3 ± 4.3 4.7 ± 1.9
EWP 8 �11̄ High-?T 9.1 ± 0.6 2.5 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.005 30.1 ± 12.1 2.2 ± 0.8
EWP 9 �11̄ Low-?T 1.9 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.05 0.1 ± 0.003 0.8 ± 1.0 6.5 ± 2.8
EWP 10 �11̄ Low-?T 1.2 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.04 0.03 ± 0.002 3.7 ± 1.5 2.4 ± 1.0
EWP 11 /11̄ High-?T 3.2 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.02 0.6 ± 0.6 1.9 ± 0.8
EWP 12 /11̄ High-?T 1.3 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.01 4.8 ± 2.2 0.4 ± 0.2
EWP 13 /11̄ High-?T 2.5 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.02 2.3 ± 2.2 1.0 ± 0.4
EWP 14 /11̄ Low-?T 1.7 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.1 3.7 ± 1.5
EWP 15 /11̄ Low-?T 0.6 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.002 0.6 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.4
EWP 16 /11̄ Low-?T 1.0 ± 0.05 0.4 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.01 0.3 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.6
EWP 17 High-?T 5.3 ± 1.6 5.5 ± 0.6 7.2 ± 0.5 0.3 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.7
EWP 18 High-?T 1.8 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.05 0.5 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1
EWP 19 High-?T 6.0 ± 1.4 4.0 ± 0.7 3.6 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.6
EWP 20 High-?T 42.1 ± 3.9 19.6 ± 1.8 9.1 ± 0.8 40.1 ± 15.8 6.1 ± 2.4
EWP 21 High-?T 4.9 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 0.03 ± 0.04 0.9 ± 0.4
EWP 22 High-?T 7.3 ± 1.2 4.2 ± 0.6 3.0 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 1.4 1.3 ± 0.5
EWP 23 High-Res 1.1 ± 1.2 1.0 ± 0.4 3.0 ± 0.6 0.03 ± 0.02 2.2 ± 1.2
EWP 24 High-Res 1.5 ± 0.5 0.9 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.1 0.03 ± 0.01 1.4 ± 0.6
EWP 25 High-Res 0.6 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.01 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.3
EWP 26 High-Res 13.7 ± 2.1 6.5 ± 1.0 4.4 ± 0.7 4.1 ± 1.7 10.4 ± 4.4
EWP 27 High-Res 0.5 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.04 0.2 ± 0.03 0.0 ± 0.000 0.4 ± 0.2
EWP 28 High-Res 0.8 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.4
EWP 29 Low-Res 0.7 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.5 0.02 ± 0.01 1.5 ± 0.8
EWP 30 Low-Res 1.0 ± 0.3 0.5 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.2 0.02 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.5
EWP 31 Low-Res 0.5 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1 0.01 ± 0.003 0.5 ± 0.3
EWP 32 Low-Res 8.4 ± 2.2 4.1 ± 1.0 3.0 ± 0.8 2.7 ± 1.3 7.1 ± 3.6
EWP 33 Low-Res 0.4 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.05 0.2 ± 0.04 0.002 ± 0.001 0.2 ± 0.1
EWP 34 Low-Res 0.6 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 0.01 ± 0.01 0.6 ± 0.3
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The profile likelihood ratio test statistic and asymptotic formula [116] are used to

evaluate the observed and expected 95% confidence level (CL) limits on the signal

production cross sections, following the CLs criterion [117–119]. The limits are

presented in Fig. 5.5 as a function of the bottom squark mass and the LSP mass.

We exclude bottom squarks with masses below approximately 510 GeV for an LSP

mass of 1 GeV, which is only slightly lower (by 20 GeV) than the SP analysis, which

is optimized for strong production with binning in the number of jets and b-tagged

jets.
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Figure 5.5: The observed 95% CL upper limits on the bottom squark pair production cross
section for the EWP analysis. The bold and light solid black contours represent the observed
exclusion region and the ±1 standard deviation (s.d.) band, including both experimental
and theoretical uncertainties. The analogous red dotted contours represent the expected
exclusion region and its ±1 s.d. band.
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The EWP analysis shows slightly better expected sensitivity compared to the SP

analysis for the simplified models of chargino-neutralino production, due to the

inclusion of bins with smaller values of "R and larger values of '2. Events in such

bins typically have lower values of ?
miss
T and are not in the regions of high signal

sensitivity for the SP analysis, while the '
2 variable is able to suppress backgrounds

more e�ectively in these regions of phase space. Fig. 5.6 shows the limits for wino-

like chargino-neutralino production simplified models, as a function of the chargino

mass and the LSP mass. We exclude chargino masses below approximately 235

GeV for an LSP mass of 1 GeV. Fig. 5.7 shows limits for higgsino-like chargino-

neutralino production simplified models, as a function of the chargino mass for the

case where the branching fraction of the ej0
1 ! �⌧̃ decay is 100%, and for the case

where the branching fractions of the ej0
1 ! �⌧̃ and ej0

1 ! /⌧̃ decays are both

50%. We exclude charginos below approximately 290 and 230 GeV in the former

and latter cases, respectively.

The search region bins with large diphoton transverse momentum ?
WW

T in the Hb1̄

category (EWP bin 7 and 8) provide the best overall sensitivity for the search. For

signal models where the squark or neutralino masses exceed the Higgs boson mass

by 100 GeV or more, the search region bins with large ?
WW

T and large values of the

kinematic variables "R in the High-?T category in the EWP analysis also contribute

significantly to the search sensitivity. In more compressed regions of the signal

model parameter space, where the neutralino mass approaches the Higgs boson

mass, the search region bins with large ?
WW

T in the leptonic categories contribute

significantly to the search sensitivity. The search region bins with small values

of ?
WW

T and small values of the kinematic variables "R and '
2 usually have low

sensitivity to the simplified models considered due to higher levels of background

but are included to maintain inclusivity for this search.
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Figure 5.6: The observed 95% CL upper limits on the wino-like chargino-neutralino
production cross section are shown for the EWP analysis. The bold and light black contours
represent the observed exclusion region and the ±1 standard deviation (s.d.) band, including
both experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The analogous red dotted contours represent
the expected exclusion region and its ±1 s.d. band.
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Figure 5.7: The observed 95% CL upper limits on the production cross section for higgsino-
like chargino-neutralino production are shown for the EWP analysis. We present limits in
the scenario where the branching fraction of ej0

1 ! �⌧̃ decay is 100% (left plot), and where
the ej0

1 ! �⌧̃ and ej0
1 ! /⌧̃ decays are each 50% (right plot). The dotted and solid black

curves represent the expected and observed exclusion region, and the green dark and yellow
light bands represent the ±1 and ±2 standard deviation regions, respectively. The red solid
and dotted lines show the theoretical production cross section and its uncertainty band.
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5.8 Summary
This chapter describes a search for supersymmetry (SUSY) in the final state with a

Higgs boson (H) decaying to a pair of photons, using 77.5 fb�1 of integrated lumi-

nosity collected by the CMS detector at the LHC in 2016 and 2017. Photon pairs

in the central region of the detector are used to reconstruct Higgs boson candidates,

while charged leptons and b-jets are used to tag the decay products of an additional

boson. Kinematic quantities, such as the razor variables "R and '
2, are used to

suppress standard model backgrounds. Data-driven fits determine the shape and

normalization of the non-resonant background, while the resonant background from

standard model Higgs boson production is estimated from simulation. We opti-

mized the search for electroweak SUSY production in the EWP analysis to improve

sensitivity over previously published results [69, 70]. The results are interpreted

in terms of exclusion limits on the production cross section of simplified models

of bottom squark pair production and chargino-neutralino production. Thanks to

improvements in the event categorization and the larger dataset, we extend the mass

limits over the previous best CMS results by about 100 GeV for bottom squark pair

production and about 50 GeV for chargino-neutralino production. We exclude bot-

tom squark pair production for bottom squark masses below 510 GeV for a lightest

neutralino mass of 1 GeV, wino-like chargino-neutralino production for chargino

and neutralino (ej0
1) masses of up to 235 GeV and a gravitino (⌧̃) mass of 1 GeV,

and higgsino-like chargino-neutralino production for chargino and neutralino (ej0
1)

masses of up to 290 and 230 GeV, respectively, in cases where the branching frac-

tion of the lightest neutralino ej0
1 ! �⌧̃ decay is 100%, and where the branching

fractions of the ej0
1 ! �⌧̃ and ej0

1 ! /⌧̃ decays are both 50%.
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C h a p t e r 6

THE COMBINATION OF ELECTROWEAK SUPERSYMMETRY
SEARCHES AT THE CMS

The results of the 2016 diphoton analysis [69] are included in the paper [120],

which presents a statistical combination of multiple searches for the electroweak

production of charginos and neutralinos using 35.9 fb�1 of proton-proton collision

data at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV recorded with the CMS detector at the LHC

in 2016. The interpretation is based on simplified models of chargino-neutralino

or neutralino pair production. The combined analysis leads to improved limits on

the mass of charginos and neutralinos compared to the individual analyses, with an

extension of the observed exclusion limit of up to 200 GeV. The paper also presents

a targeted analysis focusing on a challenging scenario where the mass di�erence

between the two least massive neutralinos is approximately equal to the mass of the

Z boson, and obtains improved exclusion limits on the masses of the neutralinos,

extending the observed limit achieved in the previous CMS result by around 60

GeV in both masses. The combination also fills some intermediate gaps in the mass

coverage of the individual analyses.

The 2016 diphoton analysis [69], referred to as the “H(WW)” search, provides addi-

tional insights into the electroweak production of the Higgs boson, which comple-

ments the other searches and helps to improve the overall sensitivity of the analysis.

The combination paper [120] presents exclusion limits for the models of ej⌥
1 ej0

2

production at a 95% confidence level in the plane of <ej⌥1 and <ej0
1
. Fig. 6.1

(left) displays the observed and expected limit contours for each of the individual

analyses considered in the combination, while Fig. 6.1 (right) shows the results from

the combination for all three topologies considered. For a massless LSP ej0
1 , the

combined result gives an observed (expected) limit in <ej0
1

of approximately 650

(570) GeV for the WZ topology, 480 (455) GeV for the WH topology, and 535 (440)

GeV for the mixed topology. Moreover, the combination excludes intermediate mass

<ej0
1

values that were not excluded by individual analyses, including values between

180 and 240 GeV for a massless LSP in the WH topology.
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Figure 6.1: Exclusion contours at 95% CL in the plane of <ej⌥
1

and <ej0
1

for the models

of ej⌥
1 ej0

2 production (left) for the individual analyses and (right) for the combination of
analyses. The decay modes assumed for each contour are given in the legends.

The exclusion limits for the models of ej0
1 ej0

1 production are presented in the <ej0
1

and B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃) plane, assuming the remaining branching fraction is ej0

1 ! /⌧̃.

Fig. 6.2 displays the observed limits from each analysis separately compared to

the combined result. For the combined analysis, the observed limit ranges between

about 650 and 750 GeV, allowing exclusion of masses below 650 GeV independent of

this branching fraction. Fig. 6.3 shows the analysis with the best expected exclusion

limit for each point in the same plane. At higher <ej0
1

values, the searches for at least

one hadronically decaying boson provide the best sensitivity, with the 4b search

being dominant when B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃) is large and the on-Z dilepton search when it is

smaller. For <ej0
1

values below approximately 200 GeV, the H(WW) analysis is most

sensitive when B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃) is larger. On the other hand, the search for events

with three or more leptons is dominant when B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃) is smaller.

In Figure 6.4, the exclusion limits are presented as a function of <ej0
1

for three

di�erent scenarios of B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃): 0% for the ZZ topology, 100% for the HH

topology, and 50% for a combination of events from the ZZ, HH, and ZH topologies.

Various searches have been conducted for the electroweak production of charginos

and neutralinos in supersymmetry (SUSY) in di�erent final states. These searches

used proton-proton collision data at
p
B = 13 TeV, obtained from the LHC with the

CMS detector, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb�1. None of the

searches revealed any significant deviation from the expected results of the standard

model.
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Figure 6.2: Observed exclusion contours at the 95% CL in the plane of <ej0
1

and B(ej0
1 !

�⌧̃) for the models of ej0
1 ej0

1 production for each individual analysis compared with the
combination. For the 4b contour, the region above is excluded, while for all others, the
region to the left is excluded. The 4b search drives the exclusion at large values of B(ej0

1 !
�⌧̃) while the on-Z dilepton and multilepton searches are competing at lower values of
B(ej0

1 ! �⌧̃).

The combination study integrates various searches that explore the electroweak pro-

duction of charginos and neutralinos anticipated in supersymmetry. The results are

interpreted in simplified models of either chargino-neutralino production or neu-

tralino pair production under a gauge-mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) scenario.

It improves the observed exclusion limit in the masses of j̃±
1 and j̃

0
2 in the chargino-

neutralino model by up to 40 GeV compared to individual analyses. For the ,/ ,

,�, and mixed topologies, the observed (expected) limits in the mass of j̃
±
1 are

about 650 (570) GeV, 480 (455) GeV, and 535 (440) GeV, respectively, with the com-

bination excluding intermediate mass values that were not excluded by individual

analyses, such as j̃
±
1 masses between 180 and 240 GeV in the ,� topology.
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Figure 6.3: The analysis with the best expected exclusion limit at each point in the plane of
<ej0

1
and B(ej0

1 ! �⌧̃) for the models of ej0
1 ej0

1 production.

The GMSB neutralino pair model is subject to an observed (expected) limit in the

mass of j̃0
1 of 650-750 (550-750) GeV, with the combination improving the observed

limit by up to 200 GeV in the mass of j̃0
1 , depending on the branching fractions for

the SUSY particle decays. These results are the most rigorous constraints to date

for all models examined.
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Figure 6.4: The 95% CL upper limits on the production cross sections as a function of <ej0
1

for the model of ej0
1 ej0

1 production with three choices of B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃): (upper) 0%, yielding

the ZZ topology, (middle) 100%, yielding the HH topology, and (lower) 50%, yielding the
ZH mixed topology. The solid black line represents the observed exclusion. The dashed
black line represents the expected exclusion, while the green and yellow bands indicate the
± and 2f uncertainties in the expected limit. The red line shows the theoretical cross section
with its uncertainty. The other lines in each plot show the observed exclusion for individual
analyses.
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C h a p t e r 7

SEARCH FOR LONG-LIVED PARTICLES USING
OUT-OF-TIME TRACKLESS JETS AT

p
B = 13 TEV

7.1 Introduction
Many extensions of the standard model (SM) predict the existence of neutral,

weakly-coupled particles that have long proper lifetimes. These extensions in-

clude supersymmetry (SUSY), which encompasses gauge-mediated SUSY breaking

(GMSB) [121–123], split SUSY [124–129], and SUSY with weak '-parity viola-

tion [130–133]. Other extensions include scenarios with hidden valleys [134–136],

baryogenesis triggered by weakly interacting massive particles (WIMP) [137–139],

inelastic dark matter [140], and twin Higgs mechanisms [141–143].

These extensions of the standard model (SM) predict that there are particles that in-

teract weakly and have long lifetimes. SUSY, for example, has various formulations,

including GMSB and split SUSY, which describe the relationship between di�erent

types of particles. Another SUSY extension allows for the violation of '-parity, a

quantity that determines the conservation of SUSY particles. Other extensions, such

as those with hidden valleys or twin Higgs mechanisms, propose alternative ways

of addressing issues within the standard model. Additionally, scenarios involving

WIMP baryogenesis or inelastic dark matter describe possible mechanisms for the

creation and interaction of dark matter particles.

This chapter outlines a search for LLPs at the LHC using data from proton-proton

(??) collisions collected by the CMS detector from 2016 to 2018 at a center-of-mass

energy of
p
B = 13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 138 fb�1. The

focus of this analysis is on LLPs that decay in the outer regions of the CMS tracker

or within the calorimeters, leading to a signature with trackless and delayed (TD)

jets.
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The term “trackless” refers to the low track multiplicity for jets produced by LLP

decays that occur in the calorimeters or in the last few layers of the silicon tracker, in

contrast to prompt jets that originate directly from the primary collision point. The

term “delayed” describes the significant time delays of these signal jets compared

to those produced by SM backgrounds. The decay products of the LLP (-) arrive at

the ECAL inner-surface with a time delay given by Eq. 7.5, where ✓- and ✓8 are the

path lengths of the LLP decay product and the 8-th SM particle, respectively, and V

is the velocity of the particle relative to the speed of light.

As shown in Fig. 7.1, the time delay arises because LLP decays occur at macroscopic

distances from the primary collision point, resulting in decay products that take a

longer path to reach the calorimeters, or from high-mass LLPs that travel measurably

slower than the speed of light. To distinguish between jets from LLP decays and

those from SM backgrounds, a deep neural network (DNN) discriminator is used,

which utilizes information from the tracks and ECAL hits associated with the jets.

LT1

LT2

X

a b

SM
�X

�a

�SM

Timing layer

Figure 7.1: An event topology with an LLP - decaying into two light SM particles 0 and
1. A timing layer, at a transverse distance !)2 away from the beam axis (horizontal gray
dotted line), is placed at the end of the detector volume (shaded region). The trajectory of
a reference SM background particle is also shown (blue dashed line). The gray polygon
indicates the primary vertex. [144]
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Previous searches by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have explored the discov-

ery potential of LLPs using jets with displaced tracks or vertices [145–148]. These

searches have shown excellent sensitivity to LLPs with proper decay lengths (2g)

either above 1m or below ⇡0.2m. However, this search focuses on the intermedi-

ate 2g range of 0.3–1.0m and builds upon a previous CMS analysis using delayed

jets [149]. A dedicated TD jet tagger is used in this work to improve the sensitivity

to LLPs with masses as small as 127 GeV by taking advantage of the time delay and

trackless features of the jet signature.

The search results are interpreted using a simplified model of GMSB chargino-

neutralino production [65, 66], which is the same electroweak production model

as in Chap. 5. The simplified model describes Higgsino-like charginos (ej⌥
1 ) and

neutralinos (ej0
1 , ej0

2) that are almost mass-degenerate (<ej0
2
⇡ <ej⌥1 ⇡ <ej0

1
) and are

produced in pairs via four di�erent combinations: ej0
1 ej0

2 , ej0
1 ej⌥

1 , ej0
2 ej⌥

1 , and ej⌥
1 ej⌥

1 .

Since the masses are nearly equal, both ej0
2 and ej⌥

1 decay to ej0
1 and other low trans-

verse momentum (?T) particles, e�ectively producing pairs of ej0
1 . Subsequently,

each ej0
1 decays to a Higgs or Z boson and a gravitino (⌧̃), which is the lightest su-

persymmetric particle (LSP), thereby conserving '-parity. Signal events typically

exhibit large missing transverse momentum resulting from the momentum of the

gravitinos, which do not interact with the detector. The Feynman diagrams illustrat-

ing the e�ective neutralino pair production in the simplified model are presented in

Fig. 7.2.

p

p χ̃
0
1

χ̃
0
1

Z

G̃

G̃

Z

p

p χ̃
0
1

χ̃
0
1

Z

G̃

G̃

H

p

p χ̃
0
1

χ̃
0
1

H

G̃

G̃

H

Figure 7.2: Feynman diagrams of the e�ective neutralino pair production in the GMSB
simplified model in which the two neutralinos decay into two gravitinos and two Z bosons
(left), a Z and a Higgs boson (H) (center), or two Higgs bosons (right).
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The structure of the chapter is outlined in the following sections. Sec. 7.2 provides

a summary of the datasets used in the analysis. The event reconstruction and

selection are described in Sec. 7.3 and Sec. 7.4, respectively. The DNN-based TD jet

discriminator is discussed in Sec. 7.5. The background components and estimation

methods are detailed in Sec. 7.6. The systematic uncertainties are discussed in

Sec. 7.7. We report and interpret the results in Sec. 7.8. Sec. 7.9 gives a summary

of the search.

7.2 Event samples
7.2.1 Data samples
This analysis is based on data obtained from proton-proton (pp) collisions at the

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) operating at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The

data was collected by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment, correspond-

ing to an integrated luminosity of 138 fb�1. For this analysis, we used the Analysis

Object Data (AOD) data-tier, which provides access to lower-level tracking infor-

mation necessary for reconstructing potentially displaced tracks.

In practice, we used the “HighMET” skim datasets for our analysis. These datasets

store the RAW-RECO data-tier and include all the AOD data-tier information that

we need. The HighMET skim datasets were selected based on an o�ine missing

transverse energy (MET) cut of 200 GeV. The list of HighMET skim datasets used

in this analysis is presented in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: AOD MET datasets used in this analysis.

/MET/Run2016B-HighMET-07Aug17_ver1-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2016B-HighMET-07Aug17_ver2-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2016C-HighMET-07Aug17-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2016D-HighMET-07Aug17-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2016E-HighMET-07Aug17-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2016F-HighMET-07Aug17-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2016G-HighMET-07Aug17-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2016H-HighMET-07Aug17-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2017B-HighMET-17Nov2017-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2017C-HighMET-17Nov2017-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2017D-HighMET-17Nov2017-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2017E-HighMET-17Nov2017-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2017F-HighMET-17Nov2017-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2018A-HighMET-17Sep2018-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2018B-HighMET-17Sep2018-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2018C-HighMET-17Sep2018-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2018D-HighMET-PromptReco-v1/RAW-RECO
/MET/Run2018D-HighMET-PromptReco-v2/RAW-RECO

7.2.2 Signal simulation
This analysis uses the Gauge Mediated Supersymmetry Breaking (GMSB) neu-

tralino model as a benchmark model in the search for long-lived particles (LLPs).

The supersymmetric particle j
0
1 can have macroscopic lifetimes depending on the

SUSY breaking scale and can decay to the Z boson and the lightest supersymmetric

particle (LSP) (ej0
1 ! /⌧̃) or the Higgs boson and the LSP (ej0

1 ! �⌧̃). The

Higgs boson decays to 11̄ (� ! 11̄), and the Z boson decays inclusively to quarks

(/ ! @@̄). The j
0
1 particle is referred to as “the LLP” since it is the only long-lived

particle in the signal model considered. The simulated signal sample is provided

in Table 7.2 and contains a mixture of various ej0
1 masses. The branching ratio for

the ej0
1 decays is set to 50% for both the Z boson and the LSP and the Higgs boson

and the LSP (BR(ej0
1 ! /⌧̃) = BR(ej0

1 ! �⌧̃) = 50%). Signal sample events can

be reweighted to simulate any values of the ej0
1 decay branching ratios. The signal

MC sample includes lifetimes for the ej0
1 of 0.5m and 3.0m, and the samples can be

reweighted to achieve any desired ej0
1 lifetime. A detailed description of the lifetime

reweighting procedure is provided in Sec. 7.2.
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The SUSY signal samples were generated using the leading-order (LO) perturbative

QCD M��G����5_a��@��� 2.4.2 generator[74] with up to two additional partons

in the final state at the ME level, and the MLM jet matching scheme [150]. The cross

sections for e�ective ej0
1 ej0

1 production, assuming mass-degenerate Higgsino-like ej⌥
1 ,

ej0
2 , and ej0

1 , were computed to next-to-leading-order (NLO) accuracy including next-

to-leading-logarithmic (NLL) corrections [85–90, 92, 93]. The calculation assumed

that all SUSY particles except ej⌥
1 , ej0

2 , ej0
1 , and ⌧̃ are too heavy to participate in the

interaction. In accordance with previous CMS searches [151, 152], we followed the

convention of using real mixing matrices and signed masses for the neutralinos and

charginos.

For the simulated samples corresponding to the data-taking periods in 2016 and

2017–2018, the NNPDF v3.0 and v3.1 NLO and NNLO (next-to-next-to-leading-

order) parton distribution functions (PDFs) are used, respectively, as reported in [83,

84]. Moreover, the CUETP8M1 tune [153] and the CP5 tune [154] are respectively

used for the simulated samples corresponding to the 2016 and 2017–2018 data-

taking periods. To simulate the shower and hadronization of partons, along with the

underlying event description, the simulated events at the matrix-element level are

interfaced with ������ 8.226 or a later version.

For all samples, the detector response is simulated using a detailed description

of the CMS detector based on G����4 [155]. Object and event reconstruction

are performed with the same algorithms as are used for the data. Minimum bias

events are superimposed on each simulated hard scattering event to reproduce the

e�ect of extra pp interactions within the same or neighboring bunch crossings as

the recorded event (pileup). Events are weighted such that the distribution of the

number of interactions per bunch crossing agrees with that observed during each

data-taking period.
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7.2.2.1 LLP lifetime reweighting

Only a discrete number of LLP lifetimes (0.5m and 3m) are simulated. Therefore,

samples with intermediate lifetimes can be generated by reweighting the available

signal samples.

The decay position of the two LLPs in each event is independent, and each LLP

decays with an exponential probability. Thus, the distribution of events is simply

the product of the two LLP decay probabilities:

?(C1, C2 |g) =
1
g

2
exp�C1/g exp�C2/g . (7.1)

The lifetime of the first and second LLPs in their own rest frame, denoted by C1 and

C2 respectively, are calculated using the formula C8 = !LLP, lab frame/(W8V8), where

!LLP represents the travel distance of the LLP in the lab frame, and W8 and V8 are the

Lorentz factor and velocity of the i-th LLP, respectively.

To obtain a sample with a new mean lifetime g=4F from a sample with an old lifetime

g>;3 , we simply assign a weight that is the ratio of equation 7.1 with parameter g=4F
and g>;3 to the original sample:

F =
✓
g>;3

g=4F

◆2

exp

(C1 + C2) ⇥

✓
1

g>;3

� 1
g=4F

◆�
. (7.2)

Practically, we reweight each intermediate lifetime using the centrally-produced

signal sample with the smallest lifetime that is larger than the intermediate lifetime.

For example, a proper lifetime of 1m is reweighted using the signal sample produced

with a proper lifetime of 0.5m. We make this choice to minimize the statistical

uncertainty of the reweighted sample.

7.2.3 Background simulation
Simulated samples of CC̄ events, W+jets and Z+jets (collectively called V+jets

events), and QCD multijet events are generated with the Monte Carlo generator

M��G����5_a��@��� 2.2.2[74] at leading-order (LO). For the generation of

V+jets events, up to three additional partons are considered in the matrix element

(ME) calculations, while up to four additional partons are included for CC̄ events. The

MLM jet matching scheme [150] is utilized. The background samples are normal-

ized using the most precise cross section calculations available, typically at next-to-

leading-order (NLO) or next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) accuracy [74, 156–

159].
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Background Monte Carlo samples are used to validate event-level variables such

as MET and the leading jet ?) , quantify systematic uncertainties, and optimize the

signal-to-background ratio. The final background estimation is performed using a

data-driven method.

Table 7.3: MC samples used in the analysis.

/QCD_HT50to100_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/QCD_HT100to200_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/QCD_HT200to300_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/QCD_HT300to500_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/QCD_HT500to700_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/QCD_HT700to1000_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/QCD_HT1000to1500_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/QCD_HT1500to2000_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/QCD_HT2000toInf_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/WJetsToLNu_HT-70To100_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/WJetsToLNu_HT-100To200_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/WJetsToLNu_HT-200To400_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/WJetsToLNu_HT-400To600_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/WJetsToLNu_HT-600To800_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/WJetsToLNu_HT-800To1200_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/WJetsToLNu_HT-1200To2500_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/WJetsToLNu_HT-2500ToInf_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/ZJetsToNuNu_HT-100To200_Tune*_13TeV-madgraph/*/AODSIM
/ZJetsToNuNu_HT-200To400_Tune*_13TeV-madgraph/*/AODSIM
/ZJetsToNuNu_HT-400To600_Tune*_13TeV-madgraph/*/AODSIM
/ZJetsToNuNu_HT-600To800_Tune*_13TeV-madgraph/*/AODSIM
/ZJetsToNuNu_HT-800To1200_Tune*_13TeV-madgraph/*/AODSIM
/ZJetsToNuNu_HT-1200To2500_Tune*_13TeV-madgraph/*/AODSIM
/ZJetsToNuNu_HT-2500ToInf_Tune*_13TeV-madgraph/*/AODSIM
/TTJets_Tune*_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/WW_Tune*_13TeV-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/WZ_Tune*_13TeV-pythia8/*/AODSIM
/ZZ_Tune*_13TeV-pythia8/*/AODSIM

7.3 Event reconstruction
7.3.1 Triggers
The targeted signal model generates large MET primarily due to the momentum

of the escaping LSP and the long-lived j̃
0
1 decaying outside of the calorimeter

acceptance. Thus, the search relies on the MET trigger to collect the data events.

The trigger paths utilized in di�erent years are summarized in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4: Trigger paths used in the analysis.

Year Trigger paths
2016 HLT_PFMETNoMu120_PFMHTNoMu120_IDTight
2017 HLT_PFMETNoMu120_PFMHTNoMu120_IDTightORHLT_PFMETNoMu140_PFMHTNoMu140_IDTight

OR HLT_PFMETNoMu120_PFMHTNoMu120_IDTight_PFHT60
2018 HLT_PFMETNoMu120_PFMHTNoMu120_IDTightORHLT_PFMETNoMu140_PFMHTNoMu140_IDTight

OR HLT_PFMETNoMu120_PFMHTNoMu120_IDTight_PFHT60

The trigger and o�ine MET cut (MET > 200 GeV) e�ciency, which is calculated

with respect to the geometric acceptance, ranges from a few percent to 93 percent,

depending on the LLP mass.

To measure the trigger e�ciency, a control region is used, consisting of events

from the SingleMuon dataset and WJetsToLNu MC samples. To be included in

this control region, events must pass the HLT IsoMu27 trigger and have exactly one

reconstructed muon. The muon must have ?) between 30 and 100 GeV, pass the

tight identification and isolation requirements [160], and not be mismeasured.

The trigger e�ciency is measured as a function of METNoMu, which is the missing

transverse momentum calculated ignoring the muon in the event (as described in

Eq.7.3). The e�ciency measurement is performed separately for each year and is

shown in Fig.7.3.

METNoMu =

����� Æ⇢<8BB

)
+

’
8

Æ? 8"D

)

����� (7.3)

Figure 7.3: The trigger e�ciency as a function of MET NoMu, for data and MC in 2016
(Left), 2017 (Middle), and 2018 (Right) condition.
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The trigger e�ciency Data/MC ratio (displayed in the bottom panel of Fig.7.3) is

used to correct the mis-modelling of the trigger e�ciency in the signal simulated

samples. The scale factors obtained from this correction are shown in Fig.7.4.

Overall, the application of the scale factor correction decreases the signal yield by

5% across all signal models.
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Figure 7.4: The trigger scale factors MET NoMu, for 2016, 2017, and 2018 (Right)
condition.

7.3.2 Muons
The analysis uses the standard muon objects and follows the muon identification

requirements defined by the Muon POG [161] to reconstruct muon candidates. To

suppress backgrounds from W+jets and top quark, events containing isolated muons

with ?) > 10 GeV that pass the Muon POG loose ID criteria are vetoed from the

signal region selection. The veto muons are required to have PF-based combined

relative isolation (as given in Eq. 7.3) less than 0.25.

The cuts can be summarized as:

i) ?
Muon
)

> 10 GeV.
ii) Pass Muon POG loose ID criteria [161].
iii) IsoMuon

relative < 0.25.
iv) Vetoed in signal region ( nMuons = 0 ).
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The definition of the PF-based combined relative isolation is defined as follows:

IsoMuon
relative =

⇣
IsoMuon

Charged Hadron + max
⇣
IsoMuon

Neutal Hadron + IsoMuon
Photon � 0.5 ⇥ IsoMuon

Pileup, 0
⌘⌘

/?Muon
)

,

IsoMuon
Charged Hadron =

Õ
?

iCharged Hadron
)

(�'(iCharged Hadron,Muon) < 0.4, iCharged Hadron) 2 Primary Vertex),

IsoMuon
Neutal Hadron =

Õ
?

iNeutal Hadron
)

(�'(iNeutal Hadron,Muon) < 0.4),

IsoMuon
Photon =

Õ
?

iPhoton
)

(�'(iPhoton,Muon) < 0.4),

IsoMuon
Pileup =

Õ
?

iCharged Hadron
)

(�'(iCharged Hadron,Muon) < 0.4, iCharged Hadron) 2 Pileup).

(7.4)

7.3.3 Electrons
Standard electron reconstruction and identification requirements, as defined by the

EGamma POG [162], are employed to reconstruct electron candidates. Events that

contain isolated electrons with ?) > 10 GeV and that pass the EGamma POG veto

electron ID criteria are vetoed for the signal region selection in order to suppress

backgrounds from W+jets and top quarks.

The cuts can be summarized as:

i) ?
Electron
)

> 10 GeV.
ii) Pass EGamma POG veto electron ID criteria [162].
iii) Vetoed in signal region ( nElectrons = 0 ).

7.3.4 Photons
Standard photon reconstruction and identification requirements are used to recon-

struct photon candidates. Events with isolated photons with ?) > 15 GeV and

passing the EGamma POG [162] loose photon ID criteria are vetoed in order to

suppress W+jets background.
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The cuts can be summarized as:

i) ?
Photon
)

> 15 GeV.
ii) Pass EGamma POG loose photon ID criteria [162].
iii) Vetoed in signal region ( nPhotons = 0 ).

7.4.5 Taus
Tau candidates are reconstructed using standard reconstruction and identification

requirements. For the signal region selection, events containing isolated taus with

?) > 18 GeV and passing the loose tau ID criteria defined by the Tau POG [163] are

vetoed in order to reduce the contribution from W+jets and top quark backgrounds.

The cuts can be summarized as:

i) ?
Tau
)

> 18 GeV.
ii) Pass Tau POG loose tau ID criteria [163].
iii) Vetoed in signal region ( nTaus = 0 ).

7.3.6 Jets
Jets in this analysis are reconstructed from PF (particle flow) candidates using the

infrared and collinear safe anti-:T algorithm [99, 105] with a distance parameter of

0.4. The PF algorithm is used to reconstruct individual particles in the event [55].

The momentum of each jet is determined as the vector sum of all particle momenta

in the jet. In this analysis, only jets with ?) > 30 GeV are considered.

The signal jets in this analysis are expected to originate from LLP decays late in the

tracking volume or within the calorimeters. As the standard tracking algorithm is

ine�cient for charged particles produced more than a few tens of centimeters away

from the primary interaction point, such signal jets are expected to have relatively

few reconstructed tracks. Additionally, many signal jets have a delayed signature in

their time of arrival, either due to a massive LLP traveling at a speed significantly

slower than the speed of light or due to a detectable large decay angle resulting in

a measurably longer path length. To reconstruct an arrival time for such signal-like

jets, timing measurements in the ECAL hits are used. In this analysis, only jets in

the barrel with [ < 1.48 are used for tagging signal-like jets due to significantly

better calibrated time measurements in the ECAL barrel. A neutral network tagger is

used to identify trackless and delayed jets consistent with a signal LLP decay, which

includes associated track features as well as the ECAL rechit and timing properties.

Further details of the “trackless and delayed jet” tagger can be found in Section 7.5.
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Additional cuts are applied to jet energy fractions to remove jets that may be domi-

nated by anomalous contributions from various sub-detector components or recon-

struction failures. Specifically, we require that the jet muon energy fraction is less

than 0.6, the jet electron energy fraction is less than 0.6, and the jet photon energy

fraction is less than 0.8. Any jets that do not meet these requirements are discarded.

Additionally, jets are rejected if any muon, electron, photon, or tau passing the veto

selection criteria described above is within a distance parameter of 0.4 from the jet.

The cuts can be summarized as:

i) ?
Tau
)

> 30 GeV.
ii) Jet muon energy fraction < 0.6.
iii) Jet electron energy fraction < 0.6.
iv) Jet photon energy fraction < 0.8.
v) Vetoed muon, electron, photon or tau within �' < 0.4.

7.3.6.1 Jet timing

The delayed arrival time of jets from signal events compared to prompt particles

produced at the primary vertex (PV) by 1–10 ns (depending on the LLP mass) is

a consequence of their longer lifetime (Fig.7.1). To discriminate between signal

and background, the delay in the jet arrival time with respect to a prompt particle

traveling at nearly the speed of light can be measured (Eq. 7.5). The arrival time

of the jet at the ECAL, CECAL, is determined by calculating an energy-weighted sum

of the arrival times of the signal pulse in each ECAL crystal associated with the jet

(within a �' = 0.4 cone of the jet axis).

CECAL =

#crystal’
8=1

C
8

ECAL⇢
8

ECAL

#crystal’
8=1

⇢
8

ECAL

, (7.5)

where C
8

ECALand ⇢
8

ECALare the timestamp and reconstructed energy of the signal

pulse in crystal 8 [164], respectively, and #crystal is the number of crystals associated

with the jet.
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The algorithm and performance of ECAL time reconstruction are detailed in Ref. [165].

Accounting for clock jitter, collision beam spot size, and time-dependent calibration

e�ects, the e�ective jet time resolution is approximately 400-600 ps for jets with ?)

ranging from 30-150 GeV.

7.3.6.2 Jet time smearing

A correction is applied to the mean jet time and time resolution in simulation samples

using a pure sample of b-tagged jets from dilepton CC̄ events, due to variations in clock

distribution between di�erent regions of the ECAL and di�erent data-taking runs

that may degrade the mean time response and time resolution for jets [166]. The high

purity of the b-tagged jets from the dilepton CC̄ sample ensures that no contamination

from pileup jets a�ects the jet time measurement, which have di�erent timing

properties. The correction is done using a Gaussian smearing procedure [167].

Specifically, the jet time in the CC̄ simulation sample is added by a random number

drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean ` and width f. The values of `

and f that minimize the chi-square (j2) test statistic [168] between the data and the

simulation-based prediction are determined.

We perform a crystal ball fit in MC (⇠⌫
CC̄

"⇠
) and data (MuonEG datatsets, ⇠⌫

CC̄

30C0
)

on the jet time distribution requiring exactly one loose muon and one loose electron,

passing cut of MET> 200 GeV to improve data/MC agreement (CC̄ MC samples have

a gen MET cut at 150-180 depending on the era). The Gaussian smearing procedure

is as the following:

C
MC
ECALsmeared = C

MC
ECAL + random.⇠⌫

CC̄

B<40A
, (7.6)

where ⇠⌫
CC̄

B<40A
is obtained from ⇠⌫

CC̄

30C0
, and we modify the mean and f of the

gaussian core as follows:

mean
⇠⌫

C C̄
B<40A

= mean
⇠⌫

C C̄
30C0

� mean
⇠⌫

C C̄
"⇠

; (7.7)

f
⇠⌫

C C̄
B<40A

=

s����f2
⇠⌫

C C̄
30C0

� f
2
⇠⌫

C C̄
"⇠

����. (7.8)

A similar time smearing procedure to signal in SR is applied, by using the function

described in Eq. 7.6. Any uncertainty related to this procedure will be taken into

account as systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 7.5: Jet time distribution in a sample of b-tagged jets from dilepton CC̄ events in 2017
data-taking period (black round markers) and simulation (filled histogram). A Gaussian
smearing procedure is applied to the jet time in the CC̄ sample (green line) to correct for
e�ects that are di�cult to simulate (timing drift caused by crystal transparency loss due to
detector aging, electronics jitter).

7.3.7 Missing transverse momentum
The missing transverse momentum (also known as missing transverse energy) is the

magnitude of the negative vector sum of all particle flow candidates in the event. In

this analysis, Type-I Corrected PFMET [169] is used, which utilizes the AK4PF jet

collections and incorporates the jet energy corrections (JEC) into the calculation of

?
miss
T .
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7.4 Event selection
The events in this analysis are collected by the CMS experiment through a high-level

?
miss
T trigger that requires ?miss

T to be greater than 120 GeV [170] when reconstructed

online. To ensure a trigger selection e�ciency above 99%, a pre-selection of

?
miss
T > 200 GeV is applied when reconstructed o�ine. Due to the mis-measurement

of large ?T jets, the q coordinates of the Æ?miss
T and the nearby mis-measured jet often

align in background events. To distinguish between signal and background events,

we define the �qmin variable as the minimum �q between the Æ?miss
T and any jet

with ?T > 30 GeV (�qmin = �q
min �'

( Æ?miss
T , jet)). The �qmin distribution has a large

component near zero for the QCD multi-jet background, whereas for signal events,

the distribution is more uniform since the ?
miss
T results from the escaping ⌧̃ and not

any mis-measured jets. To reduce the QCD multi-jet background by one order of

magnitude, we apply a selection cut of �qmin > 0.5.

The primary method utilized in this analysis to di�erentiate between the signal and

background events is the TD jet tagger, which is elaborated in Section 7.5. We

consider jets with ?T > 30 GeV and [ < 1.0 and count the number of jets that

pass the TD jet tagger selection defined in Section 7.5. To ensure that no isolated

electrons, muons, or photons are misidentified as jets, we apply a veto selection

based on jet energy fraction. Additionally, we apply a veto selection based on the

distance between jets and any identified and isolated muon, electron, or photon

(�' =
p
(�q)2 + (�[)2

< 0.4), to further reduce the background.

In order to suppress background from W+jets and CC̄, events are rejected if they

contain an identified and isolated muon, electron, or hadronically decaying tau

candidate. The TD jet tagger is used to determine the number of TD-tagged jets

(#TDJ) in each event, which is used to define the di�erent data samples used in

the analysis. The signal region (SR) consists of events with #TDJ � 2, while

a background-enriched control region (CR) that contains events with exactly one

TD-tagged jet is used to estimate the background in the SR. Events with zero TD-

tagged jets, which are primarily from background processes, are used to validate the

background estimation method, as described in Sec. 7.6. Because each additional

TD-tagged jet provides a large background suppression factor exceeding 103, the

impact of signal contamination in the zero and one TD-tagged jet region on the

analysis sensitivity was found to be less than 1%.

Non-collision backgrounds originating from cosmic ray muons or beam halo par-

ticles are usually trackless because their trajectories do not intersect the luminous
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region called the beam spot, which the track reconstruction algorithm assumes to

be the origin of particle trajectories [171]. These non-collision backgrounds can

enter the SR only if the particles are oriented in specific ways, as we require at

least two TD-tagged jets. Due to the specific trajectory configurations required,

such backgrounds are rare. To suppress them to negligible levels, we use particular

features of such events to veto them as described in the following sections.

7.4.1 Cosmic ray muon veto
Events that contain a cosmic ray muon can enter the SR if the muon passes through

the calorimeter volume without leaving a track in the tracker, resulting in multiple

apparent jets that are delayed in time. To identify these events, we search for track

segments in the DT muon detector planes that align with the calorimeter hits. We

use a density-based clustering algorithm [172] with a minimum distance parameter

of 1.4 m, requiring segments from at least three di�erent sets of DT muon detector

planes in each cluster. If two or more DT segment clusters are found, we define a line

using the geometric centroid positions of the two clusters closest to the calorimeter

hits in the z coordinate. If the distance of closest approach from the centroid of the

ECAL hits to the line is less than 0.5 m, the event is identified as a cosmic ray muon

event and rejected from the SR and CRs. This cosmic ray muon veto has a signal

e�ciency larger than 99.9%.

A high MET region enriched in cosmic muons is selected to study the potential

background of cosmic muon events in this analysis. The dedicated standalone muon

reconstruction algorithm, CosmicMuonOneLeg, is used with all detectors enabled,

which connects the upper and lower legs of a cosmic muon and considers it as

a single candidate, providing the best achievable resolution [173]. The SR pre-

selections are applied in the study of cosmic muon background, and events falling

in the SR with #TDJ  1 are blinded.

Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7 show event displays of a cosmic event mimicking a trackless

jet. In these figures, blue dots represent DT segments, yellow dots represent CSC

segments, red dots represent ECAL reconstruction hits, and green empty dots rep-

resent ECAL reconstruction hits belonging to a tagged jet. By connecting the DT

segments as a single line, we can geometrically identify the cosmic trajectory, which

is clearly tangent to the ECAL reconstruction hits.
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Figure 7.6: Display of a cosmic event in 2017 data taking era: 3D and 2D projections.
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Figure 7.7: Display of a cosmic event in 2017 data taking era: 3D and 2D projections.
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We developed an algorithm to identify cosmic muons and reject them as background

events without compromising the signal event yields. The algorithm involves the

following steps:

1. Events are required to have at least one CosmicMuonOneLeg object

(=CosmicMuonOneLeg � 1).

2. The upper and lower legs of the cosmic muon are reconstructed independently

by clustering DT segments with the DBSCAN algorithm [172]. Each cluster

must contain at least three DT segments, and di�erent clusters should be at

least 1.4 m apart (=DT segments2cluster � 3, distclusters � 1.4 <). DT segments

that are not clustered are discarded and considered noise. This allows us

to resolve the upper and lower legs of the cosmic trajectory, located on the

positive and negative sides of the y-axis.

3. Events are selected when they contain at least two DT segment clusters

(=clusters � 2). If there are more than two DT segment clusters in the event, we

select the two clusters that are closest to the tagged jets in the I direction. The

two clusters are required to have opposite signs of their G, H, or I coordinates of

the cluster center of mass to ensure that they belong to opposite semi-spheres.

4. We perform a linear fit in three dimensions (G, H, and I) with all the DT

segments belonging to the two opposite clusters. If the 3D distance between

the linear fit and the center of mass of the ECAL rec hits belonging to the

tagged jet is less than 0.5 m, the event is rejected, as the tagged jet is faked by

a cosmic muon (dist3⇡(linear fit of DT segments,center of mass of rec hits2tagged jet) < 0.5 m).

The results of the cosmic veto reconstruction are illustrated in Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7.

The 3D linear fit is shown by light blue dots, and its 2D projections in each plane

are represented by red lines. Black dots in the figures represent the DT segments

identified as noise by the DBSCAN algorithm.

Fig. 7.8 displays a signal event where a displaced jet generates a shower in the muon

system. The pattern of DT segments appears to be highly irregular, and the distance

between the DT segments and the ECAL rec hits is larger than in the case of cosmic

muon events.
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Figure 7.8: Display of a signal event: 3D and 2D projections.

Fig. 7.9 shows the distance between the 3D line fit and the center of mass of the

ECAL rec hits belonging to tagged jets. SR pre-selections are applied, and black

dots show bin 1 data (#TDJ = 1) with all the data eras added together to enhance

statistics. We can observe a clear abundance of data when the distance is smaller

than 0.5 m. We apply a cut of distance(DT fit,ECAL) > 0.5 m to suppress cosmic

background. This cut has a negligible impact on the signal, which remains below 1
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Figure 7.9: Distance between the 3D line fit performed with DT segments matching criteria
described in text, and the center-of-mass of the ECAL rec hits belonging to tagged jets. Data
are taken from HighMET dataset. We apply all the pre-selections and we select events in
bin 1. We do not apply specific requirements on the number of tagged jets for signal. All
data eras have been added together to increase statistics.

7.4.2 Beam halo veto
When beam protons collide with an upstream collimator, they can produce beam halo

particles that pass through the calorimeter parallel to the beam axis. These particles

may create energy deposits in the calorimeter, leading to delayed signals that are

mistakenly reconstructed as multiple jets with almost identical q coordinates [174].

Such jets also tend to have very few ECAL hits. To address this issue, we employ a

veto on events in which both TD-tagged jets have |�q| < 0.05 and at least one jet

has 10 or fewer ECAL hits. This veto, which has a signal e�ciency ranging from 98

to 100%, depending on the signal mass and 2g, helps to suppress this background.

Additionally, events containing reconstructed tracks parallel to the beam axis using

CSC segments are rejected by the CSC beam halo filter [174].

Beam halo particles can produce fake signal-like tagged jets when they skim the

surface of the ECAL and evade the beam halo filter due to their large radius. These

fake signal jets tend to have large CECAL values as they pass through the detector

along the I direction.

The beam halo filter has been disabled in both the HighMET (Fig.7.10, left) and

SingleMuon (Fig.7.10, right) datasets. As shown in the left plot of Fig.7.10, the

distribution of MET i values is enhanced at i ⇠ 0 and i ⇠ c, leading to a 4%

increase in event yield for the HighMET dataset. In contrast, the e�ect of disabling

the beam halo filter is negligible in the SingleMuon dataset (right plot of Fig.7.10).
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Figure 7.10: Distributions of MET i in 2017 data, HighMET dataset (left) and SingleMuon
dataset (right). The black dots represent data with beam halo filter switched on. Red
histograms include events that failed the beam halo filter. A 4% e�ect can be observed in
HighMET dataset (left), whilst the e�ect is negligible in SingleMuon dataset (right)

.

Jets produced by beam halo muons have di�erent characteristics compared to signal

jets. They tend to be softer, point mainly in the directions of i ⇠ 0 and i ⇠ c [175],

have relatively few matched ECAL rec hits, and their ECAL time distribution exhibits

a large spread (large root mean square). Furthermore, the beam halo sample has

more jets with high DNN scores compared to non-beam halo data.

To distinguish these fake jets from signal jets, we measure the relative distance in i

between two jets with a high DNN score. Beam halo jets are expected to be close in

i since they are mostly pointing in the i ⇠ (0, c) direction, while signal jets should

be homogeneously distributed around the i range. Fig. 7.11 shows the minimum

�i distance between two jets plotted against the jet’s DNN score. In the beam halo

dataset (left), a strong correlation is observed, whereas the distribution is uniform

in both the signal (center) and non-beam halo data (right).

To reject most of the beam halo data, we apply a cut of min�i smaller than 0.05.

To minimize the impact on signal e�ciency, we reject events where tagged jets

have a small number of ECAL rec hits (=ECAL rec hits  10) and are closer than

min�i < 0.05. The impact on the signal ranges from negligible to 2%.
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Figure 7.11: The min�i variable versus jets DNN score in beam halo enriched data (left),
signal (center), and non beam halo data (right).

7.5 DNN tagger
Jets produced by LLPs that decay in the outer region of the CMS tracking volume

or inside the calorimeters exhibit characteristics that are not typically seen in SM

backgrounds, such as being trackless and delayed in time. To discriminate between

TD and SM jets based on these features, we trained a DNN. A comparison between

nominal and signal-like jets is shown in Fig. 7.12. The DNN was implemented

using a simple fully connected architecture and trained using Keras [176] with

TensorFlow [177] as the deep learning framework.

Figure 7.12: A cartoon of nominal (left) and signal-like (right) jets are shown. The red star
represents the primary vertex (PV); the green arc represents the ECAL surface; the green
bars represent ECAL hits; the gray cone represents the jet cone of �' < 0.4. In the left
plot, the black lines connecting the PV and the ECAL surface are charged particles whose
tracks are reconstructed with very high e�ciency. In the right plot, the blue dashed line
represents neutral LLP which is undetected, and the green track represents particles that
result from the decay products of the LLP traveling towards the ECAL. Such particles have
very low e�ciency to be reconstructed by the nominal tracking algorithm due to the large
displacement.
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7.5.1 Input features
The TD jet tagger relies on 22 input features derived from the jet’s tracks, PF

candidates, and calorimeter hits.

1. Number of charged constituents: It is defined as the number of charged PF

constituents in a jet. Jets originating from the decay of LLPs typically have a

lower charged multiplicity compared to SM background jets, because charged

particles produced far away from the primary collision point have a suppressed

track reconstruction e�ciency.

2. Number of selected tracks: It is a quantity used as an input to b-tagging

algorithms, which are used to identify jets containing heavy-flavored hadrons.

Trackless jets, which are often produced by decays of long-lived particles,

typically have a smaller number of selected tracks due to the suppression of

track reconstruction e�ciency for particles produced far from the primary

collision point.

3. Umax: This variable, described in detail in [178], represents the ratio between

the maximum transverse momentum (?) ) of tracks associated with the primary

vertex (PV) inside the jet cone and the sum of the ?) of all tracks inside the

jet cone, including those not associated with the PV.

Umax =
maxtrk2jet\PV ?

trk
TÕ

trk2jet ?
trk
T

, (7.9)

where trk 2 jet\PV denotes the track that belongs to the jet and is associated

with the PV, trk 2 jet denotes the track that belongs to the jet, ?trk
T is the track

?T.

Trackless jets typically have fewer tracks associated with the PV, resulting in

a distribution of Umax that peaks towards zero in signal events.
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4. Vmax: The quantity Vmax is defined as the ratio between the maximum ?) of

tracks associated with the primary vertex (PV) inside the jet cone, and the

total jet ?) .

Vmax =
maxtrk2jet\PV ?

trk
T

?
jet
T

, (7.10)

where trk 2 jet\PV denotes the track that belongs to the jet and is associated

with the PV, and ?
jet
T is the jet ?T.

In signal events, where the jets originate from decays of LLPs, trackless jets

tend to have a smaller fraction of momentum carried by tracks associated with

the PV, leading to a peak of the Vmax distribution towards lower values.

5. Wmax: The Wmax variable is defined as the ratio between the maximum trans-

verse momentum of tracks associated with a primary vertex and the energy of

the jet, which is the sum of the energies of all particles in the jet.

Wmax =
maxtrk2jet\PV ?

trk
T

⇢
jet

, (7.11)

where trk 2 jet \ PV denotes the track that belongs to the jet and is asso-

ciated with the PV, and ⇢
jet is the jet energy. Trackless jets tend to have a

smaller amount of momentum held by tracks associated with a primary vertex,

resulting in a lower value of Wmax.

6. W
EM
max: It is defined as the maximum ?) of tracks associated with a primary

vertex in the jet cone divided by the electromagnetic energy of the jet, which

is the sum of the energies of photons and electrons in the jet.

W
EM
max =

maxtrk2jet\PV ?
trk
T

⇢
jet
EM

, (7.12)

where trk 2 jet\PV denotes the track that belongs to the jet and is associated

with the PV, and ⇢
jet
EM is the jet electromagnetic energy. The amount of

momentum held by tracks associated with a primary vertex is smaller in

trackless jets.
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7. W
Hadronic
max : The variable is defined as the ratio of the maximum ?) of tracks in

the jet cone associated with a primary vertex to the energy of hadrons in the

jet.

W
Hadronic
max =

maxtrk2jet\PV ?
trk
T

⇢
jet
Hadronic

, (7.13)

where trk 2 jet\PV denotes the track that belongs to the jet and is associated

with the PV, and ⇢
jet
Hadronic is the jet hadronic energy. It quantifies the fraction

of hadronic energy in the jet carried by tracks associated with the primary

vertex. Trackless jets tend to have a smaller WHadronic
max value, indicating that

they have a reduced amount of hadronic energy carried by tracks associated

with the primary vertex.

8. W
ET
max: It is also known as track momentum fraction. It is defined as the ratio

between the maximum ?) of tracks in the jet cone associated to a primary

vertex and the jet’s transverse energy.

W
ET
max =

maxtrk2jet\PV ?
trk
T

⇢
jet
ET

, (7.14)

where trk 2 jet\PV denotes the track that belongs to the jet and is associated

with the PV, and ⇢
jet
ET is the jet transverse energy. This variable provides

information about the fraction of jet momentum carried by tracks. Trackless

jets have a smaller track momentum fraction, indicating that they have a lower

amount of momentum held by tracks associated to a primary vertex.

9. ?) of tracks in jet cone: This variable is defined as the sum of the transverse

momenta of all the tracks in the jet cone, i.e.,
Õ

trk2jet ?) . This variable is

smaller for trackless jets compared to prompt jets with more associated tracks.

10. min �'(jet, all tracks): The minimum �' between the jet axis and all tracks

within the jet cone is used as an input variable. In signal events, trackless jets

tend to have fewer tracks inside the jet cone, resulting in a higher minimum

�' value compared to background events.

11. ?) of tracks associated to a PV in jet cone: This variable is defined as the sum

of the transverse momenta of all tracks in the jet cone that are associated with

a primary vertex, i.e.,
Õ

trk2jet\PV ?
trk
T . In trackless jets, the tracks associated

with primary vertices tend to have a softer ?T spectrum compared to those in

standard model jets.
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12. min �'(jet, PV tracks): This variable represents the minimum distance in �'

between the jet and tracks associated with the primary vertex (PV). Since PVs

are often far from trackless jets, the distribution of this variable tends to peak

at larger values in signal events.

13. Number of ECAL barrel rec hits: It is the number of ECAL reconstructed

hits in the jet cone. Trackless jets tend to have a larger number of ECAL

reconstructed hits.

14. Energy fraction of ECAL barrel rec hits: The variable is defined as the ratio

of the sum of the energy of all the valid ECAL rec hits in the jet cone to the

jet energy, in order to make this variable independent from jet momentum. It

is given by

FracECAL rec hits Energy =

’
rec hit2jet

⇢rec hit

⇢jet
. (7.15)

Trackless jets have a larger fraction of their energy held by ECAL deposits,

hence the FracECAL rec hits Energy distribution peaks at higher values in signal.

15. Time of ECAL barrel rec hits: The jet time is calculated as described in

Sec. 7.3. Trackless jets show on average a larger delay.

16. Major axis of ECAL barrel rec hits shower: This variable is described by

Eq. 7.21 in Sec. 7.5.

17. Minor axis of ECAL barrel rec hits shower: This variable is described by

Eq. 7.21 in Sec. 7.5.

18. Fragmentation function of ECAL barrel rec hits shower: variable described

by Eq. 7.22 in Sec. 7.5. It is a function that describes how the ECAL hits

contribute to the jet energy considering their multiplicity [179].

19. Charged hadron energy fraction: variable described in Sec. 7.4.

FracCharged Hadron Energy =

’
charged hadron2jet

⇢charged hadron

⇢
raw
jet

. (7.16)

Trackless jets have a smaller amount of energy held by charged hadrons not

because of a di�erent jet composition, but rather due to the reduced tracking

e�ciency for charged particles produced at large displacement, which causes

the PF algorithm to misidentify particle types.
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20. Neutral hadron energy fraction: It is the ratio between the energy sum of the

neutral hadron constituents of the jet, divided by the raw jet energy.

FracNeutral Hadron Energy =

’
neutral hadron2jet

⇢neutral hadron

⇢
raw
jet

. (7.17)

Trackless jets have a larger amount of energy held by neutral hadrons.

21. Electron energy fraction: It is the ratio between the energy sum of the electrons

clustered in the jet, divided by the raw jet energy.

FracElectron Energy =

’
electron2jet

⇢electron

⇢
raw
jet

. (7.18)

Trackless jets have a smaller amount of energy held by electrons.

22. Photon energy fraction: It is the ratio between the energy sum of the photons

clustered in the jet, divided by the raw jet energy.

FracPhoton Energy =

’
photon2jet

⇢photon

⇢
raw
jet

. (7.19)

Trackless jets have a larger amount of energy held by photons.
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The tracking-related observables we use include the number (2) and ?T sum (9) of

tracks in the jet, the ?T sum of tracks matched to the PV (11) in the jet, the minimum

�' between the jet axis and any track (10), the minimum �' between the jet axis

and any track associated with the PV (12), and three variables sensitive to pileup:

Umax (3), Vmax (4), and Wmax (5�8). The number of PF candidate constituents of the

jet (1) and the charged hadron (19), neutral hadron (20), electron (21), and photon

(22) energy fractions are also used as input to the TD jet tagger. Finally, several

variables calculated using ECAL hits associated with the jet are used: the number

of ECAL hits in the jet (13), the ratio of the energy sum of all ECAL hits in the jet

to the jet energy (14), the jet time (15) calculated as in Eq. 7.5, the semi-major (16)

and semi-minor (17) axes of the ECAL hits in the jet [180], and the fragmentation

function (18) calculated using the ECAL hits [179]. The most discriminating input

variables are the tracking-related ones, which can identify a jet as trackless, and the

jet time, which can identify a jet as delayed. Signal-like jets tend to have low values

of Umax, Vmax, and Wmax, large values of �' between the jet axis and tracks, low

values of the charged energy fraction, low values of the semi-major and semi-minor

axes, and low values of the fragmentation function.

7.5.1.1 Jet shower shapes and fragmentation function

Jets are cone-shaped, and their projection onto the (i, [) plane forms an ellipse.

The widths of the jet axes can be used to distinguish signal from background. This

approach has been previously used to di�erentiate quark-initiated jets from gluon-

initiated jets [179] using PF jet constituents. In our analysis, we use ECAL rec

hits associated with the jet to capture signal signatures. We construct a symmetric

second-moment matrix as follows:

"11 =
’
8

⇢
2
) ,8
�[2

8

"22 =
’
8

⇢
2
) ,8
�i2

8

"12 = "21 =
’
8

⇢
2
) ,8
�i8�[8 .

(7.20)
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The second-moment matrix is constructed using the transverse energy ⇢) of each

ECAL rec hit and its distance from the jet axis in the (i, [) plane, denoted by �[

and �i, respectively. The major axis of the ellipse (f1) and the minor axis (f2) can

be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues of " , denoted by _1 and _2:

f1 =

s
_1Õ
8
⇢

2
) ,8

f2 =

s
_2Õ
8
⇢

2
) ,8

.

(7.21)

An additional variable that can be used for discrimination is the fragmentation

function [179], which is defined for ECAL rec hits as follows:

?)⇡ =

qÕ
⇢

2
) ,8Õ

⇢) ,8

. (7.22)

The fragmentation variable [179] provides discrimination between signal and back-

ground. The value of the fragmentation ?)⇡ is near 1 when a jet is made of a

single rec hit carrying all the transverse energy, and near 0 when a jet has an infinite

number of rec hits. Signal jets tend to have smaller widths of the shower shape axes,

and the fragmentation function exhibits a slightly softer distribution in signal.
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7.5.2 Training datasets
The DNN is trained and evaluated using simulation samples. The signal sample

consists of GMSB events with a ej0
1 mass of 400 GeV and 2g of 1 m. These events

are used exclusively for training and evaluation of the DNN and are not used for

predicting the signal yields in the final statistical analysis. Signal jets are identified

as displaced jets that originate from LLP decays occurring between the last layers

of the tracker and the outer surface of the HCAL, with decay radii between 0.30 and

1.84 m. Jets with [ < 1.48 are included in the training sample. The background

sample is a mixture of QCD multijet, W+jets, Zaā+jets, and CC̄ events. The signal

and background samples contain 0.3 and 2.2 million events, respectively, after

applying the event selection criteria. The full set of simulation samples is divided

into three sets: training, validation, and testing, which account for 40%, 10%, and

50% of the total samples, respectively. The training set is used to optimize the DNN

model parameters, the validation set is used to evaluate the model’s performance

during training, and the testing set is used to measure the final performance of the

trained model. This division helps to avoid overfitting and ensures that the DNN

can generalize to new data. The simulation predictions are validated by comparing

the simulation and observed data distributions for several key input variables (the

charged hadron energy fraction, neutral hadron energy fraction, and number of track

constituents) to the TD jet tagger (Figs. 7.13). These comparisons show that the

simulation provides an accurate description of the observed data.

7.5.3 DNN architecture
The DNN architecture was developed using the K���� [176] and T�����F��� [177]

machine learning software frameworks. It has four fully connected hidden layers,

with 64, 32, 16, and 8 nodes, respectively, and an output layer with two nodes

representing the two classes: signal and SM background. The hidden layers use

rectified linear unit (ReLU) [181, 182] activation functions, while the output layer

uses a softmax activation function [183, 184]. To prevent overfitting, a 10% dropout

rate [185] is applied to all layers. The network is trained using a batch size of

512, categorical cross-entropy loss function, and the Adam optimizer [186] with an

initial learning rate of 10�3. The training process is stopped if after 100 successive

epochs, the validation loss does not decrease to mitigate overfitting. The training is

performed for up to 1,000 epochs over the full training set, and the model with the

smallest validation loss is used.
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Figure 7.13: The distributions of the jet charged hadron energy fraction (top left), jet
neutral hadron energy fraction(top right), and number of track constituents in the jet (bot-
tom),variables used as input to the TD jet tagger score, for simulation (shaded histogram)
and data (black markers) when using electrons from W! 4a4 events as proxy objects for
signal jets. The histograms and data points have been normalized to unit area. Similar levels
of agreement are observed for photon proxy objects from the Z! ;

+
;
�
W sample.

Figure 7.14: Schematic display of the neural network architecture used to identify trackless
jets.
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7.5.4 DNN performance
Fig. 7.15 shows the distributions of the most impactful input variables for the TD

jet tagger, out of the 22 training variables described in Sec. 7.5. These variables

are the charged hadron energy fraction (19), neutral hadron energy fraction (20),

number of track constituents in the jet (1), �R between the jet axis and the closest

track associated with any reconstructed primary vertex (12), and jet time (15). The

distributions are shown separately for the signal (red) and background (blue) events.

Non-collision backgrounds are not included.

The TD jet tagger score distribution for the testing set is displayed in Fig. 7.16

(left), indicating excellent discrimination between signal and background. The

identification probability versus misidentification probability is shown in Fig. 7.16

(right). The TD jet tagger score cut is chosen to be 0.996, providing the highest

signal sensitivity, and jets with a score above this threshold are tagged as signal. The

e�ciency of the TD jet tagger for identifying signal jets is presented in Fig. 7.17

as a function of the transverse decay length in the lab frame, with a background

e�ciency of approximately 4 ⇥ 10�4 per candidate jet on average.

7.5.1 Signal e�ciency modeling
An important aspect of the TD jet tagger is the use of input features that are sensitive

to the trackless nature of signal jets, which have not yet been fully validated in

simulation. To address this, photons or electrons are used as proxy objects to

represent the LLP decays occurring in the outer tracking or calorimeter volume.

These particles, with their own tracks removed from consideration, are the best

approximations to trackless jets that can be e�ectively isolated in collision events.

By using them, the accuracy of the simulation for the TD jet tagger signal e�ciency

can be measured and validated.

Specifically, we take photons in Z! ;
+
;
�
W events as proxies for signal jets from

LLP decays with ?T below 70 GeV, and electrons in W! 4a4 events as proxies for

signal jets from LLP decays with ?T above 70 GeV.
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Figure 7.15: The distributions of the most impactful input variables to the TD jet tagger
for signal (red) and background (blue). They include the charged and neutral hadron energy
fraction, the number of track constituents in the jet, the �R between the jet axis and the
closest track associated to any reconstructed primary vertex, and the jet time.
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Figure 7.16: The performance of the TD jet tagger. Left: TD jet tagger score distributions
for signal, in red, and background, in blue. Right: Identification probability for the signal
versus the misidentification probability for the background with the tagger working point
used in the analysis shown as a blue marker.
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7.5.1.1 Photon proxy in Z! ;
+
;
�
W events

To represent signal jets from LLP decays with ?T < 70 GeV, we use photons as

proxy objects. We select Z! ;
+
;
�
W events, in which one of the leptons (✓ =

muon or electron) radiates a photon. To ensure that the sample is not contaminated

by jets misidentified as photons, we require the mass of the ;
+
;
�
W system to be

between 70–110 GeV. In contrast to typical photon veto requirements used in other

analyses, we invert the photon veto on jets and require that at least one jet overlaps

with the radiated photon. This way, the photon object represents a proxy object for

signal jets from LLP decays. However, since the photon in the Z! ;
+
;
�
W sample

has a relatively soft momentum spectrum, this control region is only applicable to

LLP candidate jets with ?T < 70 GeV.

We observe that variables related to tracks from photons closely resemble those of

signal jets, as expected since photon jets are trackless. To account for this, we shift

a few DNN input variables using Eqs. 7.7- 7.8 to match the distributions of photon

jets to those of signal jets. These variables include the number of ECAL barrel rec

hits (13), energy fraction of ECAL barrel rec hits (14), fragmentation function of

ECAL barrel rec hits shower (18), neutral hadron energy fraction (20), and photon

energy fraction (22).

For the jet time variable (15), we introduce an artificial delay of 1–2 ns to the mean

of both data and MC background distributions, which simulates the delayed arrival

of jets from signal. We also apply the same smearing procedure described in Sec. 7.3

to the MC background.

7.5.1.2 Electron proxy in W! 4a4 events

To assess the e�ciency of the TD jet tagger for LLP candidate jets with ?T > 70 GeV,

we use electrons from W! 4a4 events as proxy objects. These electrons are selected

from events that satisfy standard isolation and identification criteria [187], along

with a requirement of ?
miss
T > 70 GeV. We also require this exact one electron

(?T > 70 GeV) overlap with the one jet (?T > 70 GeV) in the event. Furthermore,

we remove jet cuts based on the photon and electron energy fractions (mentioned in

Sec. 7.3), to avoid suppressing jets induced by electrons and increase statistics.
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To account for di�erences between the proxy objects and signal jets, we smear the

distributions of the TD jet tagger input variables for both electrons and photons in

both data and simulation. For the electrons, we remove the track produced by the

electron candidate and treat it as a photon. The input variables include the number of

ECAL barrel rec hits, the energy fraction of ECAL barrel rec hits, the fragmentation

function of ECAL barrel rec hits shower, the neutral hadron energy fraction, and the

photon energy fraction. The details of the smearing procedure are as follows:

i) We set jet electron energy fraction (21) to be 0 (FracElectron Energy = 0).
ii) We set jet photon energy fraction (22) to be the sum of the photon and electron

energy fraction (FracPhoton Energy = FracPhoton Energy+FracElectron Energy) and the

smearing procedure similar to Subsec. 7.5 is applied to make data and MC

background match signal.
iii) We also subtract the electron ?) from the variable consists of the sum of all

the tracks included in the jet cone including Umax (3) and CA02:2 9 4C ?) (9).
iv) The smearing procedure is also applied to the variables of the neutral hadron

energy fraction (20), multiplicity of the ECAL rec hits (13), energy fraction

of the ECAL rec hits (14), fragmentation function (18).

7.5.1.3 DNN data/MC corrections

After correcting and validating the simulation’s jet time response, as discussed in

Sec. 7.3, we proceeded to validate the simulation’s prediction of the TD tagger

discriminator after accounting for the impact of the jet time measurement.

To achieve this, we replicated the time of arrival distribution for signal jets by

introducing an artificial delay of 1–2ns in the corresponding distribution for prompt

proxy objects. This artificial delay was su�cient to cover the majority of the

expected TD tagger scores for signal jets. The choice of proxy objects, i.e., photons

or electrons, was based on the jet ?T.

Since the electron proxy (W! 4a4) probes the modeling of jets with ?) > 70

GeV, while the photon proxy (Z! ;
+
;
�
W) probes mostly low-?) jets, we applied the

former to signal jets with ?) > 70 GeV (electron proxy, ?T > 70 GeV), and the

latter otherwise (photon proxy, ?T < 70 GeV).
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We calculate the TD jet tagger scores for these proxy objects and compare them to

the threshold of 0.996 used to tag signal jets. The measured e�ciencies are then

compared to the e�ciencies predicted by the simulation (shown in Fig. 7.18), and

data-to-simulation correction factors are obtained. The uncertainties are propagated

from the di�erence in the correction factors obtained using delay times of 1 and 2

ns.

The correction factors are found to be independent of jet ?T and [, and fall within

the range 0.9–1.1. These factors are used to correct the simulation, and a systematic

uncertainty is assigned based on the di�erence in correction factors obtained using

the di�erent delay times.
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Figure 7.18: The TD jet tagger score distributions for simulation (shaded histogram) and
data (black markers) when using electrons from W! 4a4 events as proxy objects for signal
jets. The histograms and data points have been normalized to unit area. The last bin contains
jets with tagger scores greater than 0.996, the threshold used to tag signal jets. Similar levels
of agreement are observed for photon proxy objects from the Z! ;

+
;
�
W sample.
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7.6 Background estimation
The primary background processes in the two-tag signal region (SR) are QCD

multijet, W+jets, Z! aā+jets, and CC̄ production, where prompt jets are misidentified

as signal jets by the TD jet tagger. This misidentification occurs very rarely, as shown

in Fig. 7.20, with a rate of less than 0.1%, and is primarily due to outliers in the

jet composition and time measurement. The prompt jets that pass the TD jet tagger

may result from tracking ine�ciencies or instances where the fragmentation and

hadronization mostly involve photons or neutral hadrons, resulting in approximately

trackless jets. Misidentified jets may also have larger measured times, causing them

to appear delayed. As the misidentification probability per jet nbkg primarily results

from instrumental and resolution e�ects, it does not depend strongly on the process

or presence of other objects in the event. To estimate the background contribution

to the two-tag SR, we employ a matrix method [188, 189].

Figure 7.19: Number of tag(s) histogram. Two-tag SR (signal region) is bin 2, which
contains events with more or equal to two tagged jets.

7.6.1 Background estimation strategy
We use jets with ?T > 30 GeV as the basic objects for the matrix method and

measure the misidentification probability nbkg as a function of jet [ in signal-depleted

measurement regions (MRs). We observe that nbkg is independent of jet ?T and thus

only parameterize it as a function of jet [.
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To predict the number of background events in the two-tag SR, two methods are

used. In the first method, each untagged jet 8 with ?T > 30GeV in events passing the

preselection with exactly one TD-tagged jet is assigned a probability nbkg([jet 8) to

be misidentified as a TD jet. The total background prediction #�2-tag bkg is obtained

by summing over all untagged jets in the event, as given by the following equation:

#�2-tag bkg =
#1-tag’
:=1

©≠≠
´

#
:
untagged’
8=1

nbkg([jet 8)
™ÆÆ
¨
. (7.23)

Here, #1-tag is the number of one-tag events in data, and #
:

untagged is the number of

untagged jets in event : . This method ignores contributions of order n2
bkg and is

accurate when nbkg is small, which is the case here as nbkg is below 10�3.

In the second method, events with zero TD-tagged jets are selected, and each pair of

untagged jets (jets 8 and 9) is considered as a potential source of misidentified jets.

Each untagged jet pair is assigned a weight nbkg([jet 8)nbkg([jet 9 ), and the alternative

background prediction is given by

#
0
�2-tag bkg =

#0-tag’
:=1

©≠≠
´

#
:
untagged’
8=1

#
:
untagged’
9>8

nbkg([jet 8)nbkg([jet 9 )
™ÆÆ
¨
, (7.24)

where #0-tag is the number of zero-tag events in data. The two background predic-

tions agree if nbkg is jet- and process-independent. Thus, the prediction #�2-tag bkg

obtained using the first method is considered the nominal background prediction,

and the di�erence between the two predictions is used to estimate the systematic

uncertainty of the method resulting from any additional process dependence. This

systematic uncertainty is found to be 13%.
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7.6.2 Measurement regions
7.6.2.1 Nominal measurement regions

The nominal MR is defined by selecting events with one electron or muon satisfying

standard isolation and identification criteria [187, 190], with ?T > 35 or 30 GeV,

respectively. We require ?
miss
T > 40 GeV to suppress QCD multijet background and

the transverse mass to be smaller than 100 GeV to suppress a potential beyond the

SM signal. Figure 7.20 shows the nbkg measurement, which is derived per jet, for

two data-taking periods. We observe a higher misidentification probability for the

first 19.9 fb�1 of data collected in 2016 due to sub-optimal settings on the tracker

readout chip in the presence of large pileup. For the last 16.4 fb�1 of data collected in

2016, the readout chip parameters were re-optimized, leading to improved tracking

e�ciency and less misidentification.
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Figure 7.20: The TD jet tagger misidentification probability measured using the nominal
W+jets MR (black round markers) is shown along with the systematic uncertainty (gray
band), quantifying the degree of process dependence measured from alternative MRs. The
measurements in the alternative MRs are displayed as well ( Z+jets MR as green round
markers, CC̄ MR as red squared markers, QCD MR as blue triangular markers) along with
their respective statistical uncertainty. On the left, this probability is shown for the first 19.9
fb�1 of data collected in 2016, while on the right it is shown for the last 16.4 fb�1 of data
collected in 2016 combined with data collected in 2017–2018.
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Table 7.5: Definitions of the measurement regions used to quantify the process dependence
of the TD jet misidentification probability.

Measurement region Selection

Nominal
1 electron (muon) with ?T > 35 (30) GeV,

?
miss
T > 40 GeV,
< 100 GeV

Z+jets
2 electrons (2 muons) with ?T > 35 (30) GeV,

60 < < (<) < 120 GeV,
?

miss
T < 30 GeV

CC̄

1 electron and 1 muon with ?T > 35 and 30 GeV,
?

miss
T > 30 GeV

QCD multijet
1 jet with ?T > 140 GeV online,

?
miss
T < 25 GeV o�ine

7.6.2.2 Alternative measurement regions

An investigation of the process dependence of the misidentification probability

is performed by measuring misidentification probabilities from three alternative

measurement regions (MRs). The first MR, called the Z+jets MR, is intended to

represent the Z(aā)+jets background and is obtained by selecting events with two

electrons or two muons with ?T > 35 or 30 GeV, respectively, and with a dilepton

mass between 60 and 120 GeV. The ?
miss
T is required to be less than 30 GeV to

suppress other background processes. The second MR, called the CC̄ MR, is obtained

by selecting events with one electron and one muon, with the same ?T requirements

as the Z+jets MR, and ?
miss
T > 30 GeV. The third MR is intended to represent the

QCD multijet background and is obtained by requiring the presence of a jet with

?T > 140 GeV online, and ?
miss
T < 25 GeV o�ine to avoid signal contamination.

Table 7.5 provides a summary of the di�erent MRs. The range of misidentification

probabilities measured in the nominal and three alternative MRs is used to derive

an envelope that covers the systematic uncertainty quantifying the degree of process

dependence. This systematic uncertainty is found to be 45% relative to the collision

background and 30% relative to the total background prediction and is shown in

Fig. 7.20.
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To evaluate the impact of process dependence, the misidentification probabilities

from three alternative measurement regions (MRs) are measured. The Z(aā)+jets

background is estimated using the Z+jets MR, which requires events with two

electrons or two muons, each with ?T > 35 or 30 GeV, respectively, and a dilepton

mass between 60 and 120 GeV. The ?
miss
T is required to be less than 30 GeV to reduce

contributions from other background processes. The CC̄ MR is used to represent the

top-quark background and is obtained by selecting events with one electron and one

muon with the same ?T requirements as in the Z+jets MR and ?
miss
T > 30 GeV.

For the QCD multijet background, events with a jet with ?T > 140 GeV online and

?
miss
T < 25 GeV o�ine are chosen as the QCD multijet MR to avoid contamination

from signal events. A summary of the di�erent MRs is provided in Table 7.5.

The envelope covering the range of misidentification probabilities measured in the

nominal and three alternative MRs is used to derive a systematic uncertainty. This

systematic uncertainty quantifies the degree of process dependence and is shown

in Fig. 7.20. It is found to be 45% relative to the collision background and 30%

relative to the total background prediction.

7.6.3 Validation tests
To validate the accuracy of our background prediction method, we define a vali-

dation region (VR) using events that satisfy the nominal MR selection with two

misidentified TD jets. Using the nbkg values measured in the MR and the matrix

method, we predict 1.1± 0.7 background events in the VR, while observing 1 event

in data. We perform another validation test by relaxing the jet [ requirement to

[ < 1.48 to reduce the statistical uncertainty. For this alternative test, we esti-

mate 5.1 ± 3.1 events in the VR and observe 4 events in data. Both tests show

excellent agreement between the predicted and observed yields, thus validating our

background estimation method. In addition, we validate the [ dependence of nbkg

by comparing the [ distribution of TD-tagged jets in the one tag bin of the signal

region data with the predicted background, as shown in Fig. 7.21.
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Figure 7.21: The [ distribution of TD-tagged jets in a background-enriched control region
that comprises events with exactly one TD-tagged jet. Observed data (black round markers)
and the corresponding prediction based on control samples in data (empty squared markers),
measured using the nominal W+jets MR, are compared. The prediction uncertainty (gray
band) includes the systematic uncertainty quantifying the degree of process dependence
measured from alternative MRs. The predictions for the shape and the normalization of the
[ distribution are consistent with the data.

7.6.4 Predictions
7.6.4.1 Collision background

Using this method and the matrix method described above (Sec. 7.6), a collision

background yield of 0.15 ± 0.08 is predicted for the two-tag SR.

7.6.4.2 Non-collision background

To estimate contributions from non-collision sources, such as cosmic ray muons

and beam halo particles, we perform measurements in dedicated MRs with high

purity for each source. The cosmic ray muon MR consists of events with cosmic

ray triggers, which are enabled when the LHC is not colliding proton beams. These

events contain a muon that traverses the entire detector and a jet. The beam halo

MR is composed of events selected by an alternative beam halo filter that identifies

beam halo particles using matching segments in the CSC endcap muon detector.

To estimate the cosmic ray muon and beam halo contributions, we first measure the

e�ciencies of the corresponding vetoes in the respective MRs. To prevent bias from

the instrumental misidentified collision background, we subtract this contribution

using the matrix method in the beam halo MR. We then invert the cosmic ray muon

and beam halo vetoes described in Sec. 7.4 to obtain two separate CRs.
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Next, we multiply the event yields in the CRs by transfer factors accounting for the

measured e�ciencies of the cosmic ray muon and beam halo vetoes. The resulting

predictions for the cosmic ray muon and beam halo backgrounds are 0.03 ± 0.02

and 0.05 ± 0.05 events, respectively. These predictions are consistent with zero

events in each case. Although the dominant background contribution comes from

instrumental misidentification, these small contributions from non-collision sources

are also considered in the analysis.

7.6.4.3 Final results

Source Prediction Observed
Mis-tag 0.15 ± 0.08 0
Cosmic 0.03 ± 0.02 -

Non collision 0.05 ± 0.05 -
Tot. 0.23 ± 0.10 -

Table 7.6: Final background prediction in the two-tag SR.

7.7 Systematic uncertainties
To estimate the uncertainties in the background and signal yields, several systematic

uncertainties are considered. The dominant uncertainty in the background estima-

tion is related to the misidentified TD jet background, which includes contributions

from the CR sample size, nbkg process dependence, and the validity of the matrix

method, amounting for 4%, 30%, and 13%, respectively, relative to the total back-

ground prediction. The non-collision background uncertainties correspond to about

23% relative to the total background prediction.

For the signal yield prediction, the largest uncertainty arises from the TD jet tagger

e�ciency, which includes a component from the jet time correction uncertainty

as well as a component estimated using the methods discussed in Section 7.5,

and amounts to up to 29% relative to the signal yield, depending on the signal

model parameters. Other sources of uncertainty include the integrated luminosities

for the 2016, 2017, and 2018 data-taking years, which have 1.2–2.5% individual

uncertainties [191–193], while the overall uncertainty for the 2016–2018 period is

1.6%.
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Uncertainties related to jet energy scale and resolution [194, 195], PDFs, missing

higher order QCD corrections, pileup modeling, simulation sample size, and lepton

and photon veto e�ciency are also considered and their impacts are summarized in

Table 7.7.

Table 7.7: Summary of combined statistical and systematic uncertainties, the size of their
e�ect, and whether it applies to the signal or background yield predictions. Ranges for signal
systematic uncertainties reflect their impact on di�erent signal parameter space points.

Uncertainty source Process Uncertainty [%]
Background CR sample size Background 4
TD jet tagger misidentification process dependence Background 30
Background estimation method Background 13

Noncollision background Background 23
TD jet tagger e�ciency Signal 8–29
Jet energy scale Signal 0.1–11
Jet energy resolution Signal 0.2–10
PDFs Signal 1
Missing higher-order QCD corrections Signal 1
Pileup Signal 0.3–6.3
Integrated luminosity Signal 5–8
Lepton and photon veto e�ciency Signal ⌧1

7.8 Results
The number of TD jets (#TDJ) is shown in Fig. 7.22, with separate bins for #TDJ = 0,

#TDJ = 1, and #TDJ � 2. For the #TDJ = 0 bin, the observed data and expected

background agree well. In the most sensitive SR bin, corresponding to #TDJ � 2,

we observe 0 events with an expected background of 0.23 ± 0.10 events, indicating

good agreement between the data and the background prediction.

In this analysis, we consider a simplified model of GMSB chargino-neutralino

production [65, 66], where the long-lived neutralinos are produced in pairs and

subsequently decay to either �⌧̃ or /⌧̃, as discussed in Sec. 7.1. We vary the

branching fraction B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃) from 0 to 1, assuming B(ej0

1 ! �⌧̃) + B(ej0
1 !

/⌧̃) = 1.0, and use a test statistic based on the profile likelihood ratio [119] to

extract the signal.
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Figure 7.22: Distribution of the number of TD tagged jets for the <ej0
1=400 GeV signal

samples with 2gej0
1=0.5< (red line) and 2gej0

1=3< (dotted green line), estimated background
(blue markers), and data (black markers). The blue shaded region indicates the systematic
uncertainty of the background prediction. No background prediction is shown for the bin
with zero TD tagged jets as it is the main control region used to predict the background for
the remaining two bins.

We derive upper limits at 95% confidence level (CL) on the product of the neutralino

pair production cross section (fej0
1 ej0

1
) and the relevant branching fraction using the

modified frequentist CLs criterion [117, 118] and an asymptotic formula [116]. Sys-

tematic uncertainties are incorporated into the analysis via nuisance parameters with

log-normal probability density functions and are treated according to the frequentist

paradigm.

The upper limits on fej0
1 ej0

1
as functions of the ej0

1 mass (<ej0
1
) and proper decay

length (2gej0
1
), assuming B(ej0

1 ! �⌧̃) = 0.5, are shown in Figures 7.23 and 7.24,

respectively. Figure 7.25 shows the observed upper limits as a function of both

<ej0
1

and 2gej0
1
. The upper limits are relatively independent of the branching fraction

B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃), varying by less than 10% over the full range.

We exclude cross sections of 160, 2.6, and 0.8 fb for <ej0
1

of 200, 400, and 600

GeV, respectively, at 2gej0
1

= 0.5 m. Compared to previous searches for promptly

decaying ej0
1 in the same simplified model [196], the sensitivity of the current search

expressed in terms of the cross section limit is about 20 (10) times better at <ej0
1

=

400 (600) GeV. We exclude ej0
1 masses up to approximately 1180 (990) GeV when

2gej0
1

is 0.5 (3.0) m at a 95% CL. For <ej0
1

= 400 (1000) GeV, we exclude in the

range from 0.04 to 20 (0.1 to 3) m. Tabulated results are provided in the HEPData

record for this analysis [197].
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Figure 7.23: 95% CLexpected upper limits on fej0
1 ej0

1
as a function of <ej0

1
in a scenario with

B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃) = 0.5 and 2g = 0.5< (left) or 3m (right).
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Figure 7.24: 95% CLexpected upper limits on fej0
1 ej0

1
as a function of 2gej0

1
in a scenario

with B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃) = 0.5 and <ej0

1=400 GeV (left) or 1000 GeV(right).
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Figure 7.25: 95% CLobserved upper limits on fej0
1 ej0

1
as a function of <ej0

1
and 2gej0

1
in a

scenario with B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃) = 0.5.
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Figure 7.26: The observed 95% CL upper limit on fej0
1 ej0

1
as a function of <ej0

1
and 2gej0

1
in

scenarios with B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃) = 1 (top left); B(ej0

1 ! �⌧̃) = 0.75,B(ej0
1 ! /⌧̃) = 0.25

(top right); B(ej0
1 ! �⌧̃) = 0.25,B(ej0

1 ! /⌧̃) = 0.75 (bottom left), and B(ej0
1 ! /⌧̃) =

1 (bottom right). The area enclosed by the dotted black line corresponds to the observed
excluded region.

7.9 Summary
In this chapter, we conducted a search for long-lived particles using proton-proton

collision data at a center-of-mass energy of
p
B = 13 TeV, corresponding to an inte-

grated luminosity of 138fb�1. The search utilized a novel and highly discriminating

deep neural network tagger for trackless and delayed (TD) jets, along with missing

transverse momentum, to identify the signal. We required at least two TD-tagged

jets to suppress the standard model background processes by more than three orders

of magnitude while maintaining a signal e�ciency above 80%. To estimate the

background, we employed a method based on control samples in data, which uti-

lized the tagger’s measured misidentification probability to extrapolate from event

samples with one or fewer tagged jets to the signal region comprising events with

two or more tagged jets.
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We interpreted the results in the context of a simplified model of electroweak pro-

duction of chargino-neutralino pairs, where the long-lived neutralinos are e�ectively

pair produced and decay to either H⌧̃ or Z⌧̃. For a neutralino proper decay length

of 2gej0
1

= 0.5 m, we excluded cross sections of 160, 2.6, and 0.8 fb for ej0
1 masses

(<ej0
1
) of 200, 400, and 600 GeV, respectively, at 95% confidence level. Compared

to previous searches for promptly decaying ej0
1 in the same simplified model, the

sensitivity of the current search expressed in terms of cross section limit is about

20 (10) times better at <ej0
1

= 400 (600) GeV. We also excluded ej0
1 masses up to

1.18 TeV at 95% confidence level for the case of a long-lived ej0
1 with 2gej0

1
= 0.5

m. This result represents the best to date in the mass range from the kinematic

limit imposed by the Higgs boson mass up to 1.8 TeV. The HEPData record for this

analysis provides more details and tabulated results [197].
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C h a p t e r 8

CONCLUSION

This thesis covered several important concepts in particle physics, including the

Standard Model and its Lagrangian. Additionally, it discussed the Higgs mechanism,

which provides a mechanism for fundamental particles to acquire mass. Through a

brief review of these fundamental principles, we established the foundation for the

research presented in this thesis.

We discussed the motivation for exploring new physics beyond the Standard Model,

specifically through a supersymmetric extension of the model. Notably, the mass-

degenerate guage mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB) signal model holds

significant promise for searches of long-lived particles, a topic of great importance

in modern particle physics research.

We provided a comprehensive overview of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and

the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS). The LHC is a powerful particle accelerator

that delivers high-energy proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13

TeV, providing an excellent environment to study the fundamental particles and

interactions predicted by the Standard Model, as well as search for new physics

beyond it. The CMS detector, on the other hand, is a state-of-the-art detector

specifically designed to study the products of proton-proton collisions at the LHC.

With its exceptional tracking and energy measurement capabilities, the CMS detector

played a crucial role in the searches for new particles at the LHC described in this

thesis.

We conducted a search for supersymmetry (SUSY) in the decay channel of a Higgs

boson (H) into a pair of photons. Our analysis used 77.5 fb�1 of integrated luminos-

ity collected by the CMS detector at the LHC during 2016 and 2017. Higgs boson

candidates were reconstructed from photon pairs in the central region of the detector,

while charged leptons and b-jets were used to tag the decay products of an additional

boson. We used kinematic variables such as "R and '
2 (razor variables) to suppress

standard model backgrounds. Data-driven fits determine the shape and normaliza-

tion of the non-resonant background, while the resonant background from standard

model Higgs boson production is estimated from simulation. We interpreted the

results in terms of exclusion limits on the production cross section of simplified
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models of bottom squark pair production and chargino-neutralino production. We

improved the mass limits over previous CMS results [69, 70] by about 100 GeV for

bottom squark pair production and about 50 GeV for chargino-neutralino production

due to improvements in event categorization and the larger dataset. We excluded

bottom squark pair production for bottom squark masses below 510 GeV for a light-

est neutralino mass of 1 GeV, wino-like chargino-neutralino production for chargino

and neutralino (ej0
1) masses of up to 235 GeV and a gravitino (⌧̃) mass of 1 GeV,

and higgsino-like chargino-neutralino production for chargino and neutralino (ej0
1)

masses of up to 290 and 230 GeV, respectively, in cases where the branching frac-

tion of the lightest neutralino ej0
1 ! �⌧̃ decay is 100%, and where the branching

fractions of the ej0
1 ! �⌧̃ and ej0

1 ! /⌧̃ decays are both 50%.

We also presented a search for long-lived particles using proton-proton collision data

at a center-of-mass energy of
p
B = 13 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 138fb�1.

Our search utilized a deep neural network tagger for trackless and delayed (TD) jets,

combined with missing transverse momentum, to identify the signal. We required at

least two TD-tagged jets to achieve a signal e�ciency above 80% and suppress the

standard model background by more than three orders of magnitude. To estimate the

background, we employed a data-driven method based on control samples, which

used the tagger’s measured misidentification probability to extrapolate from event

samples with one or fewer tagged jets to the signal region with two or more tagged

jets. We interpreted the results in the context of a simplified model of electroweak

production of chargino-neutralino pairs, where the long-lived neutralinos are pair

produced and decay to either H⌧̃ or Z⌧̃. For a neutralino proper decay length of

2gej0
1

= 0.5 m, we excluded cross sections of 160, 2.6, and 0.8 fb for ej0
1 masses

(<ej0
1
) of 200, 400, and 600 GeV, respectively, at a 95% confidence level. Our

search achieved a sensitivity about 20 (10) times better than previous searches for

promptly decaying ej0
1 in the same simplified model, at <ej0

1
= 400 (600) GeV. We

also excluded ej0
1 masses up to 1.18 TeV at 95% confidence level for the case of a

long-lived ej0
1 with 2gej0

1
= 0.5 m. This result represents the best to date in the mass

range from the kinematic limit imposed by the Higgs boson mass up to 1.8 TeV.
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C h a p t e r 9

THE MIP (MINIMUM IONIZING PARTICLES) TIMING
DETECTOR (MTD)

The MIP Timing Detector (MTD) is a new detector currently under development

for use in the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC or Phase II) era within the CMS

experiment. The MTD is designed to provide precision timing measurements for

minimum ionizing particles (MIP) at a luminosity of up to 200 pile-up interactions

per collision (PU). In the HL-LHC, the instantaneous luminosity is expected to reach

5⇥ 1034
2<

�2
B
�1 (140 PU), with a maximum luminosity of 7.5⇥ 1034

2<
�2
B
�1 (200

PU). The MTD is expected to achieve a time resolution of 30-40 ps at the beginning

of HL-LHC operation, before radiation damage a�ects its performance.

Combining timing information with tracking data will give the CMS experiment

excellent association of tracks to vertices, even when the vertices are very close

together in space. The Phase II ECAL will provide time measurement of electro-

magnetic showers with 30-50 ps resolution, allowing photons to be associated with

the correct charged particle vertices. Therefore, the performance of the Particle

Flow algorithm is expected to be comparable at 200 PU during HL-LHC, thanks to

the timing information provided by the MTD and Phase II ECAL.

9.1 Physics impact
MTD is crucial to the HL-LHC scientific program for both SM and BSM sides

(summarized in Tab. 9.1). In particular, MTD is able to reconstruct the time

of displaced vertices (DV), which will provide enhanced capability to search for

LLPs by measuring VLLP, where V is the relativistic velocity parameter, and, in

certain cases, permitting the reconstruction of the LLP’s mass. Also, the track-time

reconstruction enables new capabilities for searches for neutral LLPs, postulated in

many extensions of the SM like GMSB SUSY models and many others [198], even

for cases in which the decays are partially invisible. If the decay products of LLPs

are all captured by the detector, it can reconstruct the displaced decay vertex. Along

with the 4D space-time information, it provides the kinematic constraints that are

needed to get a direct measurement of the LLP mass.
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Table 9.1: Expected scientific impact of the MIP Timing Detector [199, 200]
.

Signal Physics measurement MTD impact

H! WW and + 15-25% (statistical) precision on the cross section Isolation and

H! 4 leptons ! Improve coupling measurements Vertex identification

VBF!H! gg + 30% (statistical) precision on the cross section Isolation and

! Improve coupling measurements VBF tagging, ?miss
T

HH + 20% gain in signal yield Isolation

! Consolidate searches b-tagging

EWK SUSY +40% background reduction MET

150 GeV incerase in mass search b-tagging

LLP Peaking mass reconstruction VLLP from timing of

Unique discovery potential displaced vertices

On the left of Fig. 9.1, it shows an exotic model in which a Higgs boson mediates

the production of two long-lived, scalar bosons (X) that subsequently decay into

quarks. The masses of the Higgs boson and X particles are fixed at 125 GeV and

50 GeV, respectively. The LLPs (X) are generated at the primary vertex (PV) and

travel some distance before decaying into pairs of jets. On the right of Fig. 9.1, the

jet time delay is calculated based on Eq. 7.5, which describes the time di�erence

between the jet production and the LLP decay. This delayed feature can be exploited

to discriminate signal from background, as described in Chap. 7.

Figure 9.1: Long-lived particle search at the Phase-2 LHC. Left: Diagram for the production
of displaced jets in a model mediated by a Higgs boson decaying into two long-lived
scalar bosons. Right: Time di�erence between the measured jet time at the MTD and the
expectation from the propagation of a particle from the PV at the speed of light. [199].
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9.2 The MTD design
The MTD is divided into two sections: the Barrel Timing Layer (BTL), which covers

|[ | < 1.5, and the Endcap Timing Layer (ETL), which covers 1.6 < |[ | < 3.0.

Fig. 9.2 shows a schematic view of the MTD, with the BTL located at the interface

between the tracker and the ECAL, and the ETL situated in front of the endcap

calorimeter[199]. For the remainder of this chapter, the focus is on the BTL, for

which Caltech plays an essential role in research and development (RD).

Figure 9.2: A schematic view of the GEANT geometry of the timing layers implemented
in CMSSW [201] for simulation studies comprising a barrel layer (grey cylinder), at the
interface between the tracker and the ECAL, and two silicon endcap (orange and light violet
discs) timing layers in front of the endcap calorimeter [199].

9.3 The Barrel Timing Layer (BTL)
The BTL is a thin, cylindrical detector housed inside the Tracker Support Tube (TST),

as shown in Fig. 9.3. The BTL will be built with LYSO:Ce (Lutetium Yttrium

Orthosilicate doped with Cerium ((Lu1�GYG)2SiO5:Ce)) scintillating crystals and

Silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs), which meet the operational requirements of the

HL-LHC. Both the crystals and the SiPMs are proven to be radiation-tolerant up to

a neutron equivalent fluence of at least 2 ⇥ 1014
2<

�2 and a total integrated dose of

25 kGy (kilogray, 1 Gy = 1 J/kg = 1 <
2/B2), when cooled to approximately �30�C.
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Fig. 9.3 provides an orientation to the BTL and its components. The left side of

the figure illustrates how the 16 crystal bars are grouped to form a module, how 24

modules constitute a Readout Unit (RU), and how six RUs are integrated into a tray.

On the right side, the position of the trays on the periphery of TST is depicted.

Figure 9.3: Overview of the BTL showing (left) the hierarchical arrangement of the various
components, bars, modules, and Readout Units, and (right) trays (purple rectangles near the
top), inside the Tracker Support Tube (TST) [199].

The BTL module consists of a LYSO:Ce crystal bar, with a length of approximately

5.7 cm and oriented along the q direction in CMS. Its width is 3.0 mm along the

I direction, and its radial thickness varies in three di�erent |[ | intervals: 3.7 mm

for |[ | < 0.7; 3.0 mm for 0.7  |[ |  1.1; and 2.4 mm for |[ | > 1.1. This design

allows for an approximately constant slant depth that particles coming from the IP

will cross.

Each end of the crystal bar is coupled to a SiPM, which has dimensions of 3 mm

along the I direction and a variable thickness chosen to approximately match the

bar’s dimensions. At each end of the bar, there is a readout channel that measures the

time of arrival of a MIP. By combining the measurements of the two time of arrivals,

the e�ect of the time delay of the light traveling along the crystal is eliminated.

The detector is divided longitudinally into +I and �I ends, each end having a

length of 2.6 m and consisting of 36 azimuthal segments. Each azimuthal segment

corresponds to one tray, as shown in Fig. 9.3, covering a span of 10�. Each tray

contains 6 RUs and 4,608 SiPMs, resulting in a total of 72 trays and 331,776 SiPMs.

The modularity and channel count of the BTL are summarized in Table 9.2.
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Table 9.2: Summary of the BTL modularity and channel count. The number of items in
each module, readout unit and tray are shown [199].

Module RU Tray Total

Channels (SiPMs) 32 768 4608 331776
Crystals 16 384 2304 165888
ASCIs 1 24 144 10368
Modules - 24 144 10368
Readout Units (RUs) - - 6 432
Trays - - - 72

SiPMs operate above the breakdown voltage (+BD) with a gain of the order of 105. To

reduce dark current, which increases by roughly a factor of two for each increment

of 7 � 10�C, the SiPMs will be operated at a low temperature of about �30�C. The

dark current, a noise source, produced by the over-voltage (OV) also increases as

the radiation dose accumulates. The OV controls the photon detection e�ciency

(PDE). There is a trade-o� between noise rate and signal size, and, therefore, the

time resolution. During the detector lifetime, the operation voltage of SiPMs will

have to be smoothly decreased to limit the noise level while maintaining good time

resolution.

The dedicated ASIC (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit) chip for the BTL

is TOFHIR (Time-of-flight, High Rate). Each TOFHIR delivers precision timing

information for 32 SiPMs, based on the discrimination of the leading edges (LE)

of their pulses, followed by measurement with a time-to-digital converter (TDC).

The input to the discriminator must have a very fast rise time, 3+/3C, to achieve

high precision, which requires a lot of amplification and consequently a lot of

power. As the radiation dose accumulates to around 0.7 ⇥ 1014
=4@/2<2, which

corresponds to an integrated luminosity of about 1000 5 1
�1, dark/leakage current

becomes the dominant part of the power consumption and must be compensated for

by the circuitry in the ASIC. The fluctuations in the dark current cause a jitter that

degrades the time resolution, especially at high integrated doses, towards the end

of the HL-LHC operation, when it will be the dominant contribution to the time

resolution.
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9.4 Test beam results
This section presents the results from the April 2019 test beam at Fermilab, which

used a 120 GeV proton beam to measure the time resolution of un-irradiated sensors

on a prototype of the BTL module based on the MTD design. Fig. 9.4 shows the

beam line setup, where the trigger is based on a 10 2<
2 scintillation counter located

a few meters upstream of the experimental setup. A silicon tracker telescope [202]

is positioned upstream of the crystals and SiPMs under test. The crystals and

SiPMs are placed inside a dark box that can rotate the sensors with respect to the

beam direction. A Photek 240 Micro Channel Plate-PMT (MCP-PMT), with a time

resolution of about 12 ps, is used to measure a reference time and is positioned just

behind the crystals and SiPMs along the beam line.

Figure 9.4: Schematic view of the beam line [199]. From left to right, the scintillator is
used for the trigger, the silicon tracker defines the MIP impinging position in the xy plane,
the MCP-PMT is used to define the reference time. The two crystal+SiPMs test setups, one
for the 1-bar and the other for the 3-bar array, are positioned along the beamline.

Fig. 9.5 shows a visual of a bar in GH plane where the probability to pass the minimum

amplitude (0.8 MPV, 2.08 MeV) and time range selection criteria ([35,50] ns) is

close to 1. The G-axis along the crystal longest axis, the H-axis along the crystal

shorter axis, and the I-axis runs along the beam direction.

The time resolution of the bar is measured from a Gaussian fit to the distribution of

�C10A after subtracting in quadrature the time resolution of the MCP-PMT:

fC0E4A064 =
q
f

2
�C10A

� f
2
C"⇠%

. (9.1)

The �C10A is the di�erence between the C0E4A064 and C"⇠%, where C0E4A064 is the time

of a MIP incident on a crystal bar, which is the average between the times of arrival

measured at the two ends, C;4 5 C and CA86⌘C , and C"⇠% is the time measured by the

MCP-PMT.
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Figure 9.5: Probability to have a SiPM signal with an amplitude compatible with an energy
deposit from a MIP crossing a 3 mm thick crystal bar, as a function of the G and H track
coordinates: the GH region where the probability is close to 1 allows one to determine the
precise location of the bar [199].

�C10A = C0E4A064 � C"⇠% =
1
2
(C;4 5 C + CA86⌘C) � C"⇠% . (9.2)

An alternative way to estimate the time resolution is to measure half of the width of

the di�erence C38 5 5 = C;4 5 C � CA86⌘C between the times of arrival measured at the two

bar ends:

1
2
fC38 5 5 =

1
2

q
f

2
C;4 5 C

+ f
2
CA86⌘C

= fC0E4A064 (9.3)
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Fig. 9.6 shows the time resolution for various impact point positions of the tracks

along the G direction for C;4 5 C , CA86⌘C , C0E4A064 and C38 5 5 /2 at about 6 V OV. The

performance is relatively flat along the bar. A local bar resolution (C0E4A064, C38 5 5 )

of about 30 ps and 25 ps is achieved for a 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 57 <<
3 LYSO:Ce bar coupled

to HPK SiPMs and for a 3 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 57 <<
3 LYSO:Ce bar coupled to FBK SiPMs,

respectively. The FBK SiPMs setup achieves better performance due to the larger

energy deposited in the thicker crystal and the larger light collection e�ciency.

The C0E4A064 combines the measurements of the two SiPMs and improves the time

resolution by about
p

2 with respect to the individual SiPM (C;4 5 C , CA86⌘C), since the

dominant stochastic fluctuations from photostatistics are uncorrelated between the

two ends. The time resolution estimated using C38 5 5 /2 in the configuration with HPK

SiPMs is slightly better than the time resolution estimated using C0E4A064 because the

contribution of the correlated electronics noise is canceled in C38 5 5 .

Figure 9.6: Time resolution of the left and right SiPMs, their average, and half of the
time di�erence [199] as a function of the MIP impact point for a 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 57 <<

3 LYSO:Ce
bar coupled to HPK SiPMs (left) and for a 3 ⇥ 4 ⇥ 57 <<

3 LYSO:Ce bar coupled to FBK
SiPMs (right). For C;4 5 C , CA86⌘C , C0E4A064, the estimated contribution from the resolution of
the MCP-PMT (12 ps) was subtracted in quadrature.
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C h a p t e r 10

THE TIMING LEVEL-1 TRIGGER AT THE HL-LHC

At the HL-LHC, the CMS detector requires a trigger and data acquisition system

with exceptional performance to collect 400 to 450 5 1
�1 of integrated luminosity

per year. The Phase II upgrade will maintain a two-level strategy for the trigger

system but increase the L1 maximum rate from 100 to 750 kHz. The total latency

will also be increased from 4 to 12.5 `s, allowing for the first time the inclusion of

the tracker and high-granularity calorimeter information. Furthermore, the longer

latency will enable higher-level object reconstruction and identification, as well

as the evaluation of complex global event quantities and correlation variables to

optimize physics selectivity.

The goal of the Phase II upgrade of the L1 trigger system is not only to maintain the

performance of existing signal selection but also to significantly enhance or enable

physics selectivity, or in other words, enable the discovery of new physics. The

functional diagram of the architecture and data flow of the Phase II trigger system

is presented in Fig. 10.1, which includes the calorimeter trigger, muon trigger, track

trigger, particle flow trigger (also known as the correlator trigger, or CT), and global

trigger.

The particle flow trigger path is a new and central feature of the Phase II L1

trigger system design. The correlator trigger (CT) is composed of two layers,

namely, the particle flow layer-1 and particle flow layer-2. The particle flow layer-1

generates particle-flow candidates by matching calorimeter clusters and tracks. The

particle flow layer-2 constructs and sorts the final trigger objects while also applying

additional identification and isolation criteria.

At the HL-LHC, it is extremely challenging to trigger signals with fully hadronic

final states featuring soft jets. As an extension of searches for long-lived particles

(LLPs), the Phase II L1 trigger system implements new paths designated for soft

displaced and delayed jets to explore a completely new phase space for signals

featuring exotic Higgs decays while keeping the rate at an acceptable level. The

remainder of this section focuses on time-displaced calorimeter-based jets, targeting

jet displacement between 50 cm and 150 cm. The signal model used is the exotic

Higgs decay (� ! BB, B ! 1̄1, where B is the LLP).
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The availability of precision timing information at the Phase II L1 trigger can

significantly enhance our capability to tag LLP decays. Ref. [204] suggests that the

delayed timing signature is among the best for triggering and background rejection

for LLP lifetimes between 10 cm and 100 cm. In particular, for LLP lifetimes

between 50 cm and 150 cm, when decays occur in the vicinity of the calorimeters

away from the primary interaction vertex, timing information provides a unique

signature to discriminate between signal and background. Both the barrel ECAL

and HCAL subsystems will provide timing information to the L1 trigger, while the

endcap HGCAL will not have this capability due to bandwidth constraints.

We investigate the potential of using the barrel ECAL timing information to trigger

on LLP decays between 10 cm and 100 cm. The signal model considered is the most

challenging one to trigger on, where the SM Higgs boson decays to two LLPs with a

mass of 50 GeV, and each LLP decays to a pair of b-quarks. The jets produced in this

model are relatively low in transverse momentum and peak around 20 to 30 GeV.

Timestamps are reconstructed for calorimeter-based jets by averaging the measured

timestamp of each ECAL trigger primitive (TP) comprising the jet, weighted by its

measured energy.

Figure 10.2 shows how the single calorimeter-based jet trigger rate varies with signal

e�ciency for four di�erent time delay requirements. Tighter timing requirements

allow higher signal e�ciencies to be achieved for a given background rate, because

the requirements on jet ?) are less stringent. When a time delay of over 1 ns is

required, the rate of a trigger with 20% signal e�ciency is 25 kHz, while the rate of

a trigger with 14% signal e�ciency is 10 kHz.
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Figure 10.1: Functional diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design [203].
The Phase-2 L1 trigger receives inputs from the calorimeters, the muon spectrometers and
the track finder. The calorimeter trigger inputs include inputs from the barrel calorimeter
(BC), the high-granularity calorimeter (HGCAL) and the hadron forward calorimeter (HF).
It is composed of a barrel calorimeter trigger (BCT) and a global calorimeter trigger (GCT).
The muon trigger receives input from various detectors, including drift tubes (DT), resistive
plate chambers (RPC), cathode strip chambers (CSC), and gas electron multipliers (GEM).
It is composed of a barrel layer-1 processor and muon track finders processing data from
three separate pseudorapidity regions and referred to as BMTF, OMTF and EMTF for barrel,
overlap and endcap, respectively. The muon track finders transmit their muon candidates to
the global muon trigger (GMT), where combination with tracking information is possible.
The track finder (TF) provides tracks to various parts of the design including the global track
trigger (GTT). The correlator trigger (CT) in the center (yellow area) is composed of two
layers dedicated to particle-flow reconstruction. All objects are sent to the global trigger
(GT) issuing the final L1 trigger decision. External triggers feeding into the GT are also
shown including potential upscope (mentioned as “others”) such as inputs from the MTD.
The dashed lines represent links that could be potentially exploited. The components under
development within the Phase-2 L1 trigger project are grouped in the same area (blue area).
The various levels of processing are indicated on the right: trigger primitives (TP), local and
global trigger reconstruction, particle-flow trigger reconstruction (PF) and global decision.
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Figure 10.2: The rate of the proposed single time-displaced calorimeter-based jet seed
is plotted against the signal e�ciency for di�erent requirements on the jet timestamp and
?T. A single calorimeter-based jet is required and the di�erent curves represent di�erent
jet-time requirements. The points along the curve represent di�erent requirements on the
jet ?T, varying between 20–100 GeV. The signal model considered is SM Higgs boson
production decaying to two scalar long-lived particles of mass 50 GeV, each decaying to a
pair of b-quarks. The proper lifetime of the scalar is 1 m [203].
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